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Abstract 
The hydrogen-argon system is the preeminent prototype system for the stndy of 
atom-diatom interaction potential energy d a c e s .  The tempaature dependence 
of the NMR spin-lattice relaxation tirne in the gas phase provides one of the most 
sensitive tests to the anisotropic part of these potential energy surfaces. 
The present work consists of a combined experimental and theoretical study 
of the NMR spin-lattice relaxation times in HD-Ar and Da-Ar mixtures. A gas- 
handling system and a sample ceIl have been designed and s u c c e s ~ y  employed 
in the experimental part of this study. The spin-lattice relaxation times for the 
proton and deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures, and for the deuteron of Di in 
D2-Ar mixtures have been measured over a wide range of temperatures at several 
mole hactions and densities. The quaüty of the r d t s  is tested by the analysis of 
the one-dimensional spectra. The vahes of the nudear Overhauser ef5ect (NOE) 
enhancements for the proton and deuteron of HD in ED-Ar mixtures have been 
measured; these NOE measarements represent the first such experiments for the 
gas phase. 
Theoretical values of the spin-lattice relaxation t k z s  and the NOE enhance- 
ments have been calcnlated for the same mixtures using the XC(fit) potential energy 
surface derived by Bissonnette et  al. [ J. Chem. Phys. 105, 2639-2653, (1996)l for 
hydrogen-argon systems. A complete analysis of the temperature, field and density 
dependences of the relaxation times has been carrïed out for both systems. Two 
diable  methods have been proposed to compare the theoretical and experimentai 
NMR spin-lat tice relaration times obt ained for high tempaature equilibrium mix- 
tures of the two panty isomers of the D2-Ar system under the conditions in which 
separate measuxement of th& deutexon relaxation times is not possibIe. 
The experimentai and theoreticai resdts for the HD-Ar system show excellent 
agreement, but the agreement for the Dr-Ar system is relatively good only for 
higher temperattues. It has been argued that the major source of the Wkrence 
between the level of agreement for the two systems is due to uncertainties in the 
anisotropic part of the homonudear potential energy surface. The accuracy of the 
anisotropy for the heteronuclear potential energy surface is determined, through 
transformation, by the acctmacy of the isotropie part of the homonudear potential, 
which is usually higher than that of the anisotropic parts. The etfects of orbiting 
resonances and the sensitivity of the NMR cross sections to sabtle changes in the 
potential have been stndied. Efïects of the non-rigidity of the diatom on the cou- 
pling constants, and hence on the NMR relaxation times, have also been studied. 
Finally, some suggestions for fnrther studies of hydrogen-argon systems have 
been proposed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 General Introduction 
Nudear Magnetic resonance spectroscopy has proven to be one of the most powerfnl 
spectroscopie techniques for the detailed study of molecules in all phases of matter. 
The information obtained lkom NMR spectra and relaxation time measurements 
forms a complete data set fiom which the energetic and dynamicd properties of 
systems can be deduced. NMR chemical shiR measurements, which probe only 
the time-independent interactions between the nuclear spin and its surro~~ndings, 
can be used for structure and diemical bond characterizations, while NMR relax- 
ation tirne and lineshape measurements, which probe the time-dependent part of 
the interactions, can provide information about almost all physical and chemical 
properties of both the molecde and its surroundings, including dynamical behavior 
and int ermolecular interactions. ' 
In the gas phase, NMR relaxation is due ultimately to coIlisional reorientation 
of the molecdar rotational angnlar momentum, which is w e d y  coupled to the spin 
sys tem via intramolecular interactions. NMR relaxation time measurements in the 
gas phase can thus provide a great deal of asenil information about intermolec- 
ular interactions governing the collisional teorientation of the rotational an& 
rnomentum. NMR relaxation times and the anisotropic part of the intermolecular 
potential enagy d a c e  (PES) for an atom-diatom gas phase system are linked 
through (collision) cross sections by kinetic theory ?* The kinetic theory ap proach 
has been successfid in describing NMR relauition phenornena and predicting relax- 
ation times which are in good agreement with avaüable e x p h e n t a 1  data. 
Previous studies on gas phase systemsed have shown that NMR relaxation times 
are perhaps the bnllr physical properties most sensitive to the anisotropic part of 
PES 'S. Thus, gas phase NMR relaxation time measurements can be used to evahate 
the anisotropic part of the PES recommended for a given system. This has been a 
particdar goal of molecular and chernical physicists investigating the findamental 
nature of interactions in matter. Since the NMR Tl data are not used in the 
derivation or improvement of the PES, a cornparison between experimental and 
theoretical NMR Ti data can thezefore be regarded as providing an independent 
quality test for any proposed PES for a given atom-diatom system. 
In a series of studies that has been carried out on hydrogen-helium systemsCB 
it has been found that the best available PES7 resulted in relaxation times for the 
homonndear systems Hz-He and DIHe in good agreement with the experimental 
data, while the same potential for the heteronuclear HD-He s ystem, transformed 
to d o w  displacement of the center-of-mass of the HD molecule from its center-of- 
force, resulted in good agreement for the proton relaxation tirne but poor agreement 
for the deuteron relaxation time of HD. In order to throw additional light on the 
source of this exceptional discrepancy in the level of agreement between theory and 
experiment for the proton and the deateron relaxation times, a similar study has 
been undertaken on isotopic hydrogen-argon systems. As Hz-& data were already 
available, it was decided to study first the HD-Ar system and then to extend the 
study to indude the D2-Ar system. In the theoretid part of t h  study the PES 
derived by Bissonnette et al? for the hydrogen-argon system wi l l  be employed. 
The resdts of such a stady wiJl thns be used, in the first place, to evaluate the 
anisotropy of this PES. 
1.2 Nuclear spin relaxation 
Nudear magnetic resonance (NhlR) de& with the interactions between nuclear 
magnetic moments and intemal and externa1 magnetic fields. A nucleus possessing 
(nadear) spin Î ha9 a magnetic moment 3 = npNÎ, in d i c h  gr is the nncleat 
g-factor and p~ is the nuclear magneton. If th& nucleus is placed in a static homo- 
geneous magnetic field Bo whose direction is commonly used to defme the z-axis, 
the interaction between the magnetic moment and the field creates a splitting in 
the (otherwise degenerate) 2 1  +- I nuclear spin levels, with a spacing AE = Ibrl, 
where wr= -apNBo/b= -rIBo is the nuclear precession fkequency of about Bo, 
also known as the Lannor fiequency.g The interaction between a magnetic moment 
and a magnetic field is called the Zeeman interaction. At eqtailibrium, the nudei 
are distributed among the a d a b l e  energy l eds  according to the Boltzmann dis- 
tribution. Following any process that disturbs the equilibrium distribution, such 
as a smdl time-dependent field Bi(t) applied in a direction perpendicnlar to Bo, 
thereby causing a non-eqnilbrium maaoscopic magnetization, the nudear spin sys- 
tem will retmn to its equilibrium state by exehanging enagy with its surromdings, 
historically cded  the lattice, via a fist-order relaxation process c d e d  spin-lattice 
relaxation, characterized by a tirne constant Tl, knoum as the spin-lattice, or lon- 
gitudinal, relaxation t h e .  For a static homogeneous magnetic field Ba applied 
dong the z-axis, relaxation of the total magnetization Ml dehed  as the ensemble 
average of the nudear magnetic moments (i-e., M= <po) and lcnoan as the Curie 
magnetization, is expressed in terms of set of equations, 
for the longitudinal (i. e., pardel to the direction of the static field) component and 
for the corresponding transverse (Le., perpendicular to the direction of the static 
magnetic field) components. These equations are known as the Bloch eq~ations.'~ 
The decay constant Tz used in Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) is called the spin-spin, or tram- 
verse, relaxation t h e .  For a given nucleus, the relaxation times Tl and TI are 
characteris tics of the physicochemical proper ties of the surroundkigs, sach as size 
and electric charge distribution in the molecule, magnetic properties of neighboring 
nudei, intermo1enisr interactions, temperat m e  and density. 
Determination of f i  and T2 
The best method for determination of the spin-lattice relaxation time Ti is the 
inversion-~ecovery r n e t h ~ d . ~ ~ ~ ~  In this method an rf pulse sequence consisting of a 
pair of n and pulses is used to probe the evolution of the z-component of the total 
magnetization with tirne. Application of the îust pulse, or preparation pulse, inverts 
the direction of magnetization (i.e., rotates the magnetization by 180'). Af'ter a 
time r a second pulse, the observation palse, rotabes the recovered magnetization at 
this t h e  into the zy-pkne so that it ean be observed. The measured magnetization 
at time 7, MT, is reIated to T by 
in which M, = M, is the equilibrium magnetization. This equation is the integral 
form of Eq. (1.1). The relaxation time f i  is obtained fkom a plot of ln (2dDy>v ) 
versas r, which has a slope of Tl-'. The accnracy of Tl measarement depends 
upon the number of r values used in the experirnent; the larger the namber of r 
values the smaller the standard deviation of the measnred value of Ti. Other im- 
portant experimental conditions determiaing the final accaracy of Tl measarement 
are discussed in Chs. 3 and 5. 
The method of determination of the transverse relaxation time TI is known 
as the CPMG method. The palse sequence nsed in this method consists of a 
preparation $-puise, which puts the magnetization in the zy-plane, followed by a 
series of n (n, -a) pairs of observation pulses, which are phase-shifted by 90° with 
respect to the preparation :-pulse. The spacing between the two pulses of each pair, 
and the spscing between the pairs are the same, and is 2 ~ ~ .  The magnetization is 
observed a time r o  &et either the r or the -r pulses. The relaxation time T' is 
obtained fitom the slope Tt-' of a plot of ln (2) versus -2 ir0 with i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
This relationship can be derived by adding, and then integrating Eq. (1.2) and (1.3) 
in the h e  rotating at the frequency of q. The tole of each r or -a pulse is to 
refocus the dephased M, magnetization due to processes such as chernical shifts 
and heteronndear J-coupling, in order to cancel their contributions to the decay of 
the M, magnetization. Alternation of the direction of the r pulses takes care of 
the effects of possible inacmracies in the pulse-length calibrations. 
The spin-spin relaxation time T2 can ais0 be determinet3 fiom linewidth measure- 
ment on simple onedimensional spectta Sime intedering processes mch as those 
mentioned above are unavoidable, the rneasp~ed relaxation tirne in this method is 
not the actual spinospin relaxation tirne. The relaxation time measured from the 
Iinewidth is thus an effective tramverse relaxation time. This effective transverse 
relâxation time is denoted by T;, and is related to the linewidth Aullz "a Fourier 
transformation as 
Under all conditions, T; is shorter than TI, because all interfkring processes and 
experimental problems resdt in a faster decay of the nuclear magnetization. Short 
acquisition times and inaccnracies in pulse-Iength calibrations are examples of ex- 
perimental problems contributing to the T; values. O ther experimental problems 
such as poor shimming, i. e., magnetic field inhomogeneity, temperature gradients 
and diffusion of molecules into and out of the effective volume of the rf coil, also 
contribute to the measured values of all relaxation times. In the absence of diffrr- 
sion into and out of the dective volume of the rf coil, the efEects of magnetic field 
inhomogeneities on the meanired Tl appears onlp as an increase in the standard 
deviation when the signal is weakU* l2 
Mechanisms of NMR spin-lattice relaxation 
Relaxation of the nuclear magnetization towards the equilibriam state is induced 
by oscillating (i. e., time-dependent ) local magnetic fields. In the solid phase, the 
thermal vibration of the crystalline lattice, paramagnetic centers or impurities and 
conduction electrons (in semiconductors and met&) are possible sources of an 
oscillating local magnetic fidd inducing NMR relaxation.'3*" 
In the liquid phase the tirnedependent local magnetic field observed at the 
site of a nucleus is produced by modulation of various interactions by random 
t umbling and translational motions of the m~lecnles.'~ These interactions inchde: 
the dipole-dipole interaction with another nnclear moment (D) or with tmpaired 
electrons (UE), the interaction with the sbielding anisotropy (SA), the J-couphg 
(J) to another spin, which may arise in tao different ways, one fkom the time- 
dependent conpling constant (e-g., in exchange systems), and the other from the 
very shott relaxation time of the coupled nucleus, and the direct interaction with 
the rotational angalar momentum of the molede, which is called the spin-rotation 
(SR) interaction. For quadrupolar nudei with spin I >$ , the interaction with the 
projection of the electnc field gradient dong the direction of the magnetic field at 
the site of a nucleus, which is cded the quadrupolar interaction (Q), should be 
added to the above Est. 
For monatomic gases, relaxation of the nuclear magnetization is induced directly 
by collisions. This is because all  mechanisms through whieh the spin system may 
be coupled to the lattice (Le . ,  its surroundings) directly involve the intermolecular 
interactions. Since such interactions are naturally weak, such as the nuclear spin- 
spin interaction between two atoms, or operational ody dnring the very short Me 
t h e  of the collision complex, relaxation times for monatomic gases are normdy 
very 
In polyatomic gases NMR relaxation proceeds, not only via such vesy weak 
int ermolecular processes, but also via collisional modulation of the intramolecular 
interactions between the nudear spin system and the rotational angular momentum 
of the rnolec~le.~* 'O It will be shown later in this chapter that such a modulation can 
only occm if the intermoledar PES of the system has anisotropic components (i. e., 
it is angle-dependent), which is the case for atnost al l  systems with at least one 
polyatomic component. The anisotropy of the intermoledar PES determines the 
effectiveness of the inelastic collisions in reorienting andlot changing the magnitude 
of the rotational anpaiar momentum; this in hirP determines the NMR relaxation 
times. An isotropie PES leads to pureiy elastic collisions, and conseqaently does 
not contribute to NMR relaxation through the intramoIecuiar mechanisms. Since 
the collision fiequency in the gas phase depends on the nnmba density and tem- 
peraahire:l it can thus be expected that the NMR relaxation times shodd depend 
upon these two variables. These dependences are dismssed in detail in Chs. 4 and 
5. 
Basicdy, there are tao approaches to link the relaxation of the macroscopic 
magnetization to microscopie properties of atoms and molecules; these are the 
correlation function2' and kinetic theory2= approaches. In the correlation h c t i o n  
approach the fluctuation of the local magnetic field is described by a correlation 
function G(r). The Fourier transform of this correlation function in the fiequency 
domain, J(wi), is called the spectral density, and is nsed to derive equations for 
the relaxation times. The spectral density is a rneasure of the strength of the 
interaction, and is given by 
in which the time constant Ti, called the correlation tirne, is related to the collisional 
reorientation of the rotational angular momentum of the diatomic molecule. For 
a given molecule, the cordation tirne ri is a fnnction of the interaction i and the 
physicd properties of the phase, and is determined either from NMR relaxation 
time data, or from other techniques.13 The contribution of various interactions 
to the total relaxation tirne of a nudens can then be expressed in terms of the 
corresponding correlation times. Before giving the expressions for the relaxation 
times fiom the correlation fanction approach, it is usefil to review brïefiy the 
interactions b e t w ~ n  the spin system and the rotational motion of the moledes. 
For the X nucleus of a diatomic molea.de X Y  the part of the spin Hamiltonian 
describing the tirnedependent interactions between the nudear spin system and 
the rotationai angaiar momentum of the molede, which is of interest in this thesis 
can be written as 
with &, ??D and 'fip representing the contributions of the spin-rotation, dipolar 
and quadrupolar interactions, respectively. The expliut forms for these intramolec- 
ular interactions a d 3  
?&, = (T"+) [Î* Î y  - 3(i* - u)(Îy u)] , 
~ 5 r  
in which & is the nudear spin quantum number of nucleus i ,  BR is the magnitude 
of the local magnetic field created by the rotational angular momentum j of the 
molecale with rotational quantum number j, i ~ y  is the inteniuclear distance, u is 
a unit vector dong the bond ans of the molede, Qx is the quadrupolar moment 
of the nucleus X (for Ix > i), and <I is the electric field gradient at the site of 
nucleus X It is obvions that the eigenvaiues of these Hamiltoaiaas depend apon 
the rotational quantum number j. The time-dependences of these Hadtonians 
arise fiom the collisional changes in both the orientation and the magnitude of the 
rotational an- momentum of the molede. These changes can be aseribed to 
redistributions of the total anguiar momentum and the total energy between dif- 
ferent degrees of fieedom of the collision cornplex, induding the rotational motions 
of the diatomic molecale and the collision complex. 
In the correlation hinction formalism, the contributions of the SR, D and Q 
interactions, described respectively in Eqs. (1.8), (1.9) and (1.10), to the total 
relaxation time for nucleus X of the diatomic m o l e d e  XY in rotational Ievel j, are 
given by2* 
in which w&, # and are spin-rotation dipolar and quachpolar coupling 
constants, respectively, and ux and WF are, respectively, the Larmor fkequencies 
associated with the nuclear spin X and the rotational anguiar momentum of the 
diatomic molede XY. The correlation times rl and r 2  are characteristic time con- 
stants of the interactions involviag, respectively, h t  and second r a d  Preduable 
tensors in J .  
When more than one independent mechanism is involved in the relaxation pro- 
cess, the ovaall relaxation time is given by' 
in which i is a label designating an individaal mechanism involved in the relaxation 
process (e-g., i = SR, D, Q ). 
The kinetic theory approach to the relaxation of the macroscopic nuclear mag- 
netization is based on the Wddmann-Snider (WS) equationZT for the time evolution 
of the perturbation of the single-particle distribution hinction @(t , j ,  1) applied to 
a system initially at equilibrium. In the presence of an extenial magnetic field' 
the interna1 Hamiltonian for a diatomic molede is made up of three parts: that 
governing the rotational motion, gmt =fi2j2/210 with Io the moment of inertia of 
the diatom, the Zeeman interaction, ?& = fuy b I+fu.g b -3 with b the unit vector 
dong the direction of the static magnetic field, and the intramolecnlar interactions, 
eintrar given by Eq. (1.7). The return of the pertarbed system to its equilibrium 
state is described via the linearized WS equation, 
in whi& the square bradrets denote the cornmutators, and 7Z is the Iinearized 
collision opera t~r .~  The equation of motion for the nonequilibrium macroscopic 
nudear rnagnetization is obtained h m  Eq. (1.15). The results of the h e t i c  theory 
'Assurning that there is no interrelation between different  interaction^.*^*^^ 
approach for the relaxation of the nucleat magnetization can be sammarized as2 
in which 6 and r are second rank unit tensor and third rank mit  antisymmetric 
tensor, respectively, and the kernel K(r) is defined by 
with /Rint, the commutator (super) operator derived &orn ??hm. These eqnations 
lead to a set of expressions for the components of the total relaxation t h e  for 
the nucleus X of the diatom XY dilnted in a monatomic gas, which are similar to 
those obtained nom the correlation fnnction approach, given in Eqs. (1.11)-(1.13), 
with the exception that the correlation times and q are given, respectively, in 
terms of the state-to-state dective collision cross sections by TI = [nuv(j, jf)c]-l-' 
and r 2  = [nuT(j, j ' )~ ] - '  with n the number density of the gas mixture, and C, the 
relative velocity of the colliding atom-diatom pair. 
The ef€ective cross sections crv(j, j') and uT(f, j') appearing in the relaxation 
tirne expressions derived fkom the kinetic theory approach are w d - d h e d  quanti- 
ties, related to the probabilities of transition between a given pair of states of the 
collision cornplex involving f i s  t and second rank irreducible tensors, respectively. 
These cross sections are determined by the anisotropic part of the intermolecdar 
PES via scattering theory. A bnef review of the atom-diatom scattering theory from 
which the expressions for the NMR cross sections may be obtained, is presented in 
the next section. The final expressions for the components of the relaxation times 
for the nudei of a diatomic molede  dilnted in a monatomic gas, d l  be def'erred 
until Ch. 4, where the temperature, density and field efFects on the daration times 
are discnssed. A detded derivation of the explicit expressions for the relaxation 
times can be found el~ewhere.~* 
1.3 Atom-diatom scattering and NMR 
relaxation cross sections 
The tirneindependent Schrodinger equation which describes the interna motion of 
the conision complex formed between a 'S atom Z and a 'C diatomic rigid-rotor 
XY bas the fom 
The quantities appearing in this equation are: the eigenvalue E of the total Hamil- 
tonian, the reduced masses of the collision complex and diatom p and p' given, 
respectively, by C< = (m& + rns1)-l and p' = (mg' + m~')-' , with mi being the 
atomic (or moleealar) mass of speues i ,  the h e d  diatom bond-length T ,  the dis- 
tance R between centers of mass of the colliding partides, the orientation angle 
d between r and R (see Fig 4.1), and finally the spherical polar coordinate sets 
W R  (BR, h) and w, r (8,,$=) which debe  the orientations of the vectors R 
and r ,  respectively, in a spaced-fixed fiame. The first  ter^^ in Eq. (1.20) represents 
the radial part of the kinetic energy operator for the relative motion of the atom- 
diatom pair, while the second tenn represents its angalar part. The second term 
ean also be considaed to represent the centrifiigal potential assouated with the 
orbital arignias momentum of the collision complex. The thhd tenn can either be 
considered to represent the interna1 (rotational) energy of the diatomic component, 
or as a centdûgal potential associated with the rotational angular momentum of 
the diatom. Findy, the interaction between the colliding pair is governed by the 
PES V(R,r,9). The coordinates of the interaction PES (i-e., r, R and 8) forrn a 
complete coordinate set in the bodyhed kame. Note that the orientation angle 
B is determined by the coordinate sets w~ and w,, and thns is not an independent 
variable of the Schrôdinger eqnation. 
For an isolated non-reactive collision complex, the to ta1 angular momentnm is 
conserved during the course of collision. This means that in addition to the total 
C 
energy Ey the eigenvalues J ( J +  l)li2 and mJ6 of the operators .T2 and jz associated 
with the total angular mornentum j and its projection onto the r-axis j,, defmed 
respectively by 
are constants of the motion. The good quantum numbers of the collision complex 
are now J and m ~ .  These conserved quantum numbers are given in terms of 
the quantum numbers j, l ,  mj and ml, associated with non-conservative angular 
momenta j and 2 and th& s-axis projections, j, and &, respectively, via 
The conservation of the total anguiar momentum impües &O that the operators 
h 
J2 and j. shodd commate with the total Harniltoniaa. This commutation simpli- 
fies the solution of the Schriidinger equation considerably. Arthurs and DaIgarn~'~ 
have shown that in this total4 representation it is convenient to factorise the total 
wavefimction !@fmj(RiwR,w,) into the prodttcts of radial and anguiar wavefanc- 
tions as 
where the are constants to be determined from orthonorrnality and bound- 
ary conditions, and $JE(jfZ',jllR) and Y ' ~ J ( W R ,  w,) are (pure) radial and angu- 
lar parts of the total wavefimction, respectively. The angnlar part of the total 
wavefunction can be written as a linear combination of two sets of spherical har- 
monics, one describing the orbital angular momentnm of the collision cornplex, 
l$ni,t (wR),  and the other describing the rotational angtilar momentum of the di- 
atom? qrmjt(w,), given by 
in which the coefficient ( 0  - - )  is a Wigner 3-j sy~nbol.*~ These funetions form a 
complete orthonormal set, and are simultaneously eigenninctions of the operators 
A - -  
j2? P , J2 and .f, with e i g e n d e s  j'( jf + l ) p ,  1' (lf + l ) p ,  J(J  + 1)h2 and m ~ b ,  
respectively. This choice for the angular part of the wavehction in the space- 
fixed fiame leads to a differential equation for the radial part of the wavefunction 
in which the unprimed and primed variables denote the pre- and post-collisional 
quantities, and kj,, the so-cded channel wavenumber, is defined as 
with Ejf the rotational energy of the diatom (in level y). Each pair ( j ,  1)  is called 
a channel. The number of possible channels (Le., the number of combinations of 
the possible pre-collisional values of j and 1) that a pair of colliding partides can 
access depends npon the total energy of the system, and the highest rotational 
level of the diatom at or below that s p e d c  energy. A ( j J )  combination with an 
energetically accessible diatom rotational level j is called an open channel, while a 
( j ,  1) combination for which the rotationaistate j is not accessible is cded a closed 
channel. For an open chamel E > Ej7 so that the channel wavenumber is real, 
while for a dosed channe1 E < Ej,  so that the channel wavenumber is imaginary. 
Equation (1.25) shows that the radial wavehction of a collision complex may 
have contributions kom closed channeis, in spite of the fact that they are not 
energetically accessible. The saperscript J in Eq. (1.25) speafies the quantum 
number of the conserved total angular momentun. Equation (1.25) represents a set 
of ordinary dinerential eqaations in R which are coupled by the coupling coefficients 
VJ(  j"P, j'lr 1 R) . These couphg coefticients are related to the interaction PES via 
If the interaction potential uur be expanded in tams of Legendre polynomiah as 
V(T? R, 0) = & K(T, R) PA(- O ) ,  the above eqnation can be simplified to 
v J(if'lff Y f ''rlR) = x f{(jtfl", jflf)K(r, R), 
X 
in which the f*J(f"Vf, j f F )  are Percival-Seaton coefficients, given explicitly by30 
with ( 0  ) a Wigner 6-j symbol. Using Eq. (1.28) in Eq. (1.25) yields 
Equation (1.30) shows that the interaction PES couples (mixes) all radial wavefunc- 
tions (states) of the collision complex. The extent of this coupling is determined by 
the magnitudes of the coefficients VA(r, R) of the Legendre expansion with X # O, 
Le., the anisotropy, of the PES. The propaties of the Pereiva-Seaton coefficients 
dictate a certain pattem for the coupling behreen different states, based upon the 
specifications of the PES. This pattern can be s ~ u n a r i z e d  as: 
a) The even-X terms of the interaction PES couple o d y  those states in which both 
the rotational states of the diatom and the rotational states of the collision 
complex have the same parities, that is, the quantum nambers j" and if are 
& h a  both even or both odd (the same condition applies to the quantum 
numbas 2" and t'). The tenns wïth A odd couple any two states of opposite 
parie with, of course, the same J .  One immediate outcome of this coupling 
pattern is that for a homonuclear diatom with Dmii symmehy, for which the 
Legendre expansion of the PES has oniy tenns with X even, an atom-diatom 
collision does not couple the rotational states with j even to those with j 
odd. This means that the two parïty isomels of a homonuclear diatom do not 
undergo parity &anges in a collision. 
b ) For an atom-diatom collision complex with an iso tropic ( i. e., angle-independent ) 
PES so that alI of the terms, apart &om l&, of its Legendre expansion vanish, 
the collision does not introduce any coupling between states, and the quantum 
nnmbers Z and j are both conserved. Thus, collisions under on isotropic 
PES are elastic. In other words, inelastic collisions are induced only by the 
ailisotropic part of the interaction PES. 
A detailed solution of the Schrôdinger equation for an atom-diatom collision, 
f i s t  presented by Arthurs and Dalgarn~,'~ is not intended here. However, for the 
purposes of this thesis the h a 1  results of thei. solution wiU be discussed. 
In the space-fixed hame, which has been used throughout this sectiod a rea- 
sonable choice for the boundary conditions applied on the radial wavefanction of 
the collision complex is given as3' 
For the tteatment of the atom-diatom collision in other frames see Re&. 31,32. 
in which channel wavenumbers kj ;-d kjr are g i v a  by Eq. (1.26). The ftst con- 
dition, given by Eq. (1.31), is based on the fact that the atom and diatom cannot 
physicaily coexist at the same point in space. The second condition spedes the 
asymptotic hc t iona l  form of the wavehtnction. The fitst term in Eq. (1.32) repre- 
sents an incoming spherical wave fiom the entrance channel ( j ,  l ) ,  which accounts 
for the initial approach of the cofiding particles. The Kronecker deltas ensure that 
the pre-collisional radial wavefnnctions (or the entrance channels) are not coupled. 
The second t a m  in Eq. (1.32) represents an outgoing spherical wave fiom the exit 
channe1 (y, 1') weighted by a factor S&(jfl', jl), an element of the scattering, or S- 
ma*. The S-matrîx elements are of central importance in scattering calcdations. 
As can be seen fiom Eq. (1.32), the S&(jlf, j l )  element of the S-matrix determines 
the contribution of the exit channel (j', F) in the post-collisional asymptotic wave- 
function. It can thus be concluded that the probability of the (inelastic) transition 
fkom the (3,l) state (the entrance channel) to the (if, P) state (the exit Channel) is 
determined by the S-mat* element S&(j'Z', j l) ,  which couples the two states." 
Using Eq. (1.23) and the boundary conditions for the radial wavefnnctions, given 
in Eqs. (1.31) and (1.32), the bonndary conditions for the total wavefunction can 
be derived as32 
&/R 
B -f C f (3 mjf 4+ , i m j b ~ ) ~ & n ~ ~  ( w ~ ) ,  (1.34) 
j'm 
in which R, is the projection of R onto the z-axis of the SF frame, and the factor 
f (fmjt t jmjlwR), called the scattering amplitude, is related to the S-matrix 
The two terms of the asymptotic total wavefonction have the same meaning as 
those of the radial wavefimctions discussed previonsly. The bowidary conditions, 
given in Eqs. (1.33) and (1.34), and the orthonormality of the total wavefiinction 
can be used to caldate  the coefficients appearing in the expansion of the total 
wavefunction, Eq. (l.23), as 
The remaining step towards a complete solution of the SchrOdinger equation for the 
collision complex is to solve the inhomogeneous differential eqaation for the radial 
wavefwzction, given in Eq. (1.30). As mentioned earlier, the detailed procedure of 
such a solution can be found e l s e ~ h e r e , ~ ' ~ ~ ~  and is not relevant to this introduction. 
Once the radial wavehctions have b e n  found, Eq. (1.23) can be nsed to obtain 
the total wavefhction. 
Mathematically, the s u m s  appearing in the cdealation of the total wavefnnction, 
Eq. (1.23), are anlimited. The existence of such nalimited s u s  does not allow a 
complete derivation of the total wavefunction, and hence limits the physical appli- 
cation of the quantum mechanical method presented in this section. Lispection of 
the asymptotic behavior of the total wavefbction, given in Eq. (LM), shows that 
the contribution of the dosed channels (i. e., the energetically unaccessible le&) to 
the wavehction are exponentially decreasing fiinctions of R; the farther the dosed 
chamel is above the total energy, the faster is the rate of decrease.: This means 
that as R inmeases, Le., as the collidhg partides recede fiom one another and 
from the collision center, the aLeady insignificant contributions of the uppa dosed 
channeis to the wavefùnction decrease much faster than do those of the lower closed 
channel. This snggests that the sum over j', the rotational quantum number of the 
"t channe1 (f', P), can be trnncated at j' values very dose to the highest open 
channel, i. e., the highest energetically accessible rotational level of the diatom. It 
can be shown, similady, that the other sums over J, 1 and 2' in the equation for the 
total wavehction can also be tnuicated at finite vaines determined by the total 
energy and total angular momentum of the collision cornplex. 
The role of the factor f *(ifmj. t jmjlwR) in the totd wavefnnction is similar 
to that of the S-rnatrix elements in the radial wavef'unctions. In addition to the 
information contained in the S-matrix elements, the scattering amplitudes contai. 
angnlar information about the scattered (outgoing) partides. This codd also be 
seen kom the arguments chosen to identify the two quantities. Thus, it should be 
possible to calculate the transition probabilities bebeen a given pair of rotational 
states of the diatomic molecnle scattering at a given solid angle w R if the scat tering 
amplitude can be calculated. Equation (1.35) shows that the caldation of the 
!For a c l d  Channel ( j t ,  l'), the chenne1 wavenumber kir is imaginary, and can be written as 
kit = iaj# wheie aj4 is a rial number given by aj# = [ $ ( E ~ #  - E)]+.  Substituting kjtiajt in the 
exponentiai factor in the second term of the Eq. (1.34) results in the exponential factor e-*jtR 
which is a rapidly decreasing function of R. This factor is an osciliatory function of R for open 
channeb . 
scattering amplitudes is possible if the S-rnatrix elements are known. 
Once the probabilities of the collisional transitions betaeen different states are 
knotni, aU physical properties of the system, whether of the collision compla or of 
the colliding partides infinitely after the collision, can be caldated h g  standard 
quantam and statistical methods. The transition probabilities can be expressed in 
terms of transition cross sections tkough the definition of the collision opera t~r .~  
The translation of the probabilities to cross sections has been necessary in order 
to faditate the analogy with classical collision theory? It can be shown that the 
differential cross section describing the transition from the initial state ( j ,  mi) to 
the final state (j', mjr) observed at the scatteshg solid angle w~ is related to the 
scattering amplitude via3* 
In the present stndy it is not possible to obtain any information about individual 
collisions, as the NMR relaxation times are maaoscopic properties of the bulk 
system. Proper quantum and statistical methods are thus required to link the 
properties of the bu& system to individual collisions. Fitz et  al?' have shown that 
the generalized (transition) cross section for atom-diatom (rigid-rotor) scattering, 
which desaibes the collisional properties of the bu& system is given by 
KfKi.& Kj S KfK:-fllKj 
u j j j  (K)  = - C Pjlj,rijlg (Jr7 K) 3 
k! J* 
in which E is the total energy of the system, kj is the channe1 wavenumber given 
K'K' ;K,Kj 
by Eq. (1.26), and P&.& (Jf, K), is a generalized opacity of rank K for a colli- 
sion complex with total angnlar momentum quantam number Jf. The generalized 
opacities are given in terms of binary produds of S-matrix elements by 
in which, as earlier, unprimed and primed quantities represent the conespondhg 
pre- and pos t-collisional values, respec tively. When spectroscopic line-shûting or 
line-broadening cross sections are involved, the subscripts "in (for initial) and 'Y' 
(for &al) represent, respectively, the corresponding pre- and post-transition values 
in the spectroscopic transition. For other types of cross sections, such as those 
being considered in this thesis, they are simply convenient labels to distinguish 
between two values of the tensor ranks of the same type of angular momentum 
tensors coupled to give a total r a d  K. The equalities ji = jf = j ,  j[ = 3; = j', 
li = If = 1 and I l  = C = 1' apply for the specific cross sections relevant to the NMR 
relaxation processes. In the absence of spectroscopic transitions the subscripts 
"in and Y' on the total angular momentum quantum number J &O lose their 
physical identification and become a set of convenient labels used to distinguish 
the corresponding values appearing in the t e r m s  of the two independent J-sums. 
In Eq. (1.39), the coefficients ( 0  -) are Wigner 9-j ~ ~ r n b o l s * ~  and the values of 
of the K indices are dehed according to the coupling scheme given by the vector 
equations Kt = 4-4, Ki = J ~ - A ,  K; = 4-4, Ki = ji-d and K = Kl+Kj = 
Ki + Ki = Kr. A derivation of this generalized aoss section and a more detailed 
definition of the quantities upon wbich it depends can be found in Refs. 32 and 
33-37. 
As pointed out previously, and c m  be seen from Eq. (1.39), the caldation 
of the S-matru elements is the heart of the quantum mechanieal study of the 
atom-diatom collision. Efficient quantam nnmerical methods, snch as the Close- 
Couppled (CC), centrifùgd sudden (CS) and infinite-order sadden (10s) methods, 
are available for the calculation of the S-matrix elements. The latter two methods 
apply best to higher energy collisions of heavier atoms and molecules. The IOS 
method, especially shotdd not be applied for the caculation of S-matrix elements 
when hydrogenic moledes are i n ~ o l v e d . ~ ~  Among these methods the CC method 
is the only one which is essentidy exact. The quantum mechanical method briefly 
desaïbed in this section for the study of atom-diatom collisions, forrns the basis for 
the CC calcdation of S-matrix elements. 
The cross section matrices involved in the interactions befmeen the nuclear 
spin and rotational angular momenta containing &st rank tensors (as in the spin- 
rotation interaction) and second rank tensors (as in the dipolar and quadrupolar 
interactions), which determine the gas phase NMR relaxation processes, are denoted 
by of, with elements [ ~ ( j ' ,  j ) ]  , and +, with elements [+(if, j)] , respectively. 
As earlier, E denotes the total energy of the colliding pair. For the a~ cross section 
matrix Ki = K[ = O, Kj = Ki = 2, and th= K = Kt = 2. Substitution of these 
values into the formula for the generalized opacity, Eq. (1.39), and use of Eq. (1.38) 
for the +(if, j) = 50;;?!~,~(2) yields the exptessionw 
for the uf cross section ma* eiements. In this expression P ? ( J ~ ; ~ ' ,  j) is a short- 
02.02 hand version of Pjr+,Ii(Jfy 2). For the UV cross section matrix Ki = Ki = 0, 
01;Ol Kj = I(:- = 1, and K = R = 1. Thas, the formnk for the G(f,j) = 3 ~ ~ , ~ , ; ~ ~ ~ ~  (1) 
cross section is similar to that for the UT cross section with the exception that the 
values "2- in the 6-j symbols are replaced by T, while the conesponding opauty 
for the UV cross section is denoted by P;(J~;~ ' ,  j).
The NMR cross section, given in Eq. (UO), or genaally, the generalized cross 
section, given in Eq. (l.38), describes the relevant collisional transitions for a col- 
lision complex with a fixed value of the total energy E. Since in a macroscopic 
sample the total energy of a collision complex can have virtaally all values fiom 
zero to Uifinity, it is not possible experimentally to isolate or to probe those col- 
lision complexes that have the same total energy. In a typical measurement on a 
macroscopic system, such as a NMR relaxation t h e  measurement on a gas sam- 
ple, what is measured is the ensemble average of the observable. This means that 
in order to calcalate a macroscopic property which arises fkom collisional transi- 
tions, an ensemble average of the cross sections over all values of the total energy 
should be used. This ensemble average relates the miaoscopic cross sections to 
their macroscopic equivaents via the Boltzmann distribution h c t i o n  as 
-K:K;+Kj (,) = 1- K:K:StKj 
‘W;JJ f l j f j 8 5 j [ ~  (K) f (z, zf)ze-'dx O 
in which z is the reduced kinetic energy of the collision cornplex in the entrance 
Channel, given by z = &/kT = E-Ej/kT wïth k being the Boltzmann's constant, 
and f (z, 2') is a h c t i o n  of z and 2'. For both NMR cross sections f (2, z') = 1. 
1.4 A brief outline of this thesis 
A review of the aspects of the experimental setup for gas phase NMR experiments 
is presented in Ch. 2, where the design and the speafications of the gas handling 
system and sample c d  nsed in the experiments on the HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures 
are detailed. IR the begiming of Ch. 3 an overview of the experimental considera- 
tions related to the physical properties of the systems under s tady is presented. The 
presentation and a brkf analysis of the experimental spin-lattice relaxation times 
measured for HD-Ar and IlZ-Ar mixtures follows a car& study of their respective 
one-dimensional spectra, in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The detailed equations 
for the spin-lattice relaxation times are first introduced in Ch. 4, and the role of 
the physicd parameters in determining the values of the relaxation times are dis- 
cussed briefly. Results and details of the theoretical caldations of the relaxation 
times for the ED-Ar and Da-Ar systems are discussed separately in Secs. 4.4 and 
4.5, respectively. The theoretical and experimental results obtained in Ch. 3 and 
4 are then compared in Ch. 5. Evaluation of the XC(fit) potential based on these 
cornparisons is given in Sec. 5.4. Discussions on the experhents and calculations 
can be found in Secs. 5.6 and 5.5, respectively. Chapter 5 concludes with a few 
general remarks and a snmmary of the results obtained in the present study. Some 
plans for foture studies in a direction similar to that of the cwent research are 
presented in Ch. 6. More detailed summaries of the contents of individual chapters 
are given at beginning of each chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Design of a Gas-Handling System 
for G a s  Phase NMR Experiments 
This chapter is concemed wîth the design of a gas-handling system (GHS). In 
section 2.1 the difncnlties with existing methods for carrying out gas phase NMR 
experiments are reviewed, and it is concluded that new designs for the sample c d  
and the GHS are needed for this work. DetaiLed descriptions of the GHS and the 
sample cell are presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Section 2.4 discusses 
some experiments c e d  out to test the GHS and the sample c d .  
Introduction 
In gas phase NMR it is not possible to acquire a strong signal from a dilnte or loa 
pressure sample in a short period of t h e .  This is due to the s m d  number of nuclei 
in the dective volume of the trammitter-receiver coil. Obviously, the situation is 
even worse for insensitive nuclei. A trivial soiution to this problem wodd be to 
increase the size of the sample. However, NMR d3E"s from some other spectro- 
scopic techniques in that the sample size and shape are extremely limited, and are 
strongly restricted by the designs of the magnet and the probe. These limitations 
arise 6rom the s m d  volume over which the required high homogeneity of the static 
and rf magnetic fields can be attained. Such a high degree of homogeneity (21 part 
in 10') is crucial for the accuracy of all energetic, dynamic and relaxation studies. 
Therefore, the size and shape of the sample cannot be expanded arbitrarily in order 
to inmease the number of nuclei in the effective volume of the hansrnitter-receiver 
coil so that a stronger NMR signal can be obtained. Thns, it is not possible simply 
to use a larger sample with commacial NMR instruments. 
In most gas phase experiments3- a dame-sealed glas tube, as shown in 
Fig. 2.1-(a), is used as the sample c d .  In this method, a jointed glass tube con- 
nected to a gas-handling setup is first evacuated, and is then placed in a ayogenic 
liquid, commonly liquid nitrogen. When the sample is introduced into the glas 
tube via the gas-handling setup the cxyogenic liquid causes the sample, which is 
not necessarily a gas at room temperature, to condense at the bottom of the glass 
tube. N a t ,  a flame is used to seal off the tube at the point below the joint to 
the gas-handling setup. After this, the glass tube is removed fkom the cryogenic 
liquid, and is placed in the standard solution probe, and the sample is studied. The 
glass tube necessarily has the same outer dimensions as a standard NMR tube. It 
has, however, a totally dXixent inna size and shape. To minimire diffusion of the 
sample in and out of the aective volume of the coil, the glass tube is constncted 
by a piece of capillary beyond the dective length of the coil. In 0th- cases-= 
the length of the glass tube is set to be not more than the effective length of the , 
coil, and hence no capillary is used. The pressure of the sample is set by choosing 
the initial amoant of the sample and the intemal dimensions of the tube. When it 
is not possible to fix the amonnt at the time of sample preparation, a diffmential 
weighing method is used to measure the amount of the sample.* Ustxdly a thick- 
wailed tube is used to cazry out the expetiment with the highest degree of safety; 
the higher the pressure, the thicker the glass wall shodd be. 
In addition to the dangers inhexent to the sampie preparation step, this method 
has many disadvantages, a few of which deserve mention here. The cryogenic iiquid 
shodd have a mach Iower boiling point than the sample itself. This means that 
samples containhg helium caxmot be prepared in this way, since there is no liqnid 
with a lower boilùig point than helium. Further, for hydrogen the only choice for 
the cryogenic liquid is helium. Although some 0th- cooling techniques can be used 
to condense these samples in the NMR tube, they are expensive and demanding. 
Yet another disadvantage of this method is that for each total density of the gas 
mixture, a new sample should be prepared. This means that the experimentalist 
should prepare as many samples as the nmnber of densities s/he wishes to study. 
This inmeases the risks assoùated wïth the sample preparation step. Another 
disadvantage of this method is that the response of the flame-sealed glass to heating 
and cooling procedures, i. e., thermal expansion and contraction, is unpredictable. 
This problem, which is caused mostly by the way in which the tube is sealed off by a 
flame, can be removed, although not perfectly, by the use of isotropic zone melting 
methods." Such methods are, however, dïfficult to carry ont and are expensive. 
These heating and cooling procedures are needed in the stady of the temperature 
dependence of the NMR characteristics of the sample. 
A modified version of the commercial valved NMR tube,48-4g as shown in Fig. 2.1- 
(b), is another option for gas phase experiments. But this option &O has many 
disadvantages. The temperature and pressure ranges over which this tube can be 
used are extremely narrow. For example, the higher limit of the pressure range 













Figure 2.1: (a) A flame-sealed glas tube nsed as a gas phase NMR sample ceil. (b) 
A commercial valved NMR tube modïiied for gas phase studies. 
if bigh-temperature experiments are necessary. h o ,  its design precludes any great 
variation in temperature due to different thermal expansions or contractions of the 
materials and the concomitant risk of leakage or bseakage. This valved tube was 
origindy designed for experiments on degassed solution samples for which relax- 
ation time or chemical shift measurements cannot be carried out in the presence 
of a dissolved gas, asady oxygen. Anothes disadvantage of this tube is that no 
constriction is designed to prevent the clifFusion of the sample to and h m  the 
fective volume of the coil. Moteover, leaking of s m d  moledes and atoms of the 
gaseous samples tkough the seals and into the Teflon stem of the valve of the tube, 
even at room temperature, is another real concern. As in the previous method, the 
experimentalist should prepare as many samples as the nnmber of densities s/he 
wishes to study. The sample preparation step in this method is exactly the same 
as that of the previously-described method, exeept that the tube is disconnected 
easily by closing its valve and removing the double joint comecting the tube to the 
gas-handling setup. For this procedure, the risks in the sample preparation step 
are much lower than those of the previous method. Such a reduced risk is a great 
advant age. 
The other advantage of this tube over the thick-walled tube mentioned above is 
in its maximal concentricity or isotropy. This causes a small increase in the signal by 
inaeasing the value of T; and hence the sensitivity. This featute also improves the 
precision of the chemical shift measntement . Unfor tunately, these advant ages are 
not suffitient enough to overcome several disadvantages of this method. In brief, the 
commercial valved NMR tubes are not us& for gas phase experiments, especially 
at high pressures and temperatmes, and for samples involving s m d  molecules. 
One systematic solntion to the problems of gas phase experiments in NMR is 
the use of specialized gas phase  probe^.'*^*^^* Using special gag phase probes to 
stady gaseous samples has been the best and most reliable method so fat. How- 
ever, there are &O some diffidties with this approach. The major difncuity is 
that a home-bdt probe can rarely provide a homogeneous fidd over the required 
volume of the sample. This is due mostly to the perturbation of the magnetic field 
caused by the shielding dects of the probe components. It shodd be mentioned 
here that this problem exists for commercial ptobes too. However, these probes 
provide a unifonn stxscep tibility so that shimming, i. e., adjusting the homogeneity, 
of the magnetic field is very easy. By contrast, the n o n - d o m  susceptibility of 
home-bdt probes and variations in the susceptibiüty induced by the introduction 
of the sample make shimmnig of the magnetic field very difficult, or even impos- 
sible. Design of a home-built probe wit h uniform snscep tibility, although feasible, 
is extremely time-consuming and laborious, and is beyond the scope of the present 
study. Inhomogeneity of the field reduces sensitivity and resolution of the spectrum 
dramatically, and reqaires a larger nnmber of scans in order to obtain acceptable 
resolution and accu.racycy 
Another difficulty that arises for strong fields, such as that employed in these 
stuclies, is the sensitivity of the LC circuit of the probe to s m d  changes in the 
input power and temperature.' An accurate and proper selection of the materials 
and electronic components of this circuit is needed in order to have stable pulses 
of minimum datation. This is more crucial when two or more nudei with a large 
difference in th& magnetogyric ratios are to be stuclied. 
The direct metal-glass joints that are used in such probes are repotted to limit 
the temperature range over which the experiment can be done free of problems.56 
To deuease the risk of explosion of the sample cell in high pressure experiments, 
'The part of the eiectronics of the probe that produces radio-ftequency fields, consisting of an 
inductor (L) and a capacitor (C) , is d e d  an LC circui t.s3- 
the pressare of the probe is kept close to the pressure in the sample c d -  This 
precantion needs a special s&g setup for the entire probe. 
It should be noted here that the conduction of experiments with an instrument 
which is not dedicated to gas phase stndies, but is shared with 0th- research 
groups, requires a fast and convenient setup, as well as a sate method of switching 
between gas phase and 0th- standard experiments. This means that a home-built 
gas phase probe that needs several preparation and chechip steps in its setup is 
not suitable. 
In spite of numerous advantages, the use of a superconducting magnet in an 
NMR instrument introduces some extra limitations for gss phase experiments. The 
most important limitation is that no substance with magnetic impurities can be 
used in the components of the GHS or in its fittiags to the sample cd. Although 
magnetic substances may affect the fields of permanent and electromagnets, they 
do not harm the magnet itself. But, bringing or moving a magnetic object in the 
viunity of a superconducting magnet may resdt in a qvenching of the magnet. 
To avoid such a costly incident one should be extremely car& in selecting the 
materials and in the design of the GHS. Another limitation that is introduced by 
using a supaconducting magnet is that no electricai vacuum pump can be used 
within a speafied distance from the magnet. An electric pump is much more 
detrimental to the magnet than a magnetic substance, due to vibrations produced 
by its operation. It can easily cause quenching of the magnet if it is not properly 
handled and situated in the NMR room. 
In the experimental part of the m e n t  work, NMR spin-lat tice relaxation times 
of the nuclei in dinerent mixtures of argon with hydrogen isotopomers are to be 
studied over a aide range of temperatures and pressures in an NMR instrument 
with an 11.75 Tesla snpercondacting magnet. Rom what has been discussed in this 
section, it can be conduded that none of the existing methods for dealing with gas 
phase experiments in NMR is suitable for these stadies. Therefore, it was necessary 
to design and build a new GHS and sample c d  The rest of this chapter is devoted 
to the details of the design of a GHS and its compatible sample cd. 
2.2 Design of a gas-handling system (GHS) 
The &st step towards any gas phase experiment is to prepare the gas mixture at 
the desired pressures fiom its pure components, usudy stored in cylinders at high 
pressures. There have been great advances in pressure meastuement methods in 
the past few decades. However, there have not been any important changes in 
methods for mking tao non-reactive gases, sach as those studied in this work. 
Two containas with known volumes are filled with pure gases at predetermined 
pressures. The mixture is prepared simply by connecting the two containers to 
one anothei. Mole fractions of components of the mixture are caldated fkom the 
measnred pressures and voiumes of the GHS components. At this stage the mixture 
is ready to be sampled and studied. 
There are two ways of introduchg the sample into the NMR probe, namely on- 
line and off-line sampling. Flame-sealed glass and commercial valved tube methods 
are categorized as off-line sampling, whereas a gas phase probe is considered an 
on-line sampliag technique. Advantages and disadvantages of these methods have 
been discussed in detail in the previoas section. The GHS designed for tbis work 
is shown schematicdy in Fig. 2.2. In the design of this GHS, described belou, 
the advantages of an on-line sampling method were deemed most desirable. Ln this 
design, difnculties with the gas phase probe discussed in Sec. 2.1 are also avoided. 
The GHS shown in Fig. 2.2 consists of h o  containers with approximately a 
1:10 v o h e  ratio. mer the mixture has been prepared at the desired pressure 
and mole fraction, these containers are isolated from the rest of the GHS, and are 
used as storage tanks to store the prepared mixture for the next set of experiinents. 
4 
These containers and all o tha  components of the GHS are made of copper, b r a s  
or non-magnetic SS316 type stainless steel. This is a necessary precaution when 
working near supercondading magnets. The comecting copper tubes of the GHS 
are ail thick-walled with a volume of 0.185 cm3 per inch (3.05 mm ianer-diameter) . 
This type of tube was chosen because of its minimal volume per unit length and 
maximal pressure and cl&-ion resistance. VoIumes of dEerent components of 
the GHS are caldated using their nominal sizes. These calcnlated volumes are 
v d e d  by expansion experiments on pure argon and the use of the virial eqnation 
of ~ t s t e .* ' *~~  Except for the pressnre gange and sample c d ,  brass nuts are used 
in all fittings for better sealing. AU valves of the GHS are of a sealed type. This 
type of valve has the most reliable s e h g  feature. Essentially perfect sealing is 
required when the gas mixture contains components with small molecules, such as 
hydrogen gas. The *rings used in this GHS are Viton (different fluorocarbons) with 
a durameter (hardness) of 75, see Reî.57, provided by Apple Rubber Prodncts. 
The sample is introduced into the probe via a thidr-walled copper tube. This 
copper tube is long enough to place the whole GHS well beyond the 5 Gauss linet, 
see Fig. 2.2. A Cajon VCO fitting is used to comect this copper tube to the * 
ring joint of the sample cd. A description of the sample ceIl is given in the next 
section. After connection to the sample c d  by proper fittings, the copper tube is 
placed in the probe, and then is connected to one of the ports of the GHS that 
is controlled by a valve. The GHS, the tube and the sample cell are evacuated 
- 
'The line beyond which the stray field of the superconducting magnet is effectively decreased, 
and its eff'ects on magnetic material can be safely neglected, is known as 5 Gauss line (1 Gauss = 
1 x 10-4Tesla). 
tube HD D2 Ar 
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Figure 2.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the gas-handling system used in the study 
of NMR spin-lattice relaxation times in HD-Ar and D2-Ar d u r e s ,  and (b) its 
location in the NMR room. The DCCV tube is a miniature g a s - h a n u  system 
and will be described in Ch. 6. 
a f k  being purged with nitrogen for an hour and then with pare argon for sevaal 
minutes bdore sample preparation. The mixture is first prepared at the highest 
pressure of interest. To cauy out experiments at 1ower pressures, the pressure is 
dropped in several steps by evacuation of a fiaction of the mixture that is trapped 
in the tubes between the valves of the GHS. This volume is filled with the mixture 
and is isolated fiom the rest of the GHS before evacuation. 
A type 122B Baratron capacitive absolute pressare transdncer, made by MKS 
Instruments, is ased as pressure gauge. This gauge is able to measute pressures up 
to 35 atm with an accnracy of 0.5%. The temperature coefficient of the gauge is 
0.04% of the reading pressure per centigrade degree. The gauge is connected to the 
GHS by a Cajon VCO fitting tkough a half-inch stainless steel tube. The total 
volume of the gauge, including its tube, is 8.50 an3. The gauge has excellent stabil- 
ity and is operated by a 15 V DC power snpply at 35mA. Pressure measurements 
of both components before preparation of the mixttxe is performed by this single 
gauge, which is &O used to monitor the pressure of the mixture during the exper- 
iment. A zero adjustment is done before each set of experhnents. A stable zero 
pressure could be achieved within 2-3 minutes of evacuation. Because of changes in 
room temperature, a small change in zero pressure is observed fkom one experiment 
to another. This change was in agreement with the stated temperature coefficient. 
The whole GHS, induding HD and DI cylinders, is moanted on an aliiminum 
board box with 50 x 50 x 20 cm dimensions. This box can be canied easily by 
hand. However, a cart is nsed for safer displacement. The argon cylinder and the 
vacuum pump ate also moanted on this cart . This setup makes it a totally portable 
and attractive GHS. Problems with this GHS will be discussed in Sec. 5.6. 
A novel miniatare GES which is designed, built, and tested for gas phase NMR 
experiments, wiU be inttoduced in Ch. 6. 
2.3 Gas phase sample ce11 
The sample c d  is the most important part of the gas phase experimental setup. The 
sample c d  osed in these stuclies is shown in Fig. 2.3. This ceIl consists of tkee parts. 
The top part of the cell is an *ring joint through which the ceil is connected to the 
GHS tube by a bras fitting. The outer-diameter of the joint a t  its top is 18mm. 
Maximum outer-diameter of the fitting is 24 mm. All these &es are designed based 
on the diameter of the upper magnet bore, which is approximately 26mm in this 
case. The glas joint sits on a T d o n  band inside the fitting. This Teflon band 
allows a stronger tightening of the fitting without breaking the glas joint. A #Il0 
Viton O-ring is used to seal the jundion between the glass joint of the c d  and 
the metal joint of the tubing of the GHS. Proper selection of size and material of 
the o-ring and accurate design and precise machining of its grooveS7 are critical 
parameters in the performance of this type of seal. In all experiments, spanning 
temperatures between 180 and 420K, no leaks were observed. For taro reasons 
this type of glass-metal connection is superior to the direct joint used in previous 
s t ~ d i e s . ~ * ~ ~ *  58 Firstly, the rigid comection is replaced by a flexible junction, thus 
dowing larger temperature variations. Secondly, the solution to the problem of 
incidental breaking of the seal, already largely removed because of the flexibility of 
the connection, is reduced to simple replacement of either the *ring or the giass 
cell. These replacements are much easier and cheaper than is the replacement of 
the direct glass-metal joint. In order to avoid possible contamination, no lubricant 
is used to pteserve the flexiblity and sealing properties of the O-ring. Because 
thermal expansion and contraetion afFects the elastic properties of the O-ring, as a 
precaution the o-ring is replaced after each set of experiments on a given mixture. 
The second and middle part of the sample c d  is a 160 mm long capillary with 
to GHS 
thick-walled I - 
















Figure 2.3: Gas phase sample cell ased with the gas-handling system described in 
Sec. 2.2 in the study of HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixeures. 
mzuLimum huer-diameter of 0.5 mm. The role of this capillary is to confine the gas 
mixture in the effective volume of the transmittex-receiver coil as much as possible. 
The thhd and bottom patt of the c d  is a bulb with the same onter-diameta as 
that of the capillary. The thickness of the bulb wall depends on the outediameter 
and the pressure at which experiments are to be d e d  ont. Under 
conditions of these stndies, Le., a 5 mm outer-diameter c d  and pressures less than 
35 atm, a lmm thick wall mets  all safety precantions. To have a more symmetric 
bulb, the thickness of the bottom of the bulb is designed to be approximately 
3mm. The bulb length is approximately 20mm, and is slightly shorter than the 
effective length of the rf coiL Although the short length of the bdb reduces the 
a d a b l e  volume of the c d ,  it improves the homogeneity of the magnetic field over 
the sample. 
The only possible choices for the material making up the c d  are glass and 
quartz. Due to its crystalline structure, quartz has mach higher pressure stability 
than does glass. The thermal stabüity of quartz is less than that of glass for the 
same reason. However, preparation of the entire c d  kom quartz reqaises higher 
temperatures and more precise instruments than are commonly a d a b l e  in glass- 
blowhig shops. Glass blowing of the ce11 can be done either by human or by machine. 
The human-made cells usually are non-symmetric and ofken contain air bubbles 
saturated with water vapor. If the bdb wall contains such bubbles, it win cause 
problems in proton experiments, espeually for dilate samples. 
2.4 Test of the gas-handling system and 
the sample ceii 
To test the se& of the GHS and sample cd, they are connected to one another 
and filled with helium gas at 70 atm. This pressure is taice that of the GHS spec- 
Xcations, and approlamately five times the highest pressure used in these studies. 
Non-reactive helium gas has the smdest molecules, and hence provides a perfect 
test gas for checkhg seals and diffnsion through the materials. After 24 hours, 
no &op in pressure was observed in this test. AU cornponents of the GHS were 
included in the test. 
The sample c d  is cleaned with common solvents and is dried in an oven for 
several hours. It is then connected to the copper tube while maintainhg a flow of 
nitrogen gas through both. After the sample c d  is placed in the probe, the copper 
tube is connected to the GHS. A Teflon or ceramic fitting is used to keep the cell 
aligned with the cornmon axis of the probe and the coil. In order to have a stable 
temperature throughout the sample the probe is capped while the experiments 
are pdormed. The &ects of temperature gradients in the probe are discussed in 
Sec. 5.6. No modification or change is necessary for a standard probe to fit this 
GHS and sample c d .  
Prior to each experiment on gas samples, the magnetic field is s h e d  on 
a standard lineshape sample. The 90" pulse lengths of the proton and deuteron 
channels are optimized on a 1:l H20/D20 liqaid mixture. To check for any con- 
tamination, proton and deuteron spectra were collected using an empty cd. Except 
for some weak and unusual peaks with very diff'ent 90" pulse lengths, in most of 
the cases no background peak was observed with the empty c d .  Experiments per- 
formed using an empty probe showed that adsorbed speues on the rf coils and th& 
glas supports are responsible for these (negligible) background peaks. This sug- 
gested that cleaning the coils and theh glass supports was necessary for gas phase . - 
experiments. These components of the probe were cleaned fieqnently with different 
solvents and were then dried with nitrogen gas. 
Pure hydrogen gas at approximately 3 atm pressare was used as the k s t  sample 
to test the GHS and to ran a test NMR experiment. Because of the strong signal, 
shimming codd be improved on this gas sample. All valves, fittings and connections 
were checked. No pressure drop was observed during two days of testing. A mixture 
of 10% H2 in argon at 6atm pressure was ased as the second test sample. A 
relatively strong signal codd be observed fier only 32 scans. However, it was 
not strong enoagh to shim the magnetic field on this sample. The change in the 
shimming is due to replacement of a highly symmetric NMR tube used for shimming 
on the lineshape sample with an unsymmetrical gas phase glass c d .  To test the 
temperature response of the se&, a few high and low temperatures were examined. 
The probe could be tuned up to the same level as that for standard solution samples 
at all temperattues. The pulse lengths were not very different from those in solution 
samples, and increased with increasing temperature. This was due to temperature 
effects on the coil. No pressure &op was observed during these test experiments. 
When unfiltered air was used for the cooling and heating flows, a strong peak 
(relative to the gas phase si@) was observed in the proton spectrum. This signal 
was attributed to water vapor in the air flow which passes thmugh the probe and 
fills all hee spaces, indudùig the clearance between the coil and the glass sample 
c d .  This peak decreased with decreaging temperature and was replaced by an 
extremely broad peak for temperatures lower than 273K. No sach problem was 
observed with nitrogen gas. To avoid this problem, only nitrogen gas was used 
throughout this work for heating and cooling flows. 
Chapter 3 
Exp eriment al Measurement of 
Spin-Lat t ice Relaxation Times in 
HD-Ar and D2-Ar Gas Mixtures 
In this chapter experimental measurements of NMR spin-Iattice relaxation times of 
the nudei of various HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures over a wide range of temperatures 
and at  different total densities are presented. In Sec. 3.1, some points about sample 
preparation and other steps of the experiments are discussed. Spin-lattice relaxation 
times of nuclei in HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures are measured using the gas handling 
system described in Chapter 2, and the results are presented and discussed briefly in 
sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. In an attempt to measure the dipolar contribution 
to the spin-lattice relaxation times of the proton and deuteron in HD-Ar mixtures, 
a number of Nudear Overhauser Effect (NOE) erperiments have also been carrïed 
out. The NOE results, which represent the fust NOE measurements performed for 
a gas phase system, are presented in Sec. 3.2.3. 
3.1 Introduction 
In the experimental part of this wotk, the potentiai energy surface (PES) for the 
isotopic hydrogen-argon sys tem is s tndied thtoagh NMR spin-lat tice relaxation 
time measnrements. To be certain that the NMR relaxation r e d t s  are only those 
driven by this PES for the nnüke interaction, the experiments must be c e e d  out 
in such a way that the eEects of collisions between hydrogen molecules and argon 
atoms on the NMR relaxation are isolated. The only direct method of accomplishing 
this is to carry out experiments on supersonic jets of interacting molecular b e a m ~ . ~ ~  
Because of the extremely low concentration of nnclei in supersonic jets, a very long 
period of t h e  wodd be reqnired in order to obtain the desired results with an 
acceptable accuracy. Further, no commercial NMR instrument is eqaipped with 
the reqnited setup to carry out snch experiments, the most important of which is 
a homogeneous magnetic field over a large volume. Thus, accessible but indirect 
methods should be used for the NMR study of PES's. 
One indirect method for accessing the isolated contribution of this PES is to 
car ry  out spin-lat tice relaxation experiments on mixtures with different (low ) mole 
fractions of hydrogen in argon. Extrapolation of the results for these mixtures 
to the infinite dilution limit wil l  ideally give the isolated contributions fiom the 
hydrogen-argon PES. Rom preliminary NMR expaiments with the GHS desaibed 
in Chapter 2, it was found that &tares with as low as 1% hydrogen in argon 
can be studied in a reasonable period of tirne. Even at Iow total densities, the 
concentrations of nuclei in such mixtures are many orders of magnitude larger than 
those in molecukr beams. Because a linear relationship between contribution of 
hydrogen-argon collisions in the spin-lattice relaxation t h e  and the mole fraction of 
hydrogen is atilized, the range of the mole fractions used for extrapolation becomes 
very important for the nltimate accuracy of the linearly extrapolated r e w l t ~ ; ~ * ~ * ~ l  
the lower the mole fractions employed, the more diable the final extrapolated 
results. The use of a limited range of low mole fiactions of hydrogen justifies mch 
an assamption. 
Basicdy, this method could also be used for the component of the mixture at 
the other extreme of the mole fiaction scale. The only necessary condition is that 
each component of the mixture should contain at least one NMR active nucleus. 
Hydrogen-nitrogen, hydrogen-l3 C O, hydrogen-xenon and hydrogen-'He mixtures 
give a few examples on which such an inverse method c a n  be employed. When one 
of the components is monatomic, however, this wiU not be practical, as relaxation of 
nudear spins in single atoms necessady occurs via intermoledar mechanism. An 
important example of such a mechanism is the interaction between the nuclear spin 
angular momentum of the single atom and the orbital angular momentum of the 
transient collision complex (the so-called spin-rotation relâxation rne~hanisrn'~J~). 
Under the same conditions, the rates associated with NMR intermolecular relax- 
ation mechanisms are orders of magnitude slower than those of the intramolecdar 
mechanisms that dominate nudear relaxation in polyatomic rn~lecules.**~~ Experi- 
mental uncertainties associated with w d  contributions and diffusion, as discussed 
in Sec. 5.1, become significant in the study of systems with slower relaxation rates. 
Thus the slow relaxation rates, i. e., long relaxation times, of the monatomic compo- 
nent can be problematic. A more important point regarchg NMR relaxation of the 
monatomic component in such binary mixtures is that there is no direct relationship 
beheen the spin-lattice relaxation times and the nsoal PES.lg Thus, the inverse 
method cannot be ased in the evahation of such a PES for systems containhg 
monatomic components. Even if the appropriate reiationship were formulated, this 
inverse method could not be employed fot the hydtogen-argon systern, because all 
t kee  natudly abandant isotopes of argon (consisting of 99.59% *Ar, 0.07% 'Ar 
and 0.34% =Ar) have zero nuclear spins, and thas cannot be obsaved or studied by 
NMR. In contrast to the hydrogen-argon system, hydrogen-helium and hydrogen- 
xenon systems could be studied using this inverse method, as 'He and '*'Xe are 
excellent NMR active stable n u ~ l e i . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
At first glance it appears that each experimental datum can be compared with 
the results of theoretical dadat ions  independently, so that there is no limitation 
on the range of temperatures and densities or on the namber of data points needed 
for these stndies. However, a doser look at the systems and th& specifications (see 
Secs. 5.1) shows that this is not the case, and experiments should be carried out 
over a relatively wide range of temperatures and at two or more densities. Apart 
fiom the limitations imposed by the GHS and the NMRinstmmentation, extremely 
high or Iow temperatures and densities shodd be avoided. The lowest accessible 
temperature is essentially limited by the boilùig point of argon, 87.5 K. Formation 
of clusters of argon atoms, and argon density gradients in the c d  become major 
problems even at temperatures above the boilllig point of argon. Ifexperiments 
are necessary at temperatares close to the boiling point of one of the components, 
they should be carried out either at very low densities or by the inverse method 
mentioned above, whae appropriate. 
The allowed density range is bound by tao limits. The lower limit of the density 
range is set such that the contribution fkom collisions with the waU of the c d  to 
the relaxation times is negligible relative to that of inter-partide collisions. The 
higher limit of the density range is set such that the contributions fkom three-body 
collisions are negligible. Three-body contributions cause a non-linear relationship 
between Ti/p and the mixtate density, p, above the extreme-narrowing regime (see 
Sec. 4.1). 
SarnpIe preparation consists of two steps. h the step individual components 
are prepared in the two storage tanks of the GHS at known pressures. Since the 
mixtures shodd have low mole fiactions of the hydrogen isotopes, the smder tank 
is assigned to them. In the second step the two components are mixed and saved 
in the tanks. Non-ideal behavior of the components has been taken into account in 
the caldation of the mole fractions. Because of the low mole fiaction of hydrogen, 
it codd likely be assamed that the mixtare has the same non-ideai behavior as 
does argon. Nonetheless, the contribution of the minor component was taken into 
account using available data on the interaction virial coenicients of argon-hydrogen 
m i x t ~ r e s . ~ ~ ~  63964 
The pressure of the mixture in the sample cell is monitored during the experi- 
ments as a check for any possible le& fkom the seals or any change in the volume 
of the copper tubing and the fitting inside the magnet bore. Since the sample cell 
is not isolated fkom the GHS, its pressure is the same as that of the GHS. The 
temperatnre of the sample c d  and that part of the copper tubing located in the 
upper magnet bore is the same as that of the probe, and is monitored by the b d t -  
in thermocouple of the probe. However, as this thermocouple does not actudy 
register the true temperature of the probe, it must be calibrated. 
Hydrogen has six isotopomers, namely, Hz, D2, TI, HD, HT and DT. A basic 
question is which of them vill make the best choice for the experimental part of the 
present s tudies. Three of them are homonudeat diatomics, while the ot her three are 
heteronudear. Quantum s t a t i s t i c ~ ~ ~ * ~  requires the existence of h o  different nuclear 
spin modifications for homonuclear isotopomers. No direct pho tonic or thermal 
transitions can occar between these two spin modifications. Indeed, only separation 
and recombination of the atoms or a direct magnetic interaction can change one 
spin modification into the 0th- For this reason and because of the origin of the 
differences between the hRo modifications, they are sometimes r e f i e d  to as parity 
isomers. At room temperattue the rate of ortho-Hz to pura-H2 conversion is less 
than 2% of orth*& per week (or less than 0.67% of pare& per week). The rate 
of paro-DI to o d + D z  conversion is so slow that only negligible conversion' has 
been observed after one year." 
Any physical property of one homonuclear isotopomer wil l  be an ensemble av- 
erage of that property over alI its modifications. Therefore, each measurement of 
one physical property on these isotopomers represents an average value of that 
property. This fact makes the stady of these systems more difEcult to carry out, 
because h o  différent systems mnst be dealt with simultaneously. This problem 
doesn't atise when one of the parity isomers does not contribute to the property 
being measured. NMR measurements on H2 provide a nice example of this excep 
tion, since the nuclear spin of par&H2 is zero, so that it does not contribute to the 
NMR signal. Also, the ortho-para conversion rate for Hz is much slower than the 
tirne scale of the NMR experiment . Thus, the conversion also does not affect NMR 
measutements. 
Three of the six isotopomers of hydrogen containing radioactive tritium are not 
readily available, and hence are the last candidates for NMR spin-lattice relaxation 
time studies. Moreover, the NMR probes employed in the present studies cannot 
access the fiequency of tritium, which is 6.7% higha than that of the proton. 
Among the remaining isotopomers, heteronudear ED is the best candidate. 
The most important advantage of this isotopomer is that measurement of NMR 
spin-lattice relaxation times can be carried out on h o  diffkrent nudei for each 
sample. This can be regarded as two independent measurements on each mixture. 
'In the soiid phase these rates are 1.90% and 0.06% per hour for d e H l  to pxmK2 and 
pro-D2 to o+theD2 conversions, ~ e s ~ e c t i v e l y . ~ ~  
The 0th- advantage of studying the HD-Ar system îs that any abnormai resdts 
for one nucleus, which can be caused by either experimental problems or unknown 
processes in the system, c m  be probed by studying the other nudeus. Furthet, 
previous studies have shown that a proposed potential for the hydrogen-helium 
system that had given good agreement nith the qerimentd resdts for Hz-He5 
and Da-He6 systems codd also give good results for proton of the HD-He system. 
However, the same transfomed potentid failed to give as good agreement with 
the deuteron relaxation in the HD-He system.* The source of this disagreement 
has not yet been determined. This suggests that the HD isotopomer wodd &O be 
a good choice to see if a similar disagreement occurs more generdy in the study of 
IID-rare gas systems. To accomplish this, DI-Ar and Ha-Ar systems should also 
be studied. 
As the Hz-Ar system had been studied aleady ,= it was not chosen for these 
studies, even though the experimental conditions are to tdy  diffesent. The ody 
remaining isotopomer of hydrogen, Dz, is therefore an appropriate second choice. 
The rest of this chapter is devoted to the ëxperimental resdts of the studies on the 
HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems. 
AU of the experiments were perfomed by a Bruker AMX-500 NMR instru- 
ment with an 11.75 Tesla superconductor magnet. A broadband inverse probe was 
used for the stady of both nudei(proton and deuteron). The probe was tuned at 
each temperature before performing the experiments on each sample. The pulse 
lengths of the proton and deutaon chanoels were calibrated fùst on a 1:l mix- 
ture of DaO/H20. During the course of carrying out the experiments at several 
temperatures, pulse length calibtations have been necessary, because of the &ects 
of temperature on the pdormance of the rf coils. Generally speaking, the pulse 
length increased with inueasing temperature. 
3.2 Gas phase NMR study of HD-Ar mixtures 
The HD gas was obtained fiom Cambridge Isotope Laboratones with stated piuity 
of 97.0%. The major impnrities, E2 and D,, conhibute only a negligible amount 
to the measared signds and, to a much smaller extent, to the telaration processes 
(see Section 5.6). The BD gas was provided in a 460cc carbon steel #12 lecture 
bottle (cykder) with a CGA 110/170 brass angle valve under cz 11 atm pressure. 
A CGA 110 to 114 inch NPT stainless steel adaptor was used to connect the HD 
cylinder to the GHS via a 1/4 inch copper tube. Ultra-high purity grade argon gas 
was obtained fkom Praxair with stated purity of 99.998%. The major impnrity, NI, 
does not contribute to the signal memement ,  and its e&ct on the relaxation time 
measmement is negligible due to its very low concentration. Also, the hydrogen-Nz 
interaction is weaker than the hydrogen-argon in te rac t i~n .~  This farther decreases 
the contribution of this minor impurity to the relaxation time measurements. The 
argon cylinder was also connected to the GHS via 114 inch copper tubing, and the 
outlet flow of argon gas was controlled by a regulator. The connecting tubes and 
the regulator were purged with argon gas More  preparing the mixtures. 
To optimize NMR parameters for the study of the nudei of HD in the HD- 
Ar mixtures, a set of test experiments was perfomed on pnre HD gas. Proton 
and deuteron spectra were obtained at temperatures of 295, 323 and 350K and at 
densities of O.85,2.O and 2.5 amagat. These experiments showed that mixtures with 
HD partial densities of more than 0.1 amagat conld be studied in a reasonable tirne. 
This partial density limit would be even Iowa, by a factor of ten, if only the proton 
was to be studied. Tl measarements were also carried out on these samples. The 
mearnred Ti values for the proton and the deuteron were of the orda of 500 psec and 
2 msec, respectively. Because Tc r a s  very short, no J-coupling multiplet could be 
resolved in the proton and deuteron spectra of these mixt~~res. However, the wïdths 
and the lineshapesi of the peaks obviously indicated that they were not singlets. To 
separate out and study the relative contributions of the J-coupling, i.e., multiplets, 
and the NMR erperimental conditions, such as poor shimming, to the observed 
Iinewidths and lineshapes, a decoupling experiment was performed on one of these 
mixtures. The resuits showed that the decouphg of the other nudeus decreases 
the linewidths of the peaks associated with each nucleus by factors of about 2.0, 
and Ieaves well-dehed peaks, with LorentPan lineshapes. This experiment served 
also as a test for the NOE measurement discussed in Sec. 3.2.3. 
Three HD-Ar mixtures, with 0.86%, 2.80% and 5.03% HD, were prepared. The 
relative error of the measured moIe fiaction of HD is estimated to be twice the 
sum of the errors in the measmments of the GHS pressure (20-5%), temperature 
( ~ 0 . 2 % )  and volume(z0.2%) t o t a h g  ~1.8%. The dects of such (negligible) 
errors appear o d y  at the tirne of extrapolation to infinite dilution. Because of 
the narrow range of mole fractions used in this work, and because of the weak 
dependence of the relaxation times on the mole fraction over such a narrow range, 
these mors can be saMy neglected. Experiments on each mixture were performed 
at three Merent amagat densities, listed in Table 3.1, and for 8 to 21 temperatures 
between 180 and 420K. For each mixture at eadi temperature NMR parameters 
were optimized on the one-dimensional spectra of the proton and deuteron before 
the Ti measurements were made. The results of these one-dimensional spectra are 
presented below. 
Table 3.1: Mole fiactions of HD, zm, and amagat densities, p, of the HD-Ar 
mixtures studied in this work. 
Mixtnre plamagat Mixture plamagat Mixtare plamagat 
1 8.744 4 15.032 7 15-495 
3.2.1 Analysis of the proton and deuteron NMR spectra 
of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
Typical proton and deuteron spectra of HD in these HD-Ar mixtures are shown in 
Figs. 3.1-(a) and (b) , respectively. In these spectra the multiplet peaks of each nu- 
deus, due to J-coapling to the other nucleus, are resolved. The excellent resolution 
of the spectra is due to s&uently large T2 values and w d  optimized experimental 
parameters, includhg NMR instrumental parameters, and the dinnsion-restncted 
isothermd sample, which resulted mainly fkom the designs of the GHS and sample 
c d .  A combination of these factors result s in a snfticiently large value for T;, which 
is essential for attaining high resolution. For various reasons no such resolution had 
been observed for HD under similar conditions in previous ~tudies.~~* In Fig. 3.1 
the singlet peak in the upper spectrum of each nucleus is obtained by decouphg 
the other nucleus. 
For the highest density of each mlrture, relatively strong signals (large SIN ra- 
tios) codd be obtained at low temperatares afta only a few hundred scans. The 
number of scans required to obtain an acceptable S/N ratio increased with tem- 
Figure 3.1: (a) Proton and, (b) deataon spectra of HD in a mixture of 5.03% 
E D  in Ar at 180K and 8.38 amagat. Note the high resolution of the multiplet 
peaks. Both spectra were obtained with 128 scaas. No window h c t i o n  has been 
used in processing these two spectra. D w d  times of 4.0 and 6.0 microseconds and 
relaxation delay times of 0.5 and 2.0 seconds were used for the proton and deuteron, 
respectively. The S/N ratios for a single peak were measured to be 7500 and 170 
in the coupled, and 16440 and 680 in the decoupled spectra for the proton and the 
deuteron, respectively. The measared values of ' Jm &om the proton and deuteron 
spectra are 41.74 and 41.66 Hz, respectively. The singiet peaks in (a) and (b) have 
been obtained by decouplhg the other nucleus. See Sec. 3.2.3 for detaiis. The ti& 
spacing in (a) and (b) are 50 Hz and 25 Hz, respectively. 
peahue. There are taro main reasons for mch behavior. First, the popdation 
dinerences betreen the nadear spin levels, which are responsible for nuclear mag- 
netkation, deuease with inmeashg temperatnre. This decreases the totat magne- 
tization and thas decreases the overall signal, which is proportional to it. Second, 
spin-spin relaxation times for both nudei decrease with increasing tern~erafnxre.~ 
This leaves the e rphen ta l i s t  with a weak and rapidly decaying FID (free induc- 
tion decay; the tirnedemain signal) with a low S/N ratio. 
Quantitative information about temperature and density dependences of the 
S /N ratio would be quite aseful in selecting the mole fraetions and amagat densities 
at the beginning of this type of experiment. No snch information has been reported 
on these systems in the literature. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list the S/N ratios obtained 
for the peaks in the proton and denteron spectra of HD in a mixture of 2.80% 
HD in Ar at 8.34 amagat and at different temperatures. Better SIN ratios can be 
obtained if window fnnctions are used to suppress the contributions of the tail of 
the FID (which consists mostly of noise). But, at the same time, the use of window 
fimctions decreases the resolution of the spectram. Collecting and including the 
tail of the FID is necessary for altimate resolution of the multiplets. However, for 
Tl measurernents, for which such resolution is not necessary, a shorter acquisition 
time and a window funetion with an appropriate line-broadening factor can be used 
to improve the SIN ratio. 
The widths of both the proton and the deuteron peaks increase with temper- 
ature, because T; decreases with temperature. Linewidth and T; are inversely 
related by Fourier transf~rmation.~~ Inmeases in the widths of the multiplet pedcs 
decrease the resolntio= snch that the multiplet peaks cannot be resolved at higher 
temperatures. A typical example of the temperature dependence of the widths of 
the proton and deuteron peaks is shown in Figs. 3.2(a) and (b), respectively. No 
Table 3.2: Typïcal temperature dependence of signai-to-noise ratios, S/N, chernicd 
shifts, 6, and peaL wïdths, Auv1, in the proton (lH) spectra of HD in a mixture 
of 2.80% HD in Ar at 8.34 amagat. NS is the nnmber of scans for each speetrnm. 
The listed S / N  ratio for each spectnun is calibrated for 256 scans, howing that 
SIN is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of scans. No window 
h c t i o n  is used in the meamernent of these qndties .  The widths in the coupled 
spectra are the overall widths of the multiplet, Le., the mm of the widths of the 
three p e d s  of the triplet. See Fig. 3.2 for the spectm The jumps in the values of 
the S/N ratios, widths, and chernical shifts at T = 298.4K are due to changes in 
the shimming parameters. 
Denteron-Coupled Deuteron-Decoupled 
Spectra Spectra 
Table 3.3: Typical temperature dependence of signal-tenoise ratios, SIN, chernical 
shifts, 6, and peak widths, AvlA, in the deuteron CH) spedra of HD in a mixtnre 
of 2.80% ED in A r  at 8.34amagat. NS is the number of scans for each spectrnm. 
The listed SIN ratio for each spectrnm is calibrated for 256 scans, knowing that 
SIN is inversely proprotional to the square root of the namba of scans. No nindow 
fanction is used in the measmement of these qnantities. The wïdths in the conpled 
spectra are the overail widths of the multiplets, Le., the snms of the widths of the 
two peaks of the doublet. See Fig. 3.2 for the spectra. The jumps in the values of 
S/N ratios, widths, and chernid shifts at T = 298.4 K are due to changes in the 





window function is used in the processing of the spectra shown in these figures. 
Numerical values of the peak widths of the spectra are given in Tables 3.2 and 
3.3. These widths are acentate to aithin & 0.5 Hz. A stndy of the one-dimensional 
spectra of aU mixttues at different temperatmes shows that the peak widths are 
linearly proportiond to temperature. This trend, howeva, is not observed at higher 
temperatures, at which the multiplet peaks ovdap and can no longer be resolved. 
At these temperatmes the reporbd widths are the o v d  widths of the multiplets, 
which are different fiom what the sums of the wïdths of the peaks of the multiplets 
wodd be if they could be measared. The overlap of the non-resolvable multiplet 
peaks causes a decrease in the meaoared widths of the multiplets. 
The temperature dependence of the peak widths is consistent with the tempera- 
t u e  dependence expected for Tz-'. This snggests that the contribution of diffusion 
to the spin-spin relaxation t h e  is very smd.  It can thus be concluded that diffn- 
sion has a negligible contribution to the spin-lat tice relaxation processes and to the 
measured values of Tl in this work. This conclusion is confirmed by the small values 
obtained for the widths of the deuteron peaks. Anaiysis of the values obtained for 
the denteron Tl (see the next section) saggests that the deuteron peak widths codd 
have values of less than 1 Hz if the magnetic field was perfectly homogeneous over 
the sample. But, because it is not possible to shim the magnet perfectly, there is 
always a contribution fiom inhomogeneity of the magnetic field to the widths of 
the peaks. The minimum numerical value of this contribution is of the order of 
5Hz, and increases with deaeasing shimming quality, which nsudy occurs when 
the temperature changes. Table 3.3 indicates that the widths of the deuteron peaks 
.- . 
can be associated with contributions from the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field 
and fiom the spin-spin, or T2 relaxation (i.e., the naturd linewidth). If the con- 
tribution of dinusion were significant, it should be observed more dearly for the 
deuteron due to their having nanowex hewidth. The results of Tl measurements 
show that the deuteron rekxation times are longer than those for the proton by at 
les t  a factor 2. This means that difbion couid play a mnch more important role 
in the relaxation processes of the denteron magnetization if its contribution was 
sigdicant. Also, the widtk of the deataon peaks should increase rapidly with 
temperature. Eoweva, no sach efKects are observed in the values of the deuteron 
Tl. In other words, the measnred values of Ti in these experïments are d i f i o n - j b e e  
values. In the gas phase, difEusion codd be potentially the most important source 
of error in NMR measurements. 
The decrease in the value of T; that is responsible for the low resolution and 
the wide peaks can be due to a demease in T2, to poor shimming, to a change in 
the tuning of the LC circuit, or to an increase in the diffnsion of the nuclei in and 
out of the effective volume of the mil. Thus, the &es of the peak-widths depend 
on several experimental parameters. However, the quality of the data obtained in 
this work is such that the peak-widths still can be used to probe any contributions 
h m  difhsion in the measured spin-lattice relaxation times. This w i l l  be discussed 
later in this chapter. The temperature behavior of the peak-widths reported here 
can be nsed also as a guide for fnture NMR energetics, dynamics and relaxation 
experiments in these or similar systems. Beckett and Ca# reported a line width 
of 1.75 Hz for the deuteron peak of the ED gas at 40 K and 100 amagat. There is 
no 0th- report on the peak widths of the proton or the deuteron in the HD gas. 
Comparative analysis of one-dimensional spectra of the HD proton and deateron 
in ED-Ar mixtures at Merent temperatmes also shows that the chemical shifts of 
both the proton and deuteron peaks depend upon the temperature. This tempera- 
ture dependence is due to the fact that chemical shidding of the nudei depends on 
the rotational enagy levels; the higher the rotational level, the lowa the shielding 
Figure 3.2: Typical temperature dependence of the peak widths of (a) the proton, 
and (b) the deuteron spectra of HD for 2.80% HD in Ar at 8.34 amagat. No window 
fùnction is used in the processing of these spectra. The corresponding temperatures 
of these spectra, dong with the namber of scans and the numerical values of the 
widths and SIN ratios are listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. 
of the nuclei. As the tempaatnre inmeases, the populations of the higher rota- 
tional 1evels increase, and thns their contributions to the average shielding of the 
nudei increase. This has an o v d  effect of deaeasing the shielding of the nudei, 
which is translated into inueases in the chemical shifts." Tables 3.2 and 3.3 Iist, 
respectively, the proton and deateron chemical shats of HD in a mùrhire of 2.80% 
HD in Ar at 8.34amagat and at different temperatures to illustrate this tempera- 
ture dependence. To locate the positions of the peaks in the measurement of these 
chemical shifts more accurately, exponential window fanctions with appropriate 
line-broadening factors are used in processing the spectra. 
Assuming that the proton and deateron are eqnalivalent so far as electronic 
properties are concerned, the temperature deshielhg effects on the two nuclei 
are therefore also equal. However, since the magnetogyric ratio for the proton is 
~ 6 . 5  times larger than that for the deuteron, any change in the chemical shift of 
the proton signal due to deshielding should be =6.5 times larger than that of the 
deuteron signal. The observed chemical shifts for the HD proton and deuteron in 
HD-Ar mixtures, listed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, are consistent with this fact. 
The chemical shifts given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 have error bars of the order 
of f 0.5 Hz. However, they contain a systematic error which is introduced by the 
temperattue dependence of the performance of the LC Srcuit and other components 
of the probe, as well as by shielding effects of the glas sample c d  and the probe 
components, sach as the glass inserts used to support the coils. In order to have 
error-fiee chemical shifts and quantitative results, the experiments should be carried 
out using a quartz c d  and a new probe. Because of its rigid structure, the shielding 
effects of quartz show minimal and negligible temperature dependence. Use of a 
new probe would assure a perfect performance of the LC circuit and negligible 
temperature dependence of the shieldiag efkcts of the probe components. An 
osciIloscope can be used to detect any temperatare dependence of the LC circuit 
and the shielding d e c t s  of 0th- probe components. Any changes in the sbimmùig 
parameters should be avoided, d e s s  corresponding changes in the field c m  be 
measured acmately and taken into accoont in the measurement of the chemical 
shifts. An example of the eîkt  of Changing the shimming parameters can be seen 
in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 at temperatnre 298.4K. 
The only anomaly that was observed in the ED proton spectra in HD-Ar mix- 
tures was a very s m d  peak which appeared at - -1800Ib with respect to the 
original peak. The intensity of this peak was between 0.1% and 0.8% of that of 
the originai peak. In some mixtures, however, snch an anomalous peak appeared 
farther fiom the original peak, and in some others it was not obsaved. The width 
of this peak depended upon the mixture, and was on the order of 70 Hz. Figure 3.3 
shows the worst proton spectrum that has been obtained in this study, in which the 
anomdoos peak can be observed. In this case the linewidth and the relative chem- 
ical shift and intensity of this anomalous peak are measured to be 86 Hz, - 1785 Hz 
and 0.7%, respectively. Under the same conditions, the linewidth of the original 
peak is 159Hz. Cornparison of the chemical shifk and the width of this peak with 
those of the original HD peak, suggests that an adsorbed species on the surface of 
the glass c d  might be responsible for it. Because of its location and its negligi- 
ble intensity, this peak does not affect signal or Tl measurements on the original 
peak. The broad p d  centered at -2750E with respect to the original proton 
peak is the background peak of the empty probe. Hydrogenated species adsorbed 
onto Mkrent components of the probe are responsible for this peak: its position 
varied from one mixture to another, because of the different shimming parameters 
used for each mixture. The shimming parameters which set the magnetic field and 
its homogeneity at the position of the responsible species in the probe, define the 
chernid shifts, as well as the widths of these peaks. In the shimming procedure 
which is performed on the heshape sample, a solution of 3% doroform and 0.2% 
TMS in acetone-t& in this study, the magnetic field homogeneity is adjusted only 
ova the volame of the sample cell by probing and m i n h k h g  the widths of the 
peaks of the sample in the NMR tube. Irnprovement of the homogeneity of the 
magnetic field beyond the NMR tube is neitha important nor possible. As the 
temperatare increases, the intensity of the background peak of the probe increases, 
while its width demeases. In the worst case, which happas at the highest end 
of the temperature range of each series, the intensity of this peak is less than 5% 
of that of the original peak, while its width mder the same conditions is about 
1050Hz, see Fig. 3.3. Becanse of its distance fkom the origkid peak, and its low 
S/N value, this peak interferes neither with the signal nor with the relaxation time 
measurement. 
Since deuterated speues are rare in the probe as well as in nature, no snch 
background or adsorbed speues peak is observed in the deuteron spectra. 
3.2.2 NMR spin-lat tice relaxation t ime measurements for 
the proton and deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
After op tjmizing all instrumental parameters, the inversion-recovery method was 
used to measure proton and deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times. In this method, 
as described in Sec. 1.2, the recovered magnetization is detected at different times, 
T ,  after applying a w-pulse. Using a larger nnmba of r values d result in a 
more accnrate relaxation tirne. However, a longer period of time is reqnired to 
complete the expriment if a larger number of T values is used. Because of t h e  
Limitations, it is not practical to choose a large number of r valaes. For most 
Figure 3.3: The anomalotxs peak in the proton spectnun of HD for the mixture 
with 2.80% HD for Ar at 417.4K and 15.03amagat. The maximum intensity of 
the peak is observed at the highest temperature of each series. In this case the 
intensity of the peak is 2 0.7% that of the oripind peak. The broad peak centered 
at -2750 Hz is the background peak of the empty probe. 
systems with snfficiently large S/N ratios eight T values are normdy considered 
to be suflicient to obtain acceptable accaracy. Nonetheless, throughout the present 
studies sixteen t values are used for ail Tl measurements on aU mixtures. Further, 
a relâxation delay t h e  on the order of 10 Ti to 20 Tl was used in aIl experiments. 
To set this relaxation delay, the value of Ti was estimated using the Ti values for 
previous experiments. An automatic calibration procedure, followed by a more 
accurate manual search for the first h o  n d  points, was used to calibrate the pulse 
lengths of the proton and deuteron channels. For each mixture this calibration 
war necessary at severai temperatates, due to the temperature dependence of the 
performance of the coils. 
The r dues  and their conesponding detected magnetizations were fitted to an 
exponential fanction, given in equation (3.1) as 
In this eqnation M, and M, are the recovered magnetization aZer r and after a 
very long t h e ,  e.g., 10 Tl, respectively, whüe A and B are adjustable parameters 
that accoant for the imperfections in pulse lengths, insuffiCient relaxation delay 
times, and inappropriate sets of T values. The factor B &O absorbs any &ect of 
non-exponential relaxation processes. In an ideal experiment the values of both 
the A and B parameters should be exactly nnity, see equation (1.4). Existence of 
any of the above-mentioned problems will resdt in deviations in the values of A 
and B nom unity. For the majority of Tl measurements reported herein, for both 
proton and deuteron, the fitted values of the A and B parameters were found to be 
between 0.98 and 1-02. 
In addition to the valaes of the A and B parameters, standard deviations of 
the fits serve as measures of the quality of the experiments and of the measured 
relaxation times- The best fit has the lowest standard deviation as well as the 
doses t values to 1.0 for each of the paramet ers A and B. In mos t of the experiments 
reported in this thesis the standard deviations of the fits were less than 0.2% and 
1.0% for proton and denteron, respectively. The error bars of the meaonrements 
were typically estimated to be six times the values of the standard deviations of the 
fits. This is, of course, a cautions estimate. Since Tl measurements for all mixtures 
at all temperatares (with the exception of m m  temperature) were only paformed 
once, no true error bar for the measured Tl values can be reported. For each mixture 
a Tl memement  at one temperature (usually room temperature) was performed 
M c e ,  once at the beginning, and once a t  the end of the erperimental series on that 
mixture. Compatison of the resnlts of these tao experiments was used to probe 
any dlthision of hydrogen, here as HD, from the seals, or to see the effects of any 
changes in the features of the GHS, snch as thermal expansion or changes in room 
temperatme which might not be detected by the pressure gauge, e-g., by canceiling 
one another. In all cases the resdts of both SIN ratio and Tl measurements for the 
two experiments were in excellent agreement, Le., nithin the standard deviations 
for the two experiments. This test reassures us that no leakage of hydrogen, here 
as HD, happened during any of the experimentai series. Hydrogen is more sensitive 
to breaks in the seah than is argon. Diffusion of hydrogen at iow mole fractions 
cannot be easily detected by the pressure gauge d e s s  a major fiaction of it, e-g., 
IO%, has leaked out through the GHS se&. 
Both areas and intensities are employed in the crime-fitting procedure osed 
to measure Tl. Generaily, intensities gave better resdts, mainly because in most 
experiments the short dead-the, used to d o w  collection of the strong signal at the 
beginning of the FID, ineioduced a large baseline roll in the spectrnm. Variation of 
this baseline fiom the spectrnm for one r value to that for another r value introduces 
errors in using both peak areas and peak intensities in the Ti measarement routine. 
It is important to note that these mors  have a cumulative effect on the measured 
Tt d u e s  obtained fkom peak areas. 
For the proton, the eEects of baseliae distortion on the integrals caused by 
short dead-tirne are extremely s m d  because the sigals are so strong. Indeed, a 
very short dead-the was not needed for the proton measurements. The values 
of Tl for the proton caldated fiom the peak areas and fiom the peak intensities 
are very close, considering the standard deviations of the two fits. In cornparison, 
the diffaence between the taro measured Ti values for the deuteron is significant, 
especidy at higha temperattues. The minimum d u e  of the dead-time for the 
deuteron Channel was determined to be - 30 psec(appsoPmate1y haf the dead- 
time needed for total avoidance of large baselines) for the Bruker broad-band probe 
used in these studies. IncreasPing the dead-time, Le., waiting longer before collecting 
the FID &er the applied pulse, decreases the SIN ratio of the spectra considerably. 
Intensities and areas of al l  individual mdtiplet p& were used in the fitting 
procedure when they could be resolved, and thek correspondhg Tl values could be 
measured. No signifiant diffaence was observed amongst the Tl values obtained 
fkom ciiffirent mdtiplet peaks. 
Typical r e d t s  of the inversion-recovery method for measurements of the proton 
and deuteron TL val& for HD in HD-Ar mixtures are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, 
respectively. Measured proton and deuteron Ti values for all HD-Ar mixtures, listed 
in Table 3.1, aie plotted versas temperature in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. These 
figures do not show the temperature error bar, which is f 1 K for all experiments. 
Error bars for the Tl values are estimated to be f 3 SD or 6SD with SD being 
the standard deviation of the fit. As can be seen in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, most of the 
proton 2"' values and some of the denteron Tl values have error bars smaller than 
the sizes of the points. No good results for the deuteron Tl values of the mixture 
with 0.86% HD in Ar could be obtained, because its S/N ratio was too low. Thus, 
no deuteron Tl values are reported for this mixture. 
An excellent data set is recognized by the feature that elimination of some of 
the r values causes no effect on the measured value of T' and also decreases the 
standard deviation of the fit. AU coilected data, with the exception of the deuteron 
data sets for tao HD-Ar mixtmes, one with 0.86% HD at 8.74amagat and the 
0th- with 5.03% BD at 15.5 amagat, at some temperatures, have this feature. A 
large standard deviation in the measured deuteron Ti valaes for certain mixtures, 
at some temperatares, was fonnd upon investigation to be caused by a few points 
lying away fiorn the general trend of the recovery m e ,  i.e., statistical outliers. 
NormallyT instrumental instabiüties are responsible for such outlying data points. 
New Tl values were determined by eüminating the outlier points. Two criteria were 
considered in the elMination of mch outliers. Firstly, the fitting of the remaining 
data points to the inversion-recovery m e ,  equation (3.l), must result in improved 
values not only for the parameters A and B, but also for the standard deviation 
of the fit. Secondly, the best combination of the remaining pohts is the one that 
gives the closest (but not necessady the same) Tl values detefmined from both 
intensities and integrab (and fiom aU multiplet peaks, where applicable). 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that both the Tl d u e  and the dope of the Tt versus 
temperature c w e  generdy decrease with increasing temperature. However, there 
are two exceptions to this trend. One exception is the behavior of the proton Tl 
values for the mixture with 0.86% HD in Ar at 0.96 amagat. For this mixture the 
proton Tl decreases very slowly, with essentially the same slope at all temperatmes. 
This exceptional behavior is due to the very low amagat density of the mixture. 
For such a low density the system is dose to the region of the Tl minimum in a 
Tl versus density plot. This would be more evident were the T l / p  values plotted 
versas ternperat~re.~ The other exception is the behavior of the deuteron Tl d u e s  
for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 8.74 amagat, which shows an increase in Ti for 
the few temperatures at  the upper end of the temperature range. 
Except for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 8-74 amagat, which shows a local 
minimum at 2 215K, the proton Tl m e s  for all mixtures show a smooth tem- 
perature dependence. According to Lemaire and Armstrong," these local minima 
can be attribated to the formation of HD-Ar Van der Waals complexes. A trace 
of such a local minimum can be also seen in the proton Tl cnrve for the mixture 
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Figure 3.4: Typicai inversion-recovery andysis of the proton magnetization for a 
sample of 5.03% HD in As at 375.3K and 4.55 amagat. (a) The stack-plot of the 
spectra at different recovery times, r, and (b) fitting the areas and intensities of 
the peak into the inversion-recovery equation, Eq. (3.1). Note the values obtained 
for Ti and the s m d  standard deviations of the two fits. 
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Figure 3.5: Typical inversion-recovery andysis of the denteron rnagnetization for a 
sample of 5.03% HD in Ar ak 243.2K and 4.55 amagat. (a) The stsck-plot of the 
spectra at different recovery times, r ,  and (b) fitting the areas and intensities of 
the peak into the inversion-recovay eqnation, Eq. (3.1). Note the values obtained 
for Tl and the small standard deviations of the two fits. 
Figure 3.6: Proton spin-lattice relaxation times for ED in HD-Ar mixtures. The 
he-segments connecting the points serve as guides to the eye, and do not necessarily 
show the precise fuactional behavior of Tl. Numbers beside the m e s  represent 
the amagat densities of the mixture. Note the different temperature dependence of 
the proton Ti for 0.86% HD at 0.96 amagat. See text fot discussion on the minima 
obsewed in two of the Tl m e s .  The horizontal m o t  bars for dl temperatures 
are about f lK. See Appendix A.l for numerical values of the temperatures and 
relaxation times (the T and T - )  eolnmns, respectively). 
Temperature (K) 
Figure 3.7: Deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times for HD in HD-Ar mixtures. The 
line-segments connecting the points serve as guides to the eye, and do not necessarily 
show the precise fnnctional behavior of Tl. Nombers beside the curves represent 
the amagat densities of the mixture. The horizontal error bars for all temperatures 
are about f lK. See AppendUc A.2 for numerical values of the temperatures and 
relaxation times (the T and T,(') columns, respectively). 
with 0.86% HD at 4.78 amagat at the lowa end of the temperature range. A s i . -  
ilar local minimum is observed in the Ti m e  for the mixture with 2.80% HD at 
15.03 amagat at 2300 K. However, as only one point supports this local minimum, 
no firm condasion can be made, however smdi its standard deviation. Inspection 
of the one-dimensional spectra for the proton and deuteron show that at a few tem- 
peratares dose to this local minimum the shimming quality of the magnet was very 
poor, such that the peaks were wider than usad, and a shoulder, resembling a peak 
was found on the Iow fkequency side. Normally, the r e d t s  of the relaration time 
measnrements are not very sensitive to the shimming quality when the lineshape is 
not distorted. When the lineshape is distorted, however, significant efEects may be 
expected on the measured Ti. 
The behavior of the deuteron Tl c w e s  is much the same as that fomd for 
the proton, with only minor differences. Generally, the standard deviations of the 
deuteron Tl values are larger than the corresponding proton Tl values due to the 
smaller S/N ratios. No local Ti minimum similar to that found for the proton is ob- 
sewed for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 8-74 amagat. However, a b n o d  behavior 
is observed for the mixture with 2.80% '0 at 15.03 amagat for temperatures 279.7 
and 298.4K. This is the same place at which the corresponding proton Ti c w e  
show a local minimum. As mentioned above, one major source for this abnormal 
behavior is poor shimming. This observation shows that the effect of shimming on 
the Tl measarement is larger when the S/N ratio is smder. The deuteron Tl curve 
for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 8-74 amagat shows a strange temperature depen- 
dence. As can be seen fkom Fig. 3.7, except for a short range of low temperatures, 
this came is not smooth. The amplitude of the deviation is much higher than the 
stapdard deviation of the fit. No explanation has been found for this behavior. 
For all mixtures at 811 temperatures the Ti value for the deuteron is larger than 
that for the proton by a faetor between 3 and 8, depaiding upon the temperatuse 
and density (and slightly upon the HD mole hction of the mixture). The Tl values 
for both nuclei show a weaker temperature dependence at Iowa densities. These 
redts are consistently obsaved for all mixtures, with the exception of the proton 
Tl values for 0.86% HD in Ar at 0.961 amagat. The temperature and density 
dependence of the meagared proton and deateron Tl d u e s  for HD in HD-Ar 
mixtures wiJl be discussed in detail when they are compared to the theoretical 
calculations in Section 5.2. 
Numaical values of the raw and adjasted (see Ch. 5) spin-lattice relaxation 
times obtained for the proton and deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mktures can be 
found in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively. 
3.2.3 Gas phase NOE measurements, and the contribution 
of the dipolar interaction to the proton and deuteron 
relaxation times of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
In a typical spin-lattice relaxation time measurement experiment, sach as that dis- 
cussed in the previous section, the measured qnantity is the overd relaxation tirne, 
Tl. As described in Sec. 1.2, different independent mechanisms contribute to the re- 
laxation of the nudear magnetization, so that the overall relaxation rate (reciprocal 
relaxation time) is given by the sam of the conesponding relaxation rates, as in 
Eq. (1.14). No information can be obtained about individual contributions to the 
overall relaxation tirne in s a c h  an experiment. Approximate separation of the corn- 
ponents of the spin-lattice relaxation tirne has been carried out rootinely for many 
spin systems in the liquid phase.'*73 Use of NOE measurements (for dipolar re- 
la~cation),?~*~~ extrapolation of the field-dependent relaxation times to zero field- 
s t rength (for spin-ro tation relaxation) " and lineshape analysis (for J-couphg re- 
laxation)" are examples of the methods which sense the dithent mechanisms. Of 
course, not all of these methods are applicable for all systems. 
There has been no attempt to meagate directly the separate contributions fiom 
the cliffixent mechanisms to the totai spin-lat tice relaxation time in gasmus samples. 
This has ben largely because of poor S/N ratio and the low resolution of gas phase 
spectra Rom a theoretical point of view, however, it would be  us^ to be able to 
compare calculated values of individual components of the relaxation thne directly 
wi t h experiment al resdt S. 
In the present studies an attempt has been made to measme separately each 
component of the spin-lattice relaxation times of both nuclei of HD in HD-Ar 
mixtures. The results of NOE measarements, which are used to separate the 
dipolar contributions to the rdaxation h e s  of the proton and deuteron, are p r e  
sented belon. Attempts to meapare the combined dipolar-quadrupolar relaxation 
time (toaards complete separation of the contrïbuting mechanisms) for the deuteron 
by use of the Jeener-BroekaertM*- method were unsuccessfnl due to poor SIN 
ratios. 
The diagram of the spin levels and relaxation pathways for the nudear spin 
system of HD is given in Fig. 3.8. In this diagram all fifteen possible transitions are 
shown by double-headed arrows. Only seven of these transitions are dowed, and 
thus observable, in single-quantum NMR expaiments. These include two doubly 
degenerate transitions of the denteron and three non-degenerate transitions of the 
proton. 
The rest of the transitions are not directly observable in NMR. However, all of 
the transitions contribute to the overd relaxation. The proton and denteron peak 
intensities are proportional to the dinaences between populations of the energy 
levels associated with the correspondhg transitions. An NMR transition changes 
these populations fiom th& equilibrium valaes. The rate at which these popda- 
tions retum to th& equilibrinm values following a perturbation (Le . ,  an rf pulse), 
is determined by the transition probabilities, WkJ. As can be seen fiom Fig. 3.8, 
any perturbation in the population of one level wiU eventudy result in a change in 
the populations of dl other levels from th& equilibnum dues. This wi l l  change 
the peak intensities of the spectra obtained immediately after a perturbation has 
been applied. This phenornenon, which is called the Nuclear Overhauser Effect (or 
'In general, for a tao spin system AX, with spins G and I . ,  the total number of transitions, Nt, 
and degeneracy, gis and mdtiplicity, mi, of NMR transitions for nucleus i are given, respectively, 
by Nt = N1!/[2!(N, - 2)!], gi = 21i and mi = 24 + l(i # j ) ,  with i, j = A,X, while Nt, the total 
number of levels, is given by NI = (244 + 1)(21' + 1). 
simply NOE), was first observed and described by 0~erhause.r.~ A mathematical 
formulation was given later by Sol~rnon .~~ The Solomon method has been nsed to 
study NOE in a variety of s y s t e ~ n s . ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
The pertarbation that leads to equal populations for all spin le& of one of the 
h o  naclei is called satu~ation. Once this perturbation has been applied, the total 
magnetization of the saturated nucleus vanishes, and its peak disappears kom the 
spectnim. A comesponding &ange in the peak intensity of the other nucleus is 
then given bya2 
In this equation q i { j )  is called the NOE enhancement; it gives the relative change 
in the peak intensity for nucleus i due to saturation of nucleus j .  The quantities 
Ii and Q are peak intensities with, and withont, saturation of the j nucleus, while 
TID is the dipolar contribution to the overd relaxation time for nucleus i. Equa- 
tion (3.2) shows that d u e s  of Tm for both nuclei can be obtained readily if NOE 
meamrements can be c d d  out for both nuclei. This equation also shows that for 
the case of HD under similar conditions, the NOE enhancement for the deuteron 
should be (ra/m)2, or 42.25 t h e s  larger than that for the proton. Also, the lim- 
iting values of NOE enhancements for the proton and deuteron, which corresponds 
to a 100% contribution of dipolar relaxation, are +0.077 and +3.25, respectively. 
Equation (3.2) is the Limiting form of a more general equationr5 for the case in 
which the products of the rotational correlation tirne, r,, and the Larmor fiequemies 
of the nu&, w, is negligible with respect to 1. This product for both nudei of 
HD in its first rotationd Ievel is of the order of IO-? Thus, equation (3.2) can be 
applied to the NOE measmement of the HD system. 
Deuteron Proton 
Figure 3.8: Nuclear spin levels and relaxation pathways for HD. Niyj represents the 
population of the level [i, j ]  where ï = a, p and j = a, 7, P represent the proton 
spin levels of 112 and -112, and the deuteron spin levels of 1, O and -1, respec- 
tively. In this diagram Wkqi is the rate of the transition in which the proton and 
deuteron undergo k- and 2-quantum changes, respectively. The asterisk on some of 
the Wkql denotes the opposite direction of change for the two nuclei. The solid ar- 
rows show the observable transitions in single-quantum NMR. The dotted and the 
thin arrows show double-quantum transitions. The dashed arrows indicate triple- 
quantum transitions. The proton and deuteron nuciear spin subsystems of HD and 
their NMR transitions are also shown. The labels SR, D and Q indicate, respec- 
tively, the spin-ro tation, the dipolar and the quadrupolar interactions inducing the 
transitions. 
One-dimensional NOE experiments can be paformed in two difFerent ways, 
namely, coupled and decoupled. Figure 3.9 shows the pulse sequences used in these 
two methods. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages over the 
other? None of these advantages and disadvantages are opaative in gaseous HD, 
whkh has a single peak in each of its proton and denteron spectra. The decoupled 
method has been used for all NOE measurements throughout this work. The char- 
acteristics of the decoupled spectra are used to analyze the temperatme dependence 
of the peak widths and intensities, and thereby to probe any contributions fiom 
diffiision to the relaxation times. An example of such an analysis was presented in 
the previous section. 
Based upon the above information, a series of decoupled NOE experiments were 
performed on the HD-Ar mixtures listed in Table 3.1 at several temperatures be- 
tween 180 K and 420 K. Examples of the saturated (and decoupled) spectra obtained 
in these experiments for the proton and deuteron are shown in Fig. 3.1. As a fur- 
ther example, S/N ratios of the saturated spectra for the mixture with 2.80% HD 
at 8.34amagat are compared with those of normal spectra in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 
for the proton and deuteron, tespectively. The NOE enhancements for both nuclei 
were calculated using the peak integrals. Bemse  the decoupled method has been 
used, intensities cannot be used to calculate the NOE enhancements. The use of 
intensities will introduce significant error in the measured NOE enhancements when 
the coupled spectruxn is used as reférence and the multiplet peaks overlap (as is the 
case hae). The results of these NOE measurements, which also represent the &s t 
NOE measurements pdormed in the gas phase,t for the proton and deuteron are 
plot ted versus temperature in Figs. 3.10-(a) and -(b) , respectively. The measured 
- - -  
t~ased  on a thorough survey of the Scâence Citation Index and Chernical Abstracts until Au- 
gust 1996. Gas phase NMR has been used in structural and kinetic studies based on the chernical 
shift rneasurernenta, and no polarbation trader or NOE measmement has been reportecl.-5 
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Figure 3.9: NMR pulse sequences for deconpled (a) and coupled (b) one-dimensional 
NOE experiments. The saturating pulse shown in this figure may be selective 
or non-selective (broad-band). The disadvantage of the decoupled method is that 
the decoupling pulse causes a Bloch-Siegert SM," especially if the saturated and 
observed peaks have close chemical s w s .  This happens more often for homonuclear 
NOE measuxements on sarnples with czowded spectra. The disadvantage of the 
coupled method is that there shodd be a delay tirne aftes turning the satnrating (or 
decoupling) palse off and before applying the detecting pulse(al2 pulse here) to 
the observed nucleus. This delay t h e  is necessary in order that the electronics 
of the instrument settle down before acquisition, especially if the observed and 
saturated nudei have close chemical shifts. The most serious psoblem is that the 
accumulated NOE may be lost dnring this delay tirne: if the Tl of the saturated 
nucleus is sdiciently long, however, such a loss in NOE can be neglected. 
NOE values have large error bars because of the experimental mors associated with 
NOE measurement,"*w espeudy the contributions of the basehe to the peak in- 
tensity and peak integrab. The dects of these =OIS are enhanced for the peaks 
with lower SIN ratios. The error bars for the measnied NOE (NOE = 1 + qiG)) 
are estimated to be of the order of 5%. Within these large enor bars, no distinct 
density or mole fraction dependence can be deduced from the results. However, as 
will be seen below, a study of the trend of the NOE enhancements gives a number 
of interesting resdts. 
The fist important result of these NOE meamements is the consistency be- 
tween the relative values of r) for the proton and deuteron, and the magnetogyric 
ratio dependence of the NOE enhancements, Eq. (3.2). 
Another interesting result of these NOE measurements is that most of the mea- 
sured values of q for the proton are negative. Neither the sigd4 nor the value7' of 
the magnetogyric ratios supports negative values of r )  for the proton. Referrhg to 
the analysis of the proton and deuteron one-dimensional spectra discussed in the 
previous section, the observation of negative values of can be attributed to 
the impurity peaks and the badine of the spectra. These two sources of mors 
may also give rise to the divergence in the proton NOE enhancements observed at 
higher temperat mes, since both become more important at higher temperatures. 
Because most of the measured NOE enhancements for the proton are negative, no 
TID codd be obtained. As an example, an NOE enhancement of 0.01 for the proton 
corresponds to a value of 13% for the contribution of the dipolar interaction to the 
relaxation t h e .  
Larger error bars are expected for the deuteron due to its poorer S/N ratio. How- 
ever, the NOE enhancements can be distinguished fiom the eEects of other mors 
becanse they are so large, and there is no interf&ing deuteron background signal. 
Proton 
Figure 3.10: NOE enhancements for (a) the proton and (b) the deateron of HD 
in HD-Ar mixtures. HoUow squares, triangles and &des represent the NOE en- 
hancements for mixtures 4, 5 and 6, respectively, while solid squares, triangles and 
circles show those for mixtures 7 ,8  and 9, respectively. See Table 3.1 for the speci- 
fications of these mixtures. The error bats of the measured NOE enhancements are 
estimated to be of the order of 0.05. However, for simplicity they are not shown in 
this figure. 
Inspection of the valnes of >I for the denteron (neglecting deviations) shows that r) 
decreases fiom ~ 0 . 2 5  at 180 K to ~0.18 at 420 KT which corresponds, respectively, 
to 7.7% and 5.5% for the contribution of the dipokr interaction to the relaxation 
time of the deuteron. This means that the contribution of the dipolar interaction 
to the r k t i o n  of the denteron magnetization decreases wîth temperature. No 
such behavior is observed for the proton. No conclusion can be made about the ab- 
solnte valaes of the dipolar interaction between the proton and the deuteron, since 
no experimental evidence is a d a b l e  on the temperature dependence of the other 
interactions. Nevertheless, it  is obvions that at higher tempaatures, where a Iarger 
fraction of HD molecules is fonnd in higher rotational levels, the dipolar interaction, 
- 
which has a rd3 dependence is weaker because the inter-atomic distance r (bond 
length) is longer for the higher rotational levels. Futher, the contribution of the 
spin-rotation interaction, which has a ( 7 ) l I 2  dependence, increases with tempera- 
tnre. It is therefore to be expected that the contribution of the dipolar interaction 
to the relaxation time should decrease with increasing temperature. Further dis- 
cussion on the NOE results will be presented in Sec. 5.2, where the experimental 
and theoretical resdts for the HD-Ar system are compared. 
To investigate the possible eftects of saturation of one nucleus on the relaxation 
rate of the other nucleus, a series of proton Tl measarement were carried out for 
HD in HD-Ar mixtures with the deuteron resonance saturated. The results of these 
Tl measurements are compared with the resdts of the normal Tl measurements in 
Fig. 3.11. Apatt from the local minimum in the proton Tl carve of the mixture 
with 0.86% HD, where the two Tl dues  mer significantly, under almost d con- 
ditions the measured values of Tl wïth saturation are larger than the normal values 
of Tl by 2 SD to 8 SD, with SD being the standard deviation of the measured 
values of Ti. The SD d u e s  for the two experiments are nearly the same. If the 
local minimum in the proton Tl m e  of mixture 1 (see Table 3.1) is due to the 
formation of Van der Wads complexes, as described by Lemaire and Armstr~ng,~ 
it can be conduded that the formation of such complexes introduces new relaxation 
mechanisms, which are sensitive to the perturbation in the population of the spin 
levels caused by saturation. Howevet, no descriptive or analytical fondation is 
yet avaüable to investigate how these new mechanisms behave unda saturation 
conditions." A good alternative approach to the study of the local minimum could 
be via a NOE measurement, if the formation of complexes significantly changes 
the contribution of the dipolar interaction to the relaxation tirne. Unforttmately, 
the NOE measnrements carried ont for this mixture codd not be ntilized, because 
difFerent experimental parameters were employed for the two experiments. 
Basicdy, the saturation palse does not perturb the relaxation pathways or tran- 
sition rates except for three cases. The first exception is the use of the nonselective 
inversion-recovery method for Tl measurement of a nudeus coupled to other nuclei 
with very dose chemical shifts or Larmor fiequenies, such that they are af5ected 
by the pulses, i.e., Bloch-Siegat dects." The second exception is for those cases 
in which the contribution of the J-coupling to the relaxation is significant. This 
happens at low fields for strongly-coupled nudei with similar Larmor frequencies,' 
especially if one of the nudei relaxes very ra~idly.?~ However, the largest contri- 
bution of J-coupling is of the order of a few percent. The last exception is the 
existence of interferences between different relaxation me~hanisms.~~ In the case of 
such interferences the individual relaxation mechanisms do not act independently, 
and thus the overd relaxation rate, TG', is no longer equal to the simple s u m  of the 
individual relaxation rates, Tl;', Le., Eq. (1.14) is no longer valid. One important 
consequence of such interferences is that any perturbation in the nudear spin of 
one nucleus affects the relaxation of other nucleiw Another conseqnence of these 
interferences is a non-exponential relaxation of the magnetizati~n.~' 
The k t  of these exceptions does not apply to HD, since the Larmor fiequen- 
ues of the proton and denteron diffa by a factor of 6.5. The second exception 
may at first glance seem especially relevant, as J-coupling prodaces unexpected 
negative values for NOE enhancements by contriauting to zero..quantum transi- 
tions" (similar to those observed in the present study for proton NOE enhance- 
ments, see Fig. 3-10). These transitions are denoted by WC1 in Fig. 3.8. However, 
the HD-Ar system and the employed field do not meet the conditions reqaired 
above for this contribution. Therefore, the only case which could possibly operate 
in the HD system is intederence between relaxation mechanisms. Thus it can be 
said that if there is any clifference between the measmed values of the two Tl, it
is due to intederence between the relaxation mechanisms. Unfortunately, the dif- 
ferences in the measured values of the tao Tl are not large enongh to attribute 
them to snch interferences. To support the existence of such interferences, more 
accurate measurements will be required, such that the differences obtained between 
the two Tl values can be resolved fiom th& emor bars. This kind of interference 
is extremely sensitive to the rotational properties of the rn~lecale!~ It is thus logi- 
c d y  expected to see a large d a t i o n  in the contribution of such interfaences by 
changing the rotational properties of the molede, Say by the formation of Van 
der Waals complexes. There have been several reports on experimental studies of 
such interferences .26* * *  93 However, the existing relaxation theories have not been 
developed to dow the determination of values for such effects. The only sugges- 
tion which can be presented here is that an accurate and detailed study of simple 
systems such as HD, in the region of cornpiex formation can provide an order-of- 
magnitude estimate of and trend for sach &ects. Such a study is beyond the scope 
of the present work, and has not been attempted. 
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Figure 3.11: Denteron-saturated proton spin-kttice relaxation times of HD in dif- 
ferent HD-Ar mixtures. The solid points correspond to the deuteron-saturated 
values of Ti, and are connected by line-segments. The normal values of Tl are 
represented by holloa points. Except for the abnormal local minimum at which 
the denteron-saturated and normal proton Tl d e s  are significantly different , the 
two measured values of Tl are almost e q d  within th& common error bars. The 
horizontal error bars for aIl temperatures are about f 1 K. 
The only anomaly that is observed in the denteron-decoupled proton spectra of 
HD in HD-Ar mixtures is a pair of satellite peaks. These two satellite peaks are 
located almost symmetrically zuound the original peak, with separation varying 
between 414Hz and 420 Hz, Ce., they are located at A207 Hi to *210 EIz with 
respect to the original peak, depending upon the temperatare. Separation of the 
two satellite peah slighly decreases with increasing temperature. The center of the 
pair of pealrs difE'ers from the original peak by less than one Hertz. The two peab 
have the same relative intensity, which decreases with increasing temperattxre. The 
maximum intensity of these two peaks is about 1.1% of the original peak intensity, 
and is observed at the lowest temperature for each series. The two peaks have also 
exactly the same width, with a minimum value of about 60Hz at the bottom end 
of the temperature range. As the temperature inmeases, the peak-widths inaease 
rapidly. Th& relative intensities decrease with inaeasing temperature, such that 
they are buried tmder the wide and growing shouider of the original peak, and are 
no longer resolvable for temperatures above 250 K. The linewidths and intensities 
of these satellite peaks depend also on tbe HD mole fraction and density of the 
mixture. Fig. 3.12 expands one of the deateron-decoupled proton spectra of HD in 
HD-Ar mixtures to show these satellite pealrs. No such satellite peaks are observed 
in the proton-decoupled deuteron spectra. No explmation has been found for the 
observation of these satellite peaks in the denteron-decoupled proton spectra. 
Figure 3.12: Satellite peaks observed in the deuteton-deconpled proton spectra of 
HD in HD-Ar mixtures. Note the equd htensity and symmetrical location of the 
satellite peaks with respect to the original peak. This spectram is obtained for 
a mixture of 5.03% HD in Ar at 180K and 4.55amagat. Under these conditions 
the intensities of the satelite peaks both are 0.8% of that of the original peak. 
Linewidths of both satellite peaks are z S O H z .  Under the same conditions the 
linewidth of the original peak is 40 Hz. 
3.3 Gas phase NMR study of D2-Ar mixtures 
The DI gas was obtained fiom Cambridge Isotope Laboratorïes, with a stated 
pnrity of 99.6%, with the major impnrity being HD, with H2 a minor impurity. 
The gas was provided in a 460 cc carbon steel #12 leetare bottle (cyhder) with a 
CGA 110/170 brass angle d v e  unda  2 lOOatm pressure. A CGA 110 to inch 
NPT brass adaptor was nsed to connect the cylinder to the GHS via f inch copper 
tubing. The argon gas and the GHS setup nsed in these experiments were exactly 
the same as those used in the study of HD-Ar mixtures (See Sec. 3.2). 
TWO DI-Ai mixtures were prepared, with 1.97% and 3.77% D2. The relative 
error in the measured mole Gactions for these mixtures is the same as that found 
for the HD-Ar mixtares, Le., about 1.8%. Experiments on each mixtnre were 
performed at t kee  different amagat densities, as listed ùi Table 3.4, and for fifteen 
temperatures between 180 K and 420 K. For each mixture at each temperature NMR 
parameters were optimized on the deuteron one-dimensional spectrum prior to Tl 
measurements. Andysis of the deuteron one-dimensional spectra is presented in the 
fouowing section. The results of the Tl measurements are presented and discussed 
in Sec. 3.3.2. 
3.3.1 Analysis of the deuteron NMR spectrum of Dz 
in D2-Ar mixtures 
Only one peak was observed in the deuteron spectrum for all D2-Ar mixtures listed 
in Table 3.4 at all temperatures. A typical spectram is shown in Fig. 3.13-(a). 
Analysis of the set of one-dimensional spectra shows a number of ad-defined and 
intaesting temperature dependences, which will be discussed below. 
Figure 3.13: (a) A typical deuteron spectmm of D2 for a mixture of 3.77% DI 
in Ar at 180K and 13.99amagat. The width and the S/N ratio of the deuteron 
peak under these conditions are 7.50 Hz and 1257 respectively. No 0th- peak was 
observed in the deuteron spectram. (b) Typicd coupled ( M t )  and decoupled (right) 
proton spectra for the same mixture and under the same conditions as in (a), used 
as an impurity test. This is the only observed peak in the proton spectrum. These 
spectra attest to the statement of the supplier that the major protonated impurity 
of thek Dr gas is HD. Under these conditions the proton-deuteron coupling constant 
in HD, JHDi is measured to be 42.9Hz. h o ,  the peak-widths and SIN ratios for 
the coupled and decoupled spectra are, respectiveiy, 28 Hz and 21, and 35 Hz and 
50. Under the same conditions the deuteron peak of the HD impurïty would have 
widths of 10% and 5Hz, and SIN ratios of 1 and 2, for coupled and decoupled 
spectra, respectively. Proton decoupling had no observable d e c t  on the deuteron 
spectra. The spectra in (a) and (b) are obtained with 256 scans. 
Table 3.4: Mole fractions of D2,24, and amagat densities, p, of the Da-Ar mixtures 
stndied in this work. 
Mixtate plamagat Mixture plamagat 
Chemicd shifts 
One characteristic of the deuteron one-dimensional spectra that shows an inter- 
esting temperature behavior is the deuteron chemical shift. The deuteron chemical 
shifts for al l  of the D2-Ar mixtures studied here are plotted versus temperature in 
Fig. 3.14. This fieazue shows that for al1 D2-Ar mixtures the chemical shift of the 
denteron peak increases with increasing temperature. This increase in the chemical 
shifts can be caused by two different processes, namely intramoledar and inter- 
moledar processes.41*71 As explained in Sec. 3.2.1, increasing the temperatare in- 
aeases the population of the higher rotationai (and vibrational) le&, in which the 
(chemical) bond length between the tao deateron atoms of the molecde is longer. 
The shielding constant, which represents the dective electric charge circulation 
around the deuteron nuclei, decreases with increasing bond length.$ In addition 
to intramoledar processes, such as the rovibrational averaging mentioned above, 
intermolecular interactions also contribute to the shielding constants of nuclei. This 
s ~ h i s  i not the ease for polar and ionic bonds, such as CH and LiF, whue the shielding of 
one nucleus inneases with increasing bond length while that of the other nucleus decreases. 
contribution is d e d  a collisional or dynamical chernical shi f t .U*~95 
Contributions of intram01edar processes to the temperature dependence of 
the deuteron chemical shiRs for o&eDz and p a m D t  have been caldated and 
plotted versas temperature in Fig 3.15(b) . These chemicai shifis are all referenced 
to the chemical shift at 180 K. Figure 3.15-(b) shows that the diffaence between the 
chemicd shats of the two parity isomers is extremely small, and undetectable. This 
figure also shows that the chemical shifts of the two isomers increase hearly with 
temperature, with a positive slope of O.OlHz/K. Such a temperature dependence 
leads to a = 2.OHz increase in the deuteron chemical shift for a 200K increase 
in temperatare. Compared with correspondhg experimentai resdts obtained for 
different D2-Ar mixtures, this increase is tkee to four times smaller (compare 
Figs. 3.14 and 3.15-(b)). This suggests that intramolecular processes are not the 
only sources of the temperature dependence of the deuteron chemical shift , and that 
their total contribution is much smaller than that of the intermolecnlar processes 
plus the contributions of possible expriment al errors. 
The intramoledar chemicd shifts given in Fig. 3.15(b) have been cdculated 
in three steps. In the h s t  step the eigenvalnes of the D2 bond length for the 
fkst fifteen rotational leveis were calculated using the program LEVELg6 with the 
Le Roy-Schwartz potential for the ground electronic state of Dz ." Numerical values 
of the potential were provided by L ~ R D ~ . ~ '  In the second step these eigenvalues 
were used to calculate isotropie chemical shieldings for the first f ieen rotational 
levels of DI nsing the a6 initio program GAUSSIAN94.ga Chemicd shieldings have 
b e n  calcdated using a 6-31G* basis set at two difkrent levels of theory, namely 
HF (HartreFock) and B3LYP (Becke-style %parameter density fùnctional theory 
using the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation fnnction) . 'O0 Isotropie chemical shieldings and 
the anisotropies of the chemical shielding tensor obtained &om these caldations 
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Figure 3.14: Chernical shifts for the deuteron peak of Dz in D2-Ar mixtures. Solid 
and hollow symbols correspond to mixtures with 1.97% and 3.77% D2, respectively. 
The connecting line segments are guides to help follow the series of measurements 
on each mixture. The numbers in the figure represent the amagat densities of the 
mixtures. An exponential window fanction with a large line-broadening factor, and 
zero filling are ased to locate the center of the peak more acctarately. The breaks 
in the trends of chemical shiRs are due to changes in the experhental parameters, 
such as the shielding dects of probe components. All measured chemical shif'ts are 
referenced to that of the mixture with 3.77% I lDr  at 13.99 amagat and 180K. The 
error bars of the measured chemical shifts are about f 0.5 Hz. The horizontal error 
bar for all temperatures is about f 1 K. 
are plotted venms rotational quantum nnmber j in Fig. 3.15-(a). It can be seen 
from this figure that for all rotational Ievels, caldations at the HF level give 
smder  isohPpic chernical shielding. This figure dso shows that the fnnctional 
form of the j-dependence of the chernical shielding obtained at both leveis of theory 
are essentially the same. For a general and more detailed cornparison between the 
chemical shieldiags obtained at these tao levels of theory see Ref. 101. Caldations 
at both levels aie based on the Boni-Oppenheimer approximation, so that isotope 
effects on the electronic structure are ignored. For the present stndy this means 
that for a constant internuclear distance all isotopomers of hydrogen, i.e., Ha, DI, 
Ta, HD, HT and DT, have the same isotropic chemical shielding. In the third step, 
the isotropic chemical shieldings obtained for even and odd rotational levels are 
(thermally) averaged separately to cacnlate averaged isotropic chemical shieldings 
for ortho-D2 and pareD2, respectively. The rotational populations ased for t hese 
averages have been obtained using the rotational energy eigenvalues of D2 given 
in Ref. 102. Ln the last step, the averaged isotropic chemical shieldings of the 
two isomers obtained at the h o  levels of theory are multiplied by 76.775 Hz/ppm 
(corresponding to the deuteron resonance fiequency at 11.75 Tesla) to calculate the 
corresponding deuteron diemical shif'ts in Hertz at temperatures between 180 K and 
420 K. For each isomer, the chemicai shifts at all temperatures are then referenced to 
that at 180 K. Fig. 3.15-(b) shows the temperature dependence of the chernical shûts 
obtained at both levels of theory for orWeD2 and pamDt. Since the orthepara 
conversion rate for D2 is extremely slow, an ensemble average of the chemical shift 
in a mixture of the two isomers should not be carried out. Thus, the deuteron NMR 
spectnun of a mixture of the two spin modification shodd have taro independent 
peaks, one corresponding to each spin modification. At both levels of theory, and 
at all temperatures, the chemical shift calculated for the orth+D2 isomer is slightly 
larga (< 0.02Hz) than that for p a m D 2 .  
Evaluation of the contribution of the intennoledar processes, i e . ,  collisional or 
dynamical chernical shifts, to the temperature dependence of the deuteron chemicai 
shifts of DI in D2-Ar mixtures would be an interesting research topic on its own. 
However, snch a project is beyond the scope of the present stndy. 
No clear density dependence can be deduced ficorn the meapared chemical shifts 
at din'ent densities. This might be due to possible changes in the experimental 
parameters, such as the susceptibility properties of the probe components and the 
glass c d ,  from one mixture to artother. Further, the field drift of the supercon- 
ducting magnet contributes tto the measured chemical shifts. This contribution, 
however, is s m d  in the present study, since the spectrometer magnet has a very 
srnaIl field drift. Because no extemal reférence has b e n  used in the measmement 
of these chemical shifts, the efFects of these sources of error on the measured chem- 
ical shiEts cannot be precisely evaluated. The purpose of presenting these chemical 
shift data here is to provide us with an order-of-magnitude approximation of the 
temperature etfects on the measured chemical shifts. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, 
an accurate analysis of the chemical shifts would be possible if a quartz cell and a 
new probe were to be used together with an externa1 fiequency reference and an 
osalloscope to measare and to probe changes in the carrier fkequency more accu- 
rately. The breaks observed in the trend of the chemical shifts in Fig. 3.14 are due 
to changes in the experimental parameters mentioned above. The deviations at 
high temperatures are due to the larger widths and lower S/N ratios that enhance 
interference of the noise with the chemical shifk measurements. 
The diffaence between the deuteron chernical shifts for the two species responsi- 
ble for the NMR signal, ortho-D2 and para-D2, is very small and cannot be detected 
under the conditions nsed in this stndy. The contribution to the error of the mea- 
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Figure 3.15: (a) Calculated isotropie chemical shieldings, u, and aniso tropies of 
the chemicai shielding tensor, Ac, obtained for the f i s t  fifteen rotational levels 
of DI at the HF and BSLYP levels of theory. Note that both levels of theory 
resdt in the same fuactional form for the 3-dependence of the tao quantities, but 
with slightly different slopes. The anisotropy of the chemical shielding tensor is 
not observable in gas phase NMR. (b) Temperature dependence of the deuteron 
chemical shifts calculated for orth+D2 and p a m D 2 .  At both levels of theory the 
chemical shifts of the two parity isomas are very close. The difEerences between 
the results of the HF and B3LYP caldations are within the expected range.''' 
sared chernical shifts fiom this diffaence is thas negligible. 
Linewidt hs 
Another intaesthg temperature dependence is observed for the width of the 
deuteron peak. Figure 3.16-(a) shows this temperature dependence for the D2-Ar 
mixtures listed in Table 3.4. It can be seen from this figure that for almost ail 
mixtures the deuteron peak-nidths can be represented very acearately, within the 
experhental e w r  bars of rt0.5Hz, by straight lines. Such a smooth temperature 
dependence shows the quaIity of the denteron spectra obtauied for the D2-Ar mix- 
tures. To present this resdt in a better way, the effective transverse relaxation 
times, T;, are calculated from the measnred peak-widths, and are plotted versus 
temperature in Fig. 3.16-(b). The fitted m e s  in this figure are essentially the 
inverse fnnctions of the corresponding peak-width fitted lines. Such a temperature 
behavior for Ti for all mixtures suggests that only a single process contributes 
to the transverse relaxation of the deuteron magnetization. The error bar of the 
calculated values of T; in msec, AT;, can be caldated &om 
1000 1 - 1 AT; = -( 
x A V ~ / ~ - ~ U  Avl12+bu ) t  
in which 6v is the ancertainty in the measured values of i-e., 6v = 0.582. 
The largest value of AT;, which corresponds to the narrowest deuteron peak, for 
mixture 4 at 180K, is about 5.5 msec, which is about 13% of the corresponding T; 
value. However, the sizes of the deviations from the fitting curves are mach smder 
than the sizes of the error bars. Generally, expimental parameters, sach as field 
inhomogeneity and difision, contribute to the measnred values of T;. The sum 
of these contributions sometimes is so large that the effective transverse rekvation 
times are deueased by an order of magnitude. With an ideai experimental setap, 
and in the absence of dinason, the d u e  of T; is equal to the natnral transverse 
relaxation tirne, T2. Thas, it is not possible to derive values of T2 fiom the measured 
values of T; d e s s  the contributions of the field inhomogeneity and difE'usion are 
precisely known. 
Vdues of Ta can be measnred directly using the CPMG p&e sequence.14 In 
this pulse sequence contributions to transverse relaxation of all dephasing pro- 
cesses (except for certain naturd processes) are refonised at the time of acquisition. 
In the gas phase, however, the contribution of the magnetic field inhomogeneity can- 
not be removed, because of the large diffnsion coefEcient for molecules in this phase. 
Thns, the meastued values of T2 wodd &O contain contributions firom the field in- 
homogeneity and diffusion. It can thadore be said that for the deuteron peak of 
Da in D2-Ar mixtures, for which no broadening due to heteronudear J-coupling 
or shielding anisotropy exists, the values of T; are as accurate as the values of T' 
wodd be. 
To evaluate the quality of the deuteron NMR spectra obtained in this work, the 
measured values of T; shodd be compared to the corresponding measured values 
of Tl. This c o m p ~ s o n  for mixtures 4, 5 and 6 is shown in Fig. 3.19. This figure 
shows that clifferences between the corresponding measured d u e s  of Tl and T2 are 
rather smd.  This resdt not only shows the high qnality of the obtained spectra, 
but i t  &O implies that the corresponding values of Tl and T2 are very close. Such 
a dean resdt, however, codd not be obtained for mixtures 1, 2 and 3, for which 
the differences between the values of Tl and T; are quite large. The source of 
these larger différences arises from poorer shimming of the magnetic field. In the 
preparation step of the experiments on these three mixtures, the shimming quality 
of the field could not be improved to the same level as that for mixtures 4,5 and 6. 
in 0th- words the measured values of T; for these three mixtures had contributions 
from the field inhomogeneity, and tesnltant diffasion broadening. Difhision of the 
moledes fiom the effective volume of the receiver coil, although negligible, &ts 
for all mixtures and is unaffected by experimentd parameters, except for the size 
and shape of the sample c d .  The sïze of the sample ce11 is designed to be smaller 
than the effective v o h e  of the coil to prevent sach an experimental problem. The 
importance of the diffasion problem is tested below. 
S/N ratios 
The last property of the deuteron peak which shows an interesthg temperatme 
behavior is the SIN ratio. The S/N ratios of the denteron peak obtained for the 
D2-Ar mixtures lïsted in Table 3.4 are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 3.17-(a). 
This figure shows that for all mixtures, the SIN ratios deaease with increasing 
temperature. The fnnctional form of this decrease is more or less the same for ail 
mixtures, and can be expressed approximately by SIN = a + bTC, where a and 
b are positive parameters while c is z -3.0 for al l  mixtures examined. The SIN 
ratios for different mixtures cannot be compared directly becaase of the different 
densities and D2 mole fractions. To compare the resdts for all mixtures, the raw 
values should be normalized to a constant number of nuclei per unit volume of the 
sample cell. This is done by multiplying the measured SIN ratios by the factor f 
given by 
in which T is the absolute temperature, while p and za are amagat density and 
D2 mole fkaction of the mixtures, as given in Table 3.4. In this factor the term in 
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Figure 3.16: (a) NMR peak-widths,  AU^/^, and (b) the effective transverse relax- 
ation time9, T; = ( Z A U ~ / ~ ) - ' ,  for the deuteron of Dl in &-Ar mixtures. Solid and 
hollow symbols correspond to the mixtures with 1.97% and 3.77% D2, respectively. 
The fitting m e s  in (a) are straight lines. As can be seen, straight lines represent 
the temperature dependence of the denteron peak-width for all mixtures (except 
for the mixture at 3.55 amagat) very accurately. The fitting curves in (b) are recip 
rocals of the correspondhg fitting -es in (a). The error bars for the peak-widths 
are about f 0.5 Hz. The =or bars for the TT values can be calculated accordingly. 
The horizontal error bar for ail temperatures is about f 1 K. 
the first set of parentheses is the convasion factor fiom amagat density to number 
density. Multiplication by this factor normatizes the measared SIN ratios for 1% D2 
and number density Lo, or simply for O.OILo partial nnmba density of D2, with Lo 
being Loschmidt's nambe. (2.687 x IO2' moIede/m3). This normalizatioa removes 
the direct density dependence of the messnted S/N ratios. 
htther, the measured SIN ratios should be multiplied by the absolute tempa- 
atme to normalize for the &ect of the temperattue dependence of the total magne- 
tization (arising fiom the population différence between nuclear spin levels, Curie's 
law13) on the SIN ratio. In this normalkation the direct temperature dependence 
of the meamred SIN ratios is removed completely. Therefore, at this point the 
normalized S/N ratio should have contributions only &om the relaxation processes 
(and possible experimental mors). These normalized SIN ratios are plot ted versus 
temperature in Fig. 3.17-(b). This figure shows that the normalized SIN ratios 
have a wd-defined temperature dependence, with a hinetional form very similar to 
that for the relaxation times. The temperature dependence of the nomalized SIN 
ratios for the mixtures with 1.97% D2 is in even better agreement with that of the 
Tl &es than is found for the Tl results. However, the standard deviations of the 
fits are larger, especidy for the mixture with 1.97% D2 at 13.84amagat. 
To complete the discussion on the measured S/N ratios, two more points should 
be considered. First, the loss of signal daring the dead-time of the LC circuit is 
larger (in relative scale) when transverse relaxation is faster, i. e., when the trans- 
verse relaxation time is shorter. Thus, the relative error due to this loss is larger at 
higher temperatmes. Second, two species are responsible for the observed signal: 
these are ortho(l= 2)- and patccD2, so that the ratio of the total magnetizations, 
MOdcn./M,, , is eqnal to 5 at ail tempaatures used in these experiments. However, 
the loss of signal daring the dead-time of the LC circuit is not constant, and de- 
pends on the relative values of the relaxation times of the two species: the larger the 
clifkence in the relaxation times, the more unbalanced is the loss of the magnetiza- 
tion of the two species. Because the difference between the relaxation times of the 
two species is larger at lower temperatares ( t h  aill be discassed in detail later), 
relatively large deviations are to be expected for the temperature dependence of 
the normalized S/N ratios. 
The error bars of the raw SIN ratios are of the order of *1. The relative error 
bars of the normalized SIN ratios are larger than those of the raw SIN ratios by the 
sums of the correspondhg relative errors in the Di mole fiaction and the mixture 
density, plus twice the relative enor in the temperature, for a maximum relative 
error of s 4%. However, the caculated error bars do not cover the observed large 
deviations fiom a smooth temperature dependence in the nonnalized SIN ratios of 
the mixture with 1.97% DI at 13.84amagat (and for a few points obtained for the 
other mixtures.) The major experimental error that could decrease the SIN ra- 
tios very efTectively, if it occurs, is diffasion of the magnetization horn the effective 
volume of the receiver coil. Such a process, which has an exponential tempera- 
t u e  dependence, creates a bi-exponentiai relaxation of magnetization. From the 
normalized SIN ratios given in Fig. 3.17-(b), no sign of exponential temperature 
dependence is observable. The possibility of the contribution to the relaxation 
of magnetization fiom the diffusion process will be discussed in chapter 5. The 
difference between the chernical shitts of the orth*D2 and para-D2 is very small, 
and has no measurable d e c t  on the SIN measurement. Other experimental er- 
rors, such as mors in puise length dbrat ion,  use of different acquisition thes ,  
and the temperature dependence of the noise level, contribute to error in the SIN 
measurement . 
Figure 3.17: 
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(a) Temperature dependence of the signadto-noise ratios for the 
deuteron peak in D2-Ar mixtures. (b) The same as (a) bat normalized for one 
ho numbn density and 1% D2 in Ar  (equivalent to O.OILo partial number density 
for DI), and for 1000 K temperatare. Solid and hollow symbols are nsed for mix- 
tures with 1.97% and 3.77% DI, respectivdy- The fitting m e s  in (a) are of the 
form y = a + bTC in which a and 6 are positive parameters while c is more or less the 
same for ail  data sets, i.e z -3.0. Compare the fanctional form of the normalized 
SIN ratios with the relaxation time m e s  in Fig. 3.16-(b). Both (a) and (b) are 
normalized for 256 scans. The error bars of the measured SIN ratios are of the 
order of f 1. The enor bars of the normalized SIN ratios c m  be caldated accord- 
ingly using the error bars of the amagat densities, the DI mole &actions and of the 
temperatures. The horizontal error bars for 4 temperatures are about HK. 
Impurity test 
As a test for possible impuities (whether original or from the sample preparation 
step) proton spectra were obtained at all temperattues for the mixtare with 3.77% 
Da in Ar at 13.99 amagat. The only observable pe& in these spectra was a very 
weak triplet. The maximum vahe of the SIN ratio for this peak, which happened 
at the bottoir of the temperature range, was measured to be 21 for 256 scans. 
The SIN ratio and the resolution of these proton spectra decreased with increasing 
temperature, such that the triplet peds  could not be resolved for temperatures 
above 270 K, and Mnished completely above 340 K. As mentioned earlier, according 
to the supplier of the D2 gas, HD is the major impurity. Thus, the triplet peak 
in the proton spectra should be attributable to the HD impnrity in the Dz gas. 
This conclusion is supported by the measured values of the spacing between the 
triplet pals, e.g., 43Hz at 180.67K, which is consistent with the value of the 
proton-denteron couphg constant, Jm, measured fiom the proton and deateron 
spectra of HD in HD-Ar mixtures (See Sec.3.2.1). As a farther test, proton spectra 
were obtained whüe decoupling the deuteron. Decoupling of the deuteron replaced 
the proton triplet with a singlet peak located exactly at the center of the triplet, 
with a larger SIN ratio (at least doubled). Typical denteron-coupled and deuteron- 
decoupled proton spectra for D2-Ar mixtures are shown in Fig. 3.13-(b). Both 
spectra have been obtained with 256 scans. The SIN ratios and the peak-widths for 
the coupled and decoupled spectra are 21 and 28 Hz, and 50 and 35 Hz, respectively. 
Inspection of the coapled spectra shows that the spacing between the central and 
high fiequency peaks was filled partially with another yet weaker peak which cannot 
be resolved from the HD triplet. However, it can be estimated that this peak is 
centered approximately halfway between the central and high frequency peaks of 
the triplet. According to Beckett and the proton chernical shielding in HD is 
about 0.036 ppm more than that in Hz (see &O Naonov et  da). In the 11.75 Tesla 
field used in the present work, this is equivalent to a +18 Hz shift for the proton 
peak of H2 with respect to the center of the HD triplet, which is approximately 
hafway between the central and high fkequency p h .  This saggests that the non- 
resolvable peak overlapping the HD hiplet can be attribated to the proton of an 
E2 imp&ty. 
The deuteron peak of the HD impiinty could not be observed in the deuteron 
spectra. Fnrther, decouphg of the proton had no observable etfect on the deuteron 
spectra. This shows that the contribution of the HD deataon to the signal is not 
observable, and hence is negligible. This was expected, since for HD the signal of 
the denteron is at least 20 times weaker than that of the proton (See Tables 3.2 
and 3.3). Thus, the denteron peak wodd have a maximum SIN ratio of z 21/20 
or 2 l(correspondllig to the &-Ar mixture with 3.77% D2 at 13.99amagat and 
180 K). Such a weak signal can h d y  be resolved from the noise of the spectrum, 
especiaily when overlapping the very strong peak of the D2 deuteron which has a 
S/N ratio of 1257 under the same conditions. 
In conclusion, it can be said that these observations verify the impurities in the 
deuteron gas given by the supplier, and also show that no 0th- speues exis t  in the 
prepared mixtures. Another interesting resdt of these impurity test experiments is 
that HD-Ar mixtures containhg as low as 0.4% x 3.77% or 0.015% HD can be stud- 
ied by proton NMR a t  low temperatmes. This is in agreement with what had been 
predicted fiom the results of the preliminary studies on the HD-Ar mixtures (See 
Sec. 3.2). The experimental results obtained for snch mixtures can be regarded as 
infinite dilution results, and should be directly comparable with theoretical results. 
3.3.2 NMR spin-lat t ice relaxation t ime measurements 
for the deuteron of Dz in D2-Ar mixtures. 
mer optimizing the NMR parameters on the denteron one-dimensional spectra of 
the D2-Ar mixtures at each tempaature, the inversion-reeovery method was used 
to measnre the deuteron longitudinal relaxation times. Since the D2-Ar mixtu~es 
studied here contain normaCD2, tao species, namely o+theD2 and para-D2, both 
contribute to the nuclear magnetization. Relative popdation, nk, and the fiac- 
tional contribution to the totd magnetization, fk, of the parity isomer k are given, 
respectively, by 
in which gk, the nndear spin multiplicity, is given by gk = 21,  f 1, and Pk is the 
sum of the pure rotational population factors for the levels coupled to the nuclear 
spin system of isomer k with spin 4. For D2, Pk is the total rotational probability 
eithet of the even rotational levels for ortho(1 = 0, 2)-D2, or of the odd rotationd 
levels for para(1 = 1)-D2. Since only the ground vibrational level is accessible at the 
temperatures used in this study, vibrational averaging is not reqnked in Eq. (3.5). 
At thermal equilibrium in the high temperature region, which starts at z 160 K for 
D2 (see Fig. 4.24), total probabilities for the even and odd rotational levels become 
equal. This results in the values a, ! and for the relative populations, and $, 5 
and (or O, ) and 9) for the relative contributions to the total magnetization of 
ortho(1 = O)-D2, o+tho(I = 2)-DI and para(I = 1)-D2, respectively. Since, of the 
two ortho isomers only ortho(I = 2)-Dz contributes to the total magnetization, 
fiom now on, unless it is stated otherwise, the ortho(I = O)-Dt isomer is exdaded 
fiom discussion and the ortho(I = 2)-D2 isomer will be referred to for simpiicity 
as ode-DI. It should be mentioned here that $1 of the temperatures used in 
this study fall within the high tempaature region. The population ratios and 
relative contributions to the magnetization wodd remah constant, even at lower 
temperatares , since the o#+para conversion rate for D2 is extremely slow,d7 and 
does not have any significant &ect d d g  the measmement period. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the chernical shifts of ortheD2 and para- 
D2 are so close that their peaks cannot be resolved in any of the one-dimensional 
denteron spectra obtained for the D2-Ar mixtures. However, the relaxation times 
of the two isomers are signiticantly diEerent.24*55 This difkrence depends on the 
temperature and density of the mixture. 
In a system consisting of two or more species with the same Larmor fkequency, 
but with different relaxation times, the to ta1 magnetization of the sys tem recovered 
at a time r in an inversion-recovery method is given by the sum of all individual 
magnetizations recovered at that tirne. For Dz t his snmmation gives 
in which the subscripts O and p denotes the ortho and para isomers, respectively. 
Use of Eq. (1.4) for Mm and MF gives the total magnetization as a function of r 
as 
Dividing the two sides by the total equilibrium magnetization, MI, = M, + M p  , 
the above equation can be rearranged to give 
Mt, -- 7 7 
Mt, - 1 - 2fo  exp (--) - 2fp exp (--), Tl, Tb 
in which, f, = and f, = %, the fiaetions of the total equilibrium magneti- 
zation prodnced by ortho-Dt and par*Dz are given by Eq. (3.5). For the temper- 
ature range ased in the present study fo and f, are independent of temperature, 
and have the values a and i, respectively, see Sec.4.5.3. Equation (3.8) shows that 
the relaxation of the total magnetkation of DI in an inversion-recovery method 
is bi-exponential. Thus, in principle a bi-exponential fnnction should be fitted to 
the inversion-recovery data points to exhact the relaxation times of the h o  parity 
isomers correctly. However , a bi-exponential me-fitting requires a larger number 
of parameters, which reduces the acmacy of the fitting procedure, and increases 
the standard deviation of the fit due to the non-linear relationship between the 
fitting parameters. This is especially the case when the difference between the two 
relaxation times is not s&ciently large (see Sec. 4.5). If a larger number of r 
values is used, the accuracy of such a bi-exponential fitting will be increased. To 
decrease the standard deviation of the fitting by 50%, the rider of data points 
of the recovery m e ,  ie., the nnmber of r values, should be increased by a factor 
four. This increases the total measuring tirne by the same factor. Timewise, such 
a solution seems to be uneconomicai, even though it is the only way to extract 
the individual relaxation times of the two isomers more accurately. If the values of 
Tl, and Ti, are significantly diffetent (by at least a factor of five), however, they 
cm be extracted with a much smaller apparent standard deviation by dividing the 
recovery m e  into tao parts and fit ting a single-exponential fnnction of the form 
of Eq. (3.1) to each part. In such a case, increasing the numba of T d u e s  by a 
factor two would aRow extraction of the h o  relaxation times with the same degree 
of accuracy as is fonnd for a singie-exponential fit to the invasion-recovery m e  
of a single species system. 
The values of Tl obtained via fitting the inversion-recovery data to a single- 
exponential fanetion do not have a corresponding theoretical expression derivable 
for the Da system. Such a relaxation tirne, which aRU be cailed T;, is related to the 
individual relaxation times of the h o  isomers (and defined) by 
Of course, such a rdationship is valid only for a single value of r, as Eq. (3.9) has a 
single root for r. However, under two conditions this definition can be applied for 
all of the inversion-recovery data points within an acceptable approx.ïmôtion. One 
of these two conditions is that the values of the two individual relaxation times 
should be close to one another- The &ect of this condition can be understood 
easily by considering the limiting case of equal relaxation times, which leads to 
T; = Tl, = TIP. The other condition is the use of a limited range for the T 
values. A narrower range of r values decreases the standard deviation of the single- 
exponential fit, but inaeases the deviation of the fitting parameters fiom th& ideal 
values. Except for the limiting case of Tc = Tlo = Tlp, the measured T; fiom a 
single-exponential fitting has no corresponding physicd property, and serves only 
as an index for the relaxation of the overall magnetization. Since ortheDa is the 
major contributor to the total magnetization (and has a longer relaxation time), 
the measured 2"; c m  be &O regarded as a rongh estimate of the relaxation time 
of the orth+D2 isomer. 
At this point it may seem that there is no way to compare directly the ezperi- 
mental and theoretical results for the case of the D1-Ar system. But, in Sec. 4.5.3 
it dl be shown that this is not quite the case; a cornparison can be made in h o  
difhent ways. One of these h o  ways is to genetate single-exponential relaxation 
times, T;, fiom the c d d a t e d  relaxation times of the tao isomers nsing the defi- 
nition of Tc given in Eq. (3.9). These relaxation times can then be compared with 
corresponding experimental single-exponential relaxation times. The rest of this 
section deais with the details of the T; meamernent from the inversion-recovery 
cutves* 
One important point in establishg the NMR experimentd parameters for these 
measurements is the estimate of the repnired relaxation delay times from the mea- 
sured values of T;. Since Ti, is longer than T; under all experimentd conditions, 
the relaxation delay tirne should be set such that the ortheDz magnetization is 
recovered completely by the time the next scan starts. It can be estimated roughly 
that the ratios % and & are of the same order of magnitude (but not essentidy 
=1 
equal) . Thus the relaxation delay time is set to be at least 20(f )y. This precaution 
seems not to be very aitical, as the measured TT and the longest Ti of the corn- 
ponent magnetïzations are close to one another. However, for other systems with 
smder  fiaction of the slow relaxhg component, this may become very important. 
Throughout these measurements, sixteen T values have been used to map out 
the magnetization recovery c w e  from which the T; values are measured by fit- 
ting to a single-exponential inversion-recovery function as given in Eq. (3.1). The 
denteron T; &es obtained for the D2-Ar mixtures are plotted versus temperature 
in Figs. 3.18. As c m  be seen fiom this figure, the measured values of T; for all 
Da-Ar mixtures show a well-behaved temperature dependence. Also, no local ex- 
trema or anomaloas behavior is observed in the temperature dependence of the Tt 
m e s .  From Fig. 3.18 it can &O be seen that the error bars of the T; d u e s  are 
rather smaii, even smaller than those obtained for the denteron Tl of the HD-Ar 
mixtures. As for the HD-Ar m.Ûtmres, these error bars are taken to be f 3 (or 6) 
times the standard deviation of the single-exponentid fit. Fttrther, the values of the 
fitting parametas A and B obtained for these singie-exponential fits are doser to 
the ideal value 1. These resnlts show that the single-exponentid relaxation times, 
Ti, describe the relaxation behavior of the totd magnetization rather accurately. 
Thus, it can be conciuded that the ratio 2 is much wider than the values that 
would lead to large error bars in the fitting of a single-exponential fnnction to the 
original bi-exponentid inversion-recovery carves ( i. e., less than 5). However, the 
error bars obtained for the d u e s  of T; at low temperattues are mexpectedly large. 
The sonrce of these large error bars cannot be the S/N ratio of the deuteron peaks, 
as they are sufficiently high at low temperatures. The source of these large error 
bars can thus only be the bi-exponential relaxation enhanced by the inmeashg difi 
ference between the two relaxation times Ti, and Tl, at low temperatmes, which 
inmeases the standard deviation of the single-exponential fitting. This conclusion 
can be justified by considering the contnb&ion of the rotational levels in the NMR 
relaxation of the two isomers. The lowest rotational level for orthu-DI, the j = O 
level, has zero rotational anguIar momentum, and does not contribute dkectly to 
the relaxation of the nuclear magnetization. Decreasing the temperature decreases 
the populations of the higher rotational levels, i. e., increases the population of the 
j = O levels. This deuease increases the relaxation tirne of ortho-D2 significantly. 
For part+&, however, the lowest rotational level, i = 1, contributes dkectly to 
the relaation of the nudear magnetization at dl temperatures, and no simtlar be- 
havior can occnr. The overall effect of the decrease in temperattue is an tmequal 
change in the relaxation times of the tao isomers, which leads to a latger difference 
between the values of Tl, and TIP. This larger diffaence bebeen the taro relaxation 
times is undesirable in the Tr meamrement, and thus increases the standard devi- 
ation of the fit. At higher temperatares, where the population of the j = O level 
of the ortho isomer becomes malla, the tao relaxation times become d o s a  and 
hence the standard deviation of the single-exponential fit deaeases, as can be seen 
from Fig. 3.18. At suf6ciently high temperatmes, in which the population profile 
is centered at higher rotational levels (e.g., j > 5 ), the relaxation times of the 
two isomers are expected ideaily to become equal. From compsring the rotational 
population profles of the taro isomers it can &O be concluded that, in general, the 
deuteron relaxation t h e  for paru-D2 is shorter than that for o d h e D z .  
To test the possibility of separation of the recovery m e s  of the orth+& and 
para-D z, inversion-recovery experiments were pdormed on a mixture of 1.97% 
D2 in AI at 11.36 amagat (This mixture is not listed in Table 3.4.) for three 
temperatures: 237, 298 and 363 K. In these experiments 48 r values were used. 
Using the relaxation-the information obtained in the previous experiments, these 
T valaes were selected such that the recovery c w e s  of both components are sampled 
pdectly. In the Tl measurement process, the recovery data points were divided 
into tao data sets such that each data set covers mostly the range of the recovery 
curve of one component. Next, a single-exponential fitting was used to extract 
the T; value for each data set. For all three temperatures, the results obtained 
separately for the two parts of the recovery m e  were close to that obtained by 
fitting the whole range of the recovery carve, but in each case with larger standard 
deviations. The same test experiment was pedormed on the D2-Ar mixture with 
3.77% D2 at 3.58amagat and 180K, but with 32 T values. In this case too, no 
acceptable results were obtained. Thus it can be said that, under the conditions 
of the present study, use of a larger number of r values will not hdp separate the 
inversion-recovery m e s  of the two isomers of D2. 
Figure 3.18: Spin-lattice relaxation times, Ti, for the deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar k- 
tare obtained from single-exponential fits. The number beside each m e  indicates 
the amagat density of the corresponding D2-Ar mixture. These relaxation times 
are measured using the inversion-recovery method. See the text for the discussion 
of the trend of the error bars. The horizontal error bar for all temperatures is about 
f 1 K. See Appendix A.3 for numerical values of the temperatures and rekation 
times (the T and T,(" collrmns, respectively). The inversion recovery points, i c . ,  
the (r, MT) pairs, from vhich these single-exponential (deetive) relaxation times 
have been measured, can be found in the ftp site given in Ref. 103. 
Figtue 3.18 shows that the m o t  bars obtained for the Tc values at lower densities 
are generally smaller. It can be condaded that the values of the relaxation times 
of the otth+DI and p a d 2  are dosa  at Iowa densities. The error bats of the 
TT values have the same temperattue dependence at all densities, i e . ,  increasing 
with decreasing temperature. Further discussion of the temperature and density 
dependences of Tc for the deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar mixtures wïll be presented in 
Sec. 5.3, where the experimental and theoretical resnlts for the D2-Ar mixtures are 
compared. The mole fraction dependence of the Tc values is discossed in Sec. 5.6. 
Figtue 3.19 compares values of T; and T; obtained for the DI-Ar mixtmes with 
3.77% D2 at th- different amagat densities. This figure shows that T; and T; 
have almost the same temperattue dependence. The agreement between the values 
of the two relaxation times is better at intermediate temperatmes. 
Numerical values of the raw and adjusted (see Ch. 5) single-exponential spin- 
lattice relaxation times obtained for the deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar mixtures can be 
found in Appendix A.3. The experimental raw data, i. e., recovery dehy times and 
normalized magnetizations in the form of (7, MT) pairs, are saved in a cornputer 
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Figure 3.19: Cornparison between the measured values of T; and T; for the 
deuteton of Dz in a mixture of 3.77% D2 in Ar a t  13.99 amagat (squares), 7.27 
amagat (triangles) and 3.58 amagat (cldes) deasities, respectively. The hollow and 
filled symbols show the measured &es of Tc and T;, respectively. The numbers 
beside each data set indicates the amagat denaity of the correspondhg D2-Ar mix- 
ture. The fittiag mes comect the measured values of T;. Note the agreement 
of the temperature dependences of the taro relaxation times. Also note that the 
differences between them are (perhaps unexpectedly) s m d .  Such s m d  dinerences 
suggest that the expezimental contribution to the efFective transverse relaxation 
time is very smdl, and also that the values of Tl and Tz are very dose. This figure 
&O shows that the agreement between the tao values is better at intermediate 
temperatmes. The e w r  bars of the relaxation times are not shown for simplicity. 
The horizontal enor bar at all temperatures is about f 1 K. 
Chapter 4 
Theoret ical Calculat ions of 
Spin-Lat tice Relaxation Times for 
the HD-Ar and D2-Ar Systems 
In this chapter, procedures for and resdts of theoretical caldations of the spin- 
lattice relaxation times for the HD-AI and D2-Ar systems are presented. Expliut 
expressions for the various components of the spin-lattice relaxation times for the 
nuclei of the diatomic partner of the atom-diatom collision system wil l  be pre- 
sented and analyzed in Sec. 4.1. The governing parameters and th& dects  on 
the resdts of the caldations will be discussed briefly in Sec. 4.2. A description of 
the exchange-Codomb (XC) potential energy surface XC(fit) determined by Bisson- 
nette et al? for the hydrogen-argon system is given in Sec. 4.3. This is the potential 
energy sudace used in the present calcdations. Close-coupled cdculations of the 
opacities, deetive cross sections and their thermal averages, and h d y ,  calcula- 
tions of the spin-lattice relaxation times for the proton and denteron of HD in the 
HD-Ar system, and for the deuteron of the two parity isomers of D2 in the D2-Ar 
system, are presented and discussed in Secs. 4.4 and 4.5, respedively. For each 
system, the dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation times on temperature, den- 
sity and magnetic field strength is investigated separately. Caldation of the total 
magnetization and its relaxation time in mixtures of the t a o  pMty isomas of the 
&-Ar system are presented in Sec. 4.5.3. 
4.1 Expressions for the relaxation times 
Application of the h e t i c  theory briefly described in Ch. 1, to the atom-diatom 
system ZXY results in the folloaing equations for the components of the spin- 
lat tice relaxation t h e  for the X nucleus.** 23 
in which superscripts X and Y denote the corresponding quantities for the X and 
Y nudei, while subscripts SR, D and Q denote the corresponding quantities for 
the spin-rot ation, dipolar and quadrupolar interactions, respectively. Also, Iy is 
the spin quantum number of nucleus Y, and w? is the coupling constant of the 
interaction i (SR, D, Q) for nucleus X. The quantities w F  and are Larmor 
(an-) fiequenues of the precession of the rotational an* momentum of the 
diatom and spin angular momentam of the nucleus X around the direction of the 
static magnetic field, Bo, and are given respectively by = ( p N ~ / h ) B o  and 
t$ = ( I 1 ~ g f / h ) ~ O ,  in which p~ is the nuclear magneton, while gfOC and & are 
rotational and nuclear spin g-factors, respectively, and h is the Planck's constant 
divided by 2.n. The nadear spin pfactor is related to the magnetogyric ratio, 7, by 
= pN#/lï. The average relative veloaty, E; is given by (z)1'2t in which p is 
the reduced moledar mass of the collision cornplex, p = ( m g  + mi1)-l, and k is 
the Boltzmann constant. Also, n is the number density of 2. 
The elements of the diagonal matrix p are per state fractional populations of 
the rotational states, Le., 
with Ei being the energy of the ith rotational state. The jth elements of the d(') 
and d(') column vectors are given respectively by 
and di1) and df) are n>a versions (transposes) of d(') and d@), respeetively. Defi- 
nitions of the cross section matnces UV and UT are given in Ch. 1. 
For the case of the atom-homonudear diatom system, the SR relaxation time is 
exactly the same as in Eq. (4.1). However, equations for the dipolar and quadrap* 
lar relaxation times are diffaent. For the oïtho parity isomer of the homonuclear 
diatom 4 t h  a spin 112 nucleus, the dipolar relaxation time has the same form as 
Eq. (4.2) with the exception that the factor I (I  + 1) is omitted. No quainpolar 
interaction enists for a spin 112 nucleus. Note also that the para parity isomer of 
such a diatom is not NMR active. For the case of a homonudear diatom wîth a 
spin 1 nucleus, the dipokr and quadrnpolar iatermolecalar interactions between 
the nuclear spin and the rotational anpaiar momenta are coupled (i.e., they are 
not separable). The equation for the spin-lattice relaxation time of the coupled 
interaction, which is denoted by Tmp, has the same form as Eq. (4.3), with the 
difference that the quadrnpolar coupling constant w g  is replaced by the coupled 
dipolar-quadrupolar (DQ) coupling constant GQ. The DQ coupling constants for 
the para and ortho isomers are &en respectively by" 
and 
Note that in the notations used here WQ is defined by WQ = (!)e2q,Q/h, in which 
e is the charge of electron, Q is nuciear quadrupole moment, and q, is the electnc 
field gradient dong the s-axis (Le.,  the direction of the static magnetic field) at the 
site of nucleus. 
The fanctional form of the density-dependence of the relaxation times is very 
simple. Evahation of the density-dependence of the Ti equations at a fixed temper- 
ature and field strength shows that the telmcation times at the tao b i t s  of n+O 
and n-tm are linearly proportional to n-' and n, respectively. This reqnires exis- 
tence of a minimum point in the Tl-density m e s .  The position of this minimum 
depends on temperature and field strength as well as on the interaction potential 
via the enws sections. Such a minimum point in the Tl m e s  corresponds to a 
match between the fkequency of the collisions leading to the relevant transitions, 
nCa, and the Larmor frequency of the rotational angular momentam in the fiame 
rotating at the Larmor frequency of the nucleus, i e., (e - 4). Obvionsly, the 
position of this minimum for the TiSR m e  is difïerent fkom those for Tm and Tip, 
which are the same. 
In contrast to the density-dependence, the temperature-dependence of the re- 
laxation times is more complicated, due to the compler temperaturedependences 
of the aoss section (u) and the popdation (p)  matrices. However, it can be shown 
numericdly that the relaxation times are generally decreasing fnnctions of temper- 
Eqnations (4.1)-(4.3) show that the relaxation times are inueasing fnnctions of 
the magnetic field strength Bo. This behavior cannot be derïved fkom the Tl equa- 
tions analytically, but can be shown nrrmerically. For the low temperature region in 
which only the h s t  contributiiig rotational level is occupied, however, this behavior 
can be shown explicitly. Under sach circumstance, dl of the matrices involved in 
the Tl eqnations become scalar. This results in a linear dependence of the relaxation 
times on the square of the field strength. This shows the dramatic effects of the field 
on the density-behavior of the relaxation times. For a system with a specific inter- 
action potential the relative contribution of the field-dependent term ( w F  - 9x) 
to the relaxation times of the nucleus X depends on density, temperature, and the 
potential (via the cross section matrix elements ) as well as on the field strength 
and on the and 8. When n is relatively large or Bo is small, this contribution 
becomes veiy srnaIl, and can be neglected. Under these conditions the Tl equations 
are considerably simplified, and become field-independent linear functions of den- 
sity. The region at which the spin-lattice relaxation times are linearly dependent on 
density is cailed the linear-segime. At hi& magnetic field strengths aad/or low den- 
sities the system is in the nodinear-ngime. The limit of the linear-regime dépends 
on al1 of the specifications and qerimental parameters of the system mentioned 
above. For example, in the HD-Ar system the contributions to the relaxation times 
of the field-dependent term for the proton is significantly k g e r  than that for the 
deuteron due to the larger magnetogyric ratio of the proton (min = 6.5). Thus, 
it can be expected that the linear-regime behavior for the deuteron relaxation times 
in the HD-Ar system to start at signScantIy lower densifies. 
4.2 Cornputer programs and their parameters 
In the present work, the MOLSCAT program of Hntson and Green1'" has been 
used to carry out the CC calculation of the S-matrix elements. The detetmining 
parameters of these calcnlations, which are directly related to the system under 
stndy, are as follows: 
a) The R-parameters: The lower and upper limits and the stepsize of the radial 
integration (&, & and STEPS, respectively). The parameter STEPS 
is the number of points used for integration over a ha-wavelength of the 
asymptotic wave-funetion. In order to obtain converged integrah (and thus 
accurate S-matrix elements), within an acceptable tirne, these parameters 
should be optimized carefiilly. 
b) The j-parameters: The minimum, maximum and stepsize of j (3,, jmm and 
A j, respectively). The determination of the j- and A j values is based on 
the symmetry and the parity of the diatom (Le., homonudear versus het- 
aonudear and ortho vasas paru). The vahe of 3- is detamined by the 
d u e  of the total enagy, and the desired number of dosed channels. In the 
present stady, j,, is set so as to indade at least one level above the highest 
rotational level accessible at the total enetgy of the system. 
c)  The 3-parameters: The minimum, maximum and stepsize of J (J-, J,. and 
A J, respectively) . J- is iisnaily set to zero, and the d u e s  of J, and AJ 
are optimized based on the inspection of the J-dependent opacities calculated 
by the SBE (see below) program. 
The latter two sets of paxameters determine which elements of the S -ma te  
should be caldated by the program, and do not afTect the accwacy of the cd- 
culated S-matrix element S. However , the J-parame t a s  (J', J,. and A J )  , par- 
ticularly &-, determine the accuracy of the state-tes tate energy-dependent cross 
sections which are calculated fkom an averaging over J of the state-to-state J- 
dependent opacities. Also, the valne of J,. indirectly dec t s  the convergence of 
the radial integration of the S - m a h ,  since the optimum value of R,. at a fixed 
total energy inmeases with increasing J. However, if &- is set s&ciently large, 
convergence of the radial integration of the S-matrix will be independent of the 
value of J,.
Calculations of the J-dependent opacities fiom the S-matrix are carried out 
using the SBE program of Green.lo5 The only input parameters for this program 
are the corresponding values of Ki, Ki, Kt and Ki for the desired cross section. All 
other information needed fot this step of the calcdations cornes fkom the output 
of the MOLSCAT program, induding the S-ma* elements. This program &O 
averages the J-dependent opacities over J to calculate the enagy-dependent cross 
sections. 
For thermal averaging of the state-testate enagy-dependent cross sections, the 
CRAVE program of T h a c h ~ k ~ ~ J ~  is used aRer some modifications. The core of this 
program consists of an integrator which uses several quadrature techniques, dong 
with some interpolation and extrapolation estimations, to evaluate the relevant in- 
tegrals more accurately. The quality of the r e d t s  of thermal averaging depends on 
the nnmber and distribution of the d u e s  of total energies at which the S-matrix 
is caculated. This dependence is espeudy mual if the aects  of orbiting reso- 
nanees107~108 on the energy-dependent cross sections are signifiant, as is found to 
be the case for the systems studied in this work. The nnmber and values of the total 
energies should be set such that the resulting cnrves for the energy-dependence of 
the cross sections axe wd-behaved and integrable, and allow error-fkee extrapola- 
tions and interpolations when needed. Since it is not economical to increase the 
number of totd energies as desired, an accurate selection of the totd energy values 
is needed in order to gaarantee the required accuracy in the final results. Since CC 
calculation of the energy-dependent cross sections at the lower end of the energy 
range is not expensive, the minimum value of the total energy can be (and rather 
should be) set as small as possible. The maximum value of the total energy depends 
on the desired temperature at which the comesponding physical properties are to 
be calculated. An enagy of 5-10 times the average thermal energy of the system 
at the maximum temperature is usuaily suf6cient to obtain high accuracies for the 
calculated phy sical properties. In the absence of orbiting tesonances, 'O7? los the best 
selection of the total en- values is the one with an equal number of energies 
per energy spacing between the rotational levels of the diatom. For each rotational 
level this selection should &O indude two energies as close as possible, one below 
and the other above the threshold en- for the rotational channel. Such a selec- 
tion allows a complete and uniform sampling of the energy-dependence c w e s  for 
all elements of the aoss section matrix? which in turn r d t s  in accurate thermal 
averaging. 
In the presence of orbiting resonances an additional namber of total enagies 
shodd be i d u d e d  in order to map the faactional forms of the energy-dependence 
of the cross sections in the resonance ranges completely. Otherwise, the numerical 
extrapolation and interpolation techniques wi l l  give incorrect answers for the reso- 
nance ranges which leads to incorrect values for the thermdy-averaged cross sec- 
tions. The number of energies in the resonance ranges becomes especially important 
should the most probable energy, i. e., the rnalrim~llll of the Boltzmann distribution 
fùnction for the total energy, of the system fd into one of the resonance ranges. 
However, if the orbiting resonances are not strong, and the resonance ranges are 
not wide, th& totd contribution to the thermally-averaged aoss sections can be 
neglected. Possible problems introduced by such resonances in the integration pro- 
cess can be eliminated by excluding those points of the energy-dependent c m e s  
falling in the resonance ranges, and using the same interpolation and extrapolation 
techniques used for other parts of the curves, to cover the resonance ranges. 
Except for defining the parameters mentioned above and the study of their 
correspondhg aects  on the convergence and accuracy of the final results, the 
MOLSCAT and the SBE programs have been used as Ublack boxesn. Some minor 
modifications, however, have been made on the CRAVE program, as the List of 
cross sections of the original version did not indude the trv and a= (NMR) cross 
sections, which were reqnired in the calculation of the NMR spin-lattice relaxation 
times. 
The last step of the caladations consists of the caldation of the spin-lattice 
relaxation times nom the thermally-averaged cross sections via Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3). 
Two FORTRAN programs named HDTl and D2T1 have been d t t e n  to carry out 
these caldations for the HD-Ar and DI-Ar systems, respectively. 
4.3 XC (fit) pot ent i d  energy surface for the 
hydrogen-argon system 
The dadations of the spin-lattice r h t i o n  times for the HD-Ar and DI-Ar sys- 
tems are based upon the fitted exchange-Coulomb potential, the XC(fit) potential, 
determined by Bissonnette et al? for the hydrogen-argon system. The XC(fit) po- 
tential is a fidl three-dimensional state-of-theart , highly accnrate po tential energy 
s d a c e  recommended for the prototypical hydrogen-argon system. The XC(fit) p* 
tential has been detamined by introducing a nnmber of adjastable parameters into 
a theoretical model potential called the exchange-Coulomb XC(0) potential. The 
theoretical model potential XC(0) is based upon the caldation of the energies of 
the fi&-order Heitler-London interaction, and second- and higher-order Coulomb 
interactions (including dispersion and induction) from high quality S elf-Consis tent 
Field theory (SCF) wave-functionsl* of the isolated closed-shell hydrogen molede 
and argon atom. The fitting parameters of the XC(fit) potential are then adjusted 
( i. e., optimized) by fit ting the theoretical values of some particular physical propa- 
ties calculated fkom the potential to thek corresponding experimental data obtained 
for the H2-Ar and/or &-Ar system(s) . These properties are the pressure-shifting 
coefficients for the Raman transitions of H2 in Ar, the second Wial coefncient of 
Hz-Ar mixtures, and the high resolution infta-red transitions of the HI-Ar and 
D2-Ar Van der Waals complexes. The quality of the optimized XC(fit) potential 
has then been tested by calculating two phenornena which wae not used in the 
optimization procedure of the potenti al (the elastic and inelastic Werential scat- 
tering cross sections for DI-Ar, and the fiequencies of the hyperfine transitions of 
the Hz-As cornplex), and comparing the* calcnlated dues with the experimental 
data. The theoretical r d t s  nom the XC(fit) potential gave excdent agreement 
with the experimentd data for both phenornena. Compared with other available 
potentiah for the hydrogen-argon system, the XC(fit) potential is not only opti- 
mized with respect to the most accurate experimental data obtained recently, but 
&O yields excellent predictions of properties which were not induded in the opti- 
mization process. For details of the caldation of the XC(0) mode1 potential and 
the optimization procedures for the XC(fit ) potential, and cornparison with other 
potentials, see Ref. 8. 
The analyt id  form of the XC(fit) potential contains terms which have fan- 
damental physical meaning, but it does not disectly display the anisotropy of the 
potential, which is the origin of many physicd properties of the hydrogen-argon 
system such as the NMR spin-lattice relaxation times stndied here. Thus, it seems 
usefd to convert this analytical f o m  to a more suitable form for the present study. 
This conversion is explained below. 
The XC(fit) potential can be described briefly as a function of three variables 
R, and 0. The intermolecular distance R is the distance between the argon 
atom and the center-of-mass of the hydrogen m o l d e .  The reduced stretching- 
length C is defined by C = (T - ro) /ro,  in which T is the hydrogen bond-length and 
ro = 1.448739~~ is the expectation value of r for Hz in its ground rovibrational 
level. The angle fl is the orientation of R relative to the hydrogen bond-&S. The 
three Mnables are illnstrated in Fig. 4.1 for the generic Z X Y  system. Dependence 
of the XC(fit) potential on these variables is such that the analyticd form of the 
potential can be expanded as 
The variable 6 depends only on the vibrationd motion of the diatomic molede. 
Since the time s d e  of that vibrational motion is orders of magnitude shorter than 
that of the translational and rotational motions involved in the scattering ptocess, 
the p terms in the expansion of V can be replaced saf'ely by th& quantum me- 
chanical averages over the vibrational motion. For temperatures safficiently high 
that excited vibrational levels of the hydrogen moleenle are significantly occupied, 
a dïfkrent potential may be caidated for each viarational level for a given set 
of R and 9 values, because the averages of P for diffixent vibrational levels are 
dinerent . An ensemble average over the occupied vibrational levels is valid only for 
those physical properties with longer t h e  scales than that of the collision-induced 
transitions between vibrational levels. Since the maximum temperatme used in 
the expesimental part of the present stady is mudi lower than that reqnired for 
occupation of higher vibrational levels, such an ensemble averaging is not needed. 
Replachg the P t m s  by th& expectation values removes any bond-length 
dependence of the potential, and reduces the potential to V(R,B). One u s a  
analytical form which can be used to represent this potential is the expansion of the 
potentid in terms of Legendre polynomials of cos 6 with R-dependent coefficients, 
2. e., 
in which PA(cos 8) is the Legendre polynomial of order A. This form of the potential 
has a number of advantages, all due to the parity and orthonormaity properties 
of the Legendre hinctions. "O Symmetry of the potential with respect to the plane 
perpendicukr to the diatom bond at its center-of-mass can be characterized by 
the parity of the Legendre components of the potential. A zero value for all odd 
Figure 4.1: Internal coordinates for the generic atom-diatom system ZXY; Vari- 
ables of the XC(fit) potential. The snbscript O represents the corresponding vari- 
ables for a homonudear diatom. In this figure b is the displacement of the center- 
of-mas for the heteronudear diatom (C) relative to that for the homondear iso- 
topomers (Co) , which is the midpoint of the diatom bond (Co). 
Legendre components reqaires a *or plane perpendicular to the diatom bond at 
its centersf-mass; this happens only for homonnclear diatoms, e-g., the H2, D2 and 
T2 isotopomers of hydrogen. The orthononnaity of the Legendre hct ions  eases 
the expansion of the potential, and also dows the potential to be used directly in 
the MOLSCAT program suite which makes extensive use of analytical properties of 
these polynomials in the calculations. Using orthonormaliQ of the Legendre poly- 
nomials, the R-dependent coefficients of the Legendre expansion of the potential, 
K ( R ) ,  which are also c d e d  radial strength fimctions, can be calcuiated nsing any 
standard numerical integration technique via 
h ( R )  = /fL V(R,  cos @)(A + 0.5) PA(cos @)d(cos O ) ,  (4.11) 
-1 
in which the (X+0.5) factor is the nomakation factor for the Legendre polynomial 
of order A. The number of terms reqnired in the Legendre expansion of the XC(fit) 
potential depends upon the accuracy requked for the caldations. A four-tenn 
expansion gives aceuracies better than 0.1%, which is suffiCient for the present 
study. For heteronudear diatoms, however, two additional terms are needed to 
obtain the same acmracy in the calculations. 
To expand the XC(fit) potential in terms of the Legen&e fanctions, the FOR- 
TRAN code of the subroutine generating the Uk(R, 6) coefnûents of Eq. (4.9) has 
been obtained Born Le Roy." This subroutine was then incorporated into a FOR- 
TRAN program to generate numerical values of the potential for a given set of 
(R, O )  pairs for al l  isotopomers of hydrogen. The expectation values of the tk terms 
required for these caldations were calculated by the program LEVEL." Next, to 
carry out the integration given in Eq. (4.11), a Gauss-Legendre quadrature tech- 
nique was used with 24 points ( i e . ,  24 d u e s  for cos 19) equally spaced over the 
interval (-1, +1). Numerical vahes of the potentid were then calculated for wide 
ranges of R and 0,  both fkom the original analytical form of the potential and fkom 
its Legendre-expanded fom. For almost all values of R and 0 the dSerences be- 
tween the values of the potential obtained by these two procedures were less than 
0.05% for all six isotopomers of hydrogen; four terms (A = O to 6 and AA = 2) of 
the Legendre-expanded form were used for homonuclear, and seven terms (A = O 
to 6 and AX = 1) for heteronuclear isotopomers. 
For the homonuclear isotopomers of hydrogen, $1 odd-A terms of the Legendre 
expansion of the potentid shodd be zero due to the symmetry of the potentid with 
respect to the center-of- mass of the diatom (the midpoint of the bond). This can 
be regarded as a test for any potential proposed for an atom-diatom system, and a 
check point for the expansion procedure of the potentid. The Legendre expansion 
of the XC(fit) potential derived for all three homonuclear isotopomers of hydrogen 
showed this property. 
It shodd be noted here that the original analytical fonn of the potential was 
obtained for homonuclear hydrogen. Thus, for the Legendre expansion of the po- 
tential for the heteronuclear hydrogen isotopomers, Le., HD, HT and DT, it is 
necessary to trandorm the heteronudear coordinates R and û to the corresponding 
homondear coordinates denoted by & and $ in Fig. 4.1, from which the value of 
the potential is cddated as described above. This valne is then used in Eq. (4.10) 
to derive radial strength fanctions VA(R). AU other terms in Eq. 4.1 are c d d a t e d  
using the heteronuclear coordinates. 
Transformation of the coordinates of the XC(fit) potential fiom the heteronu- 
dear case to the hornonndear case is c&d out simply (See Fig. 4.1) via 
In these equations 6 is the displacement of the center-of-mass of the heteronudear 
isotopomer with respect to the midpoint of its bond, and is given by 
in which r is the value of the bond-length (the same variable that appeared in the 
definition of 6 given above) while mb and mi are, respectively, the atomic masses 
of the heavier and the lighter atoms of the heteronudear diatom. Values of 6 for 
HD, HT and DT are 0.1271, 0.1901 and 0.0755 A, respectively. 
Radid strength fanctions, VA, of the Legendre expansions of the XC(fit) poten- 
tial derived for the D2-Ar and HD-Ar systems are plotted versus R in Figs. 4.2 
and 4.4, respectively. The dotted m e s  in these figures show the corresponding 
fonctions for an older version of the potential.' In part (b) of these figtues the sub- 
sequent improvement in the Legendre expansion of the potential is plotted against 
R. As can be seen fiom these figures, the dinerences between the two versions of 
the XC(fit) potential are negiigible for the region of the potential ad and at long 
range. However, the two versions dZer significantly at very short range, especially 
below 2.5 A (far up the repdsive wd), which is thermdy accessible only for very 
high temperatmes. These parts of the m e s  are not shown in the figures. Relative 
values of the radial strength fanctions VA for a given valne of the intermolecnlat dis- 
tance R show the anisotropy of the potentid at that distance: the larger the values 
of the higher-order radial strength functions the more anisotropic the potentid. As 
can be seen fkom Figs. 4.2 and 4.4, the anisotropy of the potential decreases with 
Uicreasing intennolecular distance. 
A better view of the anisotropy of the potential may be obtained by analysis 
of the angular dependence of the potential at a few constant intermolecular dis- 
tances, and analysis of the distance dependence of the potential at a few constant 
orientation angles. Angniar and distance dependences of the XC(fit) potential for 
the D2-Ar and HD-Ar systems (as representatives of homo- and heteronuclear iso- 
topomers of the hydrogen-argon system) are shown in parts (a) and (b) of Figs. 4.3 
and 4.5, respectively. These figures show directly the anisotropy of the XC(fit) 
potential for the two systems. A cornparison between Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 shows that 
rotation of the diatom has a larger effect on the XC(fit) potential for the HD-Ar 
'Unpublished August 1995 version of the potential. 
system than it does on that for the D2-Ar system, as can be expected Figure 4.3- 
(a) explicitly shows the symmetry of the XC(fit) potential with respect to the plane 
normal to the diatom bond (corresponding to a vertical line at 9 = 90°) for the 
homonudear diatom D2. The same plot for the HD-Ar system does not show such 
a symmetry. Obviously, the potential for both systems has a cylindacal symmetry 
with respect to the diatom bond axis. . 
The intetmolecular potentiab for the vast majority of systems are anisotropic; 
the principal exception is the case of hPo closed-shell atoms. The degree of anisotropy 
of the intermoledar potential energy s d a c e  depends on the electronic structure 
of the interacting particles. 
The FORTRAN program written for eduation of the Legendre expansion co- 
efficients in this section has been developed to be used as a potential mad-in sub- 
routine, called POTENL.F, for the MOLSCAT program. The subroutine returns 
the potential specifications in the e s t  c d ,  and the coefficients of the Legendre ex- 
pansion of the potential for a spedied distance R in subsequent calls by the main 
program. As mentioned above, this subroutine can be used for all isotopomers of 
hydrogen. A copy of this subroutine may be obtained from the f tp  site set up by 
Le Roy."' 
Figure 4.2: (a) Radial strength hc t ions  for the Legendre expansion of the XC(fit ) 
potential for the D2-Ar system. The dotted m e s  are the corresponding radial 
strength fanctions VA for an older version of the potential. Note the relative values 
of the functions, and thek R-dependences. The total contribution to the potential 
of the higher-order Legendre components, that are not shown in this figure is of 
the order of a few percent of the contribution of the Vs term for the region shown 
in this figure. This contribution is larger at shorter range. (b) Improvement in 
the potential, V(new) -V(old), in t e r m s  of the radial strength hinctions in cm-'. 
It can be seen fiom this figure that the differences between the two versions of 
the potential at long range aad on the attractive part of the potential well are 
negligible. At short range, however, this difference is significantly larger. Note the 
d i n e n t  scales used for individual components in both (a) and (b). 
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Figare 4.3: Anisotropy of the XC(fit) potential for the D2-Ar system. (a) Angular 
dependence of the potential at different intermoledar distances. These curves show 
the efEect of rotation of the D2 molecde on the intermolecular potential. Note the 
symmetry of the potential with respect to the orientation angle 9 = 90". The lef't- 
and right-hand side vertical axes scale the potential at 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8 A, and 3.22, 
5.5 and 6.0 A, respectively. (b) Distance dependence of the potential for different 
orientation angles. 
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Fignre 4.4: (a) Radial strength functions VA for the Legendre expansion of the 
XC(fit) potential for the HD-Ar system. The merences between the corresponding 
radid strength fimctions of the two versions of the potential are so small that they 
cannot be seen with the scales used in this figure. Note the relative values of the 
fanctions, and their R-dependence. The total contribution to the potential of the 
higher-order Legendre components, not shown in this fignre, is of the order of 50% 
of that of the Vs term for the region shown in this figure. This contribution is 
larger at shorter range. (b) Improvement in the potential, V(new) - V(old), in 
terms of the radial strength fonctions in cm-'. It can be seen fiom this figure 
that the diffaences between the two vasions of the potential at long range and on 
the attractive part of the potential well are negligible. At short range, however, 
this difference is sigdcantly larger. Note the diff'ent scales nsed for the different 
components in both (a) and (b). 
Figure 4.5: Anisotropy of the XC(fit) potential for HD-Ar system. (a) Angular 
dependence of the potentid at ditfixent intermolecular distances. These cnrves 
show the effect of rotation of the HD molecde on the interm01ecular potential. 
Note the larger dects  for shorter R. The la- and right-hand side vertical axes 
scale the potential at 3.22, 3.4, 3.6 and 3.8 A, and at 5.5 and 6.0& respectively. 
(b) Distance dependence of the potential for different orientation angles. Compare 
this figure with Fig. 4.3-(b). 
4.4 Calculat ions of spin-lattice relaxation times 
for the proton and deuteron of HD in 
HD-Ar system 
In this section results of the calculations of the proton and deuteron spin-lattice 
relaxation times for HD in the HD-Ar system wil l  be presented. For these calda- 
tions, thermally-averaged UV and UT state-testate cross sections d be caldated 
first, using the XC(fit) potential for the hydrogen-argon systems. Results and de- 
tails of these caldations are presented in Sec. 4.4.1. Spin-lattice relaxation times 
will be caldated from these cross sections using the eqaations given in Sec. 4.1. 
Results of the caldations of the spin-lattice relaxation times and the dects  of 
physical parameters, such as temperature, density and magnetic field strength on 
these resdts will be presented in Sec. 4.4.2. 
4.4.1 CC calculations of the crv and UT cross sections 
for the HD-Ar interaction 
Close-coupled caldations of the S-rnatrix elements for the HD-Ar system have 
been carried out for 984 values of the total energy, ranging ftom 1 to 6800 cm-', 
using the MOLSCAT program suite and the potential sabrouthe described in the 
previous section. Steps of 10,50,100 and 200 cm-' have been used for total energies 
below 1000, between 1000 and 3000, between 3000 and 5000, and above 5000 cm-l, 
respectively. At all energies at ieast one dosed channel was induded in order 
to guarantee the required accatacy of the calculations. A new closed channe1 was 
added when the total energy of the system was within a few cm-' below the previous 
closed channel. Induding an additional dosed channel did not significantly affect 
the r e d s  of the calcalations, spart from increasing the calculation time. A fine 
mesh of energies wîth a step-size of 0.5 cm-' has been used for the sesonance ranges 
of the first eight rotational le&. This fine mesh extends fiom a few cm-' below 
to at least 50 cm-' above each rotational level. 
V b  of J ,  and A J  were set to th& lowest possible values, i e . ,  O and 1, 
respectively. The wd-behaved J-dependences of the opacities calcuiated with these 
parameter choices suggests that a J-step of A J  = 2 would have also given much 
the same accaracy. The same r e d t s  &O showed that the most appropriate value 
for J- was zero at each energy. The J, value was first optimized for s i r  total 
energies, fiom 1000 to 6000 cm-' with a step-size of 1000 cm-' (see Table 4.1). A 
0.01% convergence in the averaged (oves J) values of the diagonal elements of the 
J-dependent opacity matrices (i. e., the diagonal elements of the energy-dependent 
cross section matrices) was considered as the niterion for these optimizations. The 
optimized J,, values for off-diagonal opacities were g e n d y  smaller than those for 
the correspondhg diagonal elements by about 5-10, depending on th& distance 
fkom the diagond. The optimized J,, value for higher diagonal elements was 
usually srnaller. The best values of J,, for other energies were then estimated 
carefUlly fiom interpolation or extrapolation of the optimized J,, d u e s .  
Values of Lk and Rmm were set to 1A and 15 A, respectively. However, the 
control parameters of the program were set such that the limits of the radial inte- 
gration c o d d  be extended beyond these values, if necessary, to obtain the desired 
convergence in the wave-huietions. Monitoring the results of the calcdation of the 
S-matrix elements step-by-step (h the high-1evel output channel) showed that 
such an extension for the upper limit (&-) was needed only for certain energies 
at large values of J. For the lower limit (&& however, such an extension was not 
required. Eduat ion of the potentid at short range shows that even for the highest 
totd energy used in these Calcnlations the d u e  R, = 2A wodd be d c i e n t .  
The parameta STEPS (namber of steps used p a  half-wavdength of the asymptotic 
wave-fwietion) was set to the d u e  10 thronghout these dcalations. The rest of 
the caldational parameters w a e  set to the defadt values recommended by the 
authors of the MOLSCAT pr~gram.'~ 
To calculate scattering cross sections for each total energy, the output of the 
MOLSCAT program (indnding the S-ma* elements) was input to the SBE pro- 
gram. No extra parameter of the system is needed for ninniog this program. This 
program fist calculates the J-dependent opacities, and then avecages them over J. 
Optimization of the J-parameters can be chedced by inspection of the J-dependent 
opacities (see Eq. (1.39)). Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show, respectively, the J-dependence 
of the typical state-testate elements of the Pv(J; j, j') and PT( J ;  1, j') opauty ma- 
trices for the ED-Ar system at to td  energies between 200 and 2000 cm-' in steps 
of 100 an-'. These figures show that at al l  enagies and for ail components, partial 
opacities exhibit a well-behaved J-dependence. These figures &O show that the 
functional form of the J-dependence is similar for all components at aU energies. 
However, different fuactional forms and abnormal values are obtained for the cor- 
responding opacities at  total energies lying slightly above the rot ationd threshold 
energies for the HD molede. This exceptional behavior is due to the phenornenon 
of orbiting resonan~es.'~~* Figures 4.6 and 4.7 also show that the partial opacities 
at all totd energies have converged eEectively to zero at J-values well below the 
corresponding J'. The other interesthg feature of the J-dependence m e s  is 
that at d energies apart fkom the resonance ranges, they have a single ma3Cimum. 
As can be seen âom Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, the position and value of the m e u m  of 
each m e  depends upon the total energy. An inaease in the total energy moves 
the position of the rnzuthum monotonically towards higher d u e s  of J. The rate 
of this move is larger at lower energies. Inueasing the total energy up to a -tain 
d u e  inaeases the value of the maximum o p e ;  above this total energy, however, 
a farther increase in the total energy deaeases the d u e  of the m d u m  opacity. 
As for location, the rate of change in the value of the maximum opacity itself is 
larger at lower energies. For a l lotha elements that are not shown in Figs. 4.6 and 
4.7 for brevity, the same behaviot has been observed for the J- and E-dependences. 
The total energy at which the direction of the changes in the maximum value 
of the magnitude of the opacities is reversed WU be called the turning point encrgy 
(TPE) and will be denoted by E'. The value of E* depends upon the type of 
opacity and varies with j and j'. For a specined ( j ,  j3 element of the opacity 'PI 
the TPE wiIl be denoted specifically by EG(j,f). For example, Fig. 4.6 shows that 
the values of e(l, 1) and &(l, 3) are E 800 and = 1800 cm-', respectively. The 
turning point energy Ep ( j ,  j') is a unique point in the (J, E, P ( J ;  j, j')) space; that is 
the extremum (maximum or xninhum, depending on whether the opacity element 
is diagonal or off-diagonal) point of the P(J;  j, j f )  opacity surface. In terms of 
analytical algebra, this point is the root of the complete derivative of the P( J; j ,  j ')  
opacity with respect to its two variables J and E. For a given system, the value 
of EG ( j :  j') depends only upon the interaction potential. It is thns snggested that 
this point can be used to diff'entiate between diff't potentials recommended 
for a system (of course, at the level of theory only, since the properties of this point 
cannot be measured experimentaliy). 
As mentioned above, the SBE program carries out the averaging (over J) of the 
J-dependent opacities Pv(J, j, j') and PT( J, j, j )  to ca lda te  the energy-dependent 
st ate-to-s t ate cross section elements of +(j,  j') and O$( j, j'), respectively. Results 
of these cdculations for certain diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the a v  and UT 
cross section matrices are illustrated in Figs. 4-8 and 4.9, rqectively. These figures 
show a nttmber of similar behaviors for the two energy-dependent cross sections. 
These similar behaviors will be discnssed below. 
The first interesthg behavior is the d e c t  of orbiting resonances on the values of 
different dernents of the tao cross section matnces. As can be seen hom Figs. 4.8 
and 4.9, these efFects are significant, and cannot be neglected for the present sys- 
tem. Rom these figures it can be seen &O that orbiting resonances of a specific 
rotational l e 4  affect all elements of the two cross section matnces involving rota- 
tional levels up to this level (Le. ,  it has no &ect on the elements involving higher 
levels only). However, these efFects are at least two orders of magnitude smder 
for the elements involving lower levels only. Two other general trends are observed 
for the efl'ects of orbiting resonances of a specific level on the elements involving 
that level. The f is t  of these two trends is that the effect on diagonal elements 
is larger than that on off-diagonal elements. The second trend is that the &ect 
on the elements corresponding to the transitions to this speeific rotational level is 
at least two orders of magnitude larger than that on the elements correspondùlg 
to the transition fiom this level. Details of the structure of the resonance ranges 
for the diagonal elements of the av and a~ cross section matnces are showm in 
Fig 4.10-(a) and (b), respectively. Lt can be seen fkom these figures that the ef- 
fect of orbiting resonances on both opacities, in terms of the number of peaks and 
th& relative heights, has the same structure for all diagonal elements. This figure 
also shows that the efEect for both cross sections decreases with bcreasing j .  The 
rate of this decrease is, however, different for the two cross sections. Figure 4.10 
shows &O that the fine mesh used for the total energies in the resonance ranges 
has covered them completely. Although a finer mesh w d d  be needed to map out 
details of the fine structures of the sharp peaks, the functional forms obtained for 
the cross sections in these ranges are sufnciently well-behaved to allow an errot-free 
integration in the process of thermal averaging of the cross sections. 
The second intaesthg behavior observed for the energy-dependence of the two 
cross sections, see Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, is that at all total enagies out of the tesonance 
ranges the values of the diagonal cross sections are larger for lower j elements. These 
valaes increase with total energy to a common asymptotic value for all diagonal 
elernents. At al l  total energies the off-diagonal elements of the cross section matrices 
which belong to one colnmn (Le., having a common j') decrease with the variable of 
the column j. The elements belonging to a particalar row do not show any specific 
trend. The functiond form of the absolate valaes of the off-diagonal elements 
differs from that for the diagonal elements in that with increasing total energy of 
the system it passes through a maximum b e h e  reaehing the asymptotic value. 
The asymptotic values of the pair of elements correspondhg to the two transitions 
(with opposite direction) between a pair of rotational levels are the same. 
The thermal averages of the state-to-state cross sections were calculated at tem- 
peratures between 50 and 500 K in steps of 5 K using the CRAVE program.'" The 
program employs an appropriate integration scheme for a width of 50 cm-' above 
each thteshold energy. The results of these caldations for typical elements of the 
thermally-averaged (temperature-dependent ) <ov> and <UT> cross section ma- 
trices are plotted versus temperature in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 4.11, respectively. 
This figure shows that all elements of the h o  cross section matrices are well- 
behaved fnnctions of temperatare. The fonn of these hc t ions  for the off-diagonal 
elements diffas fiom that for the diagonal elements. This figure &O shows that 
the absolute values of the diagonal and th& lower nearest off-diagonal elements are 
of the same order of magnitude at al1 temperatures. The absolute values of other 
off-diagonal elements are, however, very s m d  at low temperatures, but become 
significant at higher temperattues. Ekom these observations it can be concluded 
that the contributions to the &al results ( i e . ,  spin-Iottice relaxation times) of 
off-diagonal elements may be siknificant, but stin much s m d a  than those of the 
diagonal elements . 
Since the potential ha9 a well-dehed hct ional  form, the errors awociated 
with the caldation of the S-matrix elements is minimal, and is limited to the 
errors of numerical techniques used in the integrations. Caldations of the energy- 
dependent cross sections from the S-matrix elements (by the SBE program) have 
errots as s m d  as the floating points of the real variables of the program, which 
are negligible. The major caldational errors of the resdts are introdnced at the 
thermal averagiiig step. This aror, as mentioned above, might arise fkom integra- 
tion over the resonance ranges. Thns, it is expected to have larger errots at lower 
temperatures for which the contribution of the resonance ranges are Iarger. The 
maximum value of these mors in the thermally-averaged cross section elements 
obtained for the HD-Ar system was less than 1%. However, at a few tempera- 
tures, the thermal averaging resulted in outlier points for some elements, which 
were replaced by interpolation of the remaining normal points. The number of 
these outliers was the same for both cross sections, and varied with the element, 
fiom 2 to a maximum of 5 points over the entire range of temperatures that is nsed 
in these caldations, Le., from 50 to 500K. These outlier points are not shown in 
Fig. 4.11. 
In conciusion, the analysis presented above shows that the resdts of the CC 
caldations ob t ained for the HD-Ar sys tem are indeed high-quality results . 
4.4.2 Calculation 
ation times 
of proton and deuteron spin-lattice relax- 
for HD in the HD-Ar system 
The spin-lattice relaxation times for the proton and deuteron of HD in the HD-Ar 
system have been cdcalated using thermdly-averaged av and UT cross section ma- 
trices calculated and studied in the previms section, via the Ti eqnations given in 
Sec. 4.1, Eq. (4.1)-(4.3). In these caldations spin-rotation, dipolar, and quadrupo- 
lar coupling constants of Code and Ramseyl" for the j = 1 rotational levd of the 
HD molecde have been used. 
In the theoretical caldations presented in this chapter, it is assumed that the 
coupling constants are independent of the rotational levels of the HD molede. Va- 
lidity of this assnmption, which implicitly reqnires a rigid-rotor assumption, and the 
effects of non-rigidity of the HD molecde on the relaxation times wdl be discussed 
in Sec- 5-5- 
As c m  be seen fkom the Tl equations, the experimental parameters of the spin- 
lattice relaxation times consists of temperature, density and the magnetic field 
strength. Dependence of the relaxation times on these parameters was discussed 
generdy in Sec. 4.1. As mentioned in that section, dependence on density and the 
field strength are expliut, but dependence on temperature is complicated. ki the 
following, the dependence of the components and the overall relaxation times of the 
proton and the deuteron on these experimental parameters will be demonstrated 
numerically, and G U  be studied briefly. 
Temperature-dep endence 
Figure 4.12 shows the temperature eftects on the components and the overall re- 
laxation times caldated for the proton and deutexon of HD in the ED-Ar system 
at p=l  amagat and Bo=11.75 Tesla. These figures show that the components and 
the overd relaxation times of both nudei are webbehaved fnnctions of tempera- 
tare. Cornparison between the r d t s  obtained for the proton and for the deuteron 
shows that the overd relaxation time of the proton is significantly shorter than 
that of the deuteron at al1 temperatmes. Over the temperattue range shown in 
Fig 4.12 the SR and the Q interactions are the dominant relaxation pathways for 
the proton and deuteron, respectively. The ninctionai fonns of the Tm and Tlq 
curves are essentially the same, and are different fkom that of the TrsR etme (corn- 
pare Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) with Eq. (4.1)). The difference between the fanctional 
forms of the Tm and Tlp, and the TISR m e s  depends upon both the density and 
the field strength. As can be seen fiom Fig. 4.12, the temperature-dependenee of 
the ovaall relaxation time has a simple fnnctional form, which is s u a i l a r  to that of 
one of the components (i. e., that of the dominant interaction). This obsmtion 
is not general, however, espeeidy under conditions in which the contributions of 
the SR and the combined D and Q interactions are comparable. The functional 
form of the overall relaxation c w e s  under such conditions is more complicated, 
and contain characteristic temperature behavior of both sets of relaxation times. 
Increasing the temperature increases the contribution of the SR relaxation for both 
nudei. The increase for the deuteron is such that at very high temperatures the 
SR and Q relaxations become cornpetitive. For both nuclei the dipolar interaction 
has a small contribution to the overall relaxation tirne. This small contnbution, 
however, increases with decreasing temperature. 
As is shown in Fig. 4.13, and will be discussed next, for p = 1 amagat the 
proton relaxation times are well inside the nonlinear-regime, while the deuteron 
relaxation times are close to the linear-regime. This difference explains the signifi- 
cant difference between the temperature-behaviors of the Tl* m e  for the proton 
and deuteron shown in Fig. 4.12. Li the linear-regime, however, the TID values for 
the two nuclei are simply rdated by the fador M&9 t (Igtl)  = 2.67 at $1 temperatnres. 
This can be seen dearly in the small whdows of Fig. 4.13. 
Density-dependence 
A typical density-dependence of the components and the overd relaxation times 
of the proton and the denteron at T = 300 K and Bo = 11.75Teda are shown 
in parts (a) and (b) of Fig. 4.13, respectively. This figure shows that the density 
behavior for all components and the o v a d  relaxation times of the two nuclei have 
the same fnnctional form. As obsaved for the temperattue-dependence, the SR 
and Q interactions are the dominant relaxation pathways for the proton and the 
deuteron, respectively. Relative contributions of the different components change 
with density, but much more slowly than the rate of change with temperature. The 
most interesting feature of the density-dependence of the relaxation times of the 
two nudei can be seen at higher densities, and shown in the srnder windows of 
Fig. 4.13. Cornparison between the high density results for the taro nuclei shows 
clearly that the region of the hem-regime behavior for proton relaxation st arts at 
densities above ~ 1 8  amagat , while for the deuteron this regime starts at densities as 
low as 1 3  amagat. This significant diffaence is due to the large clifference between 
the Larmor fiequencies of the two nuclei (2 = == 6.5). The lower Limits of the 
linear-regime regions for both nudei is moved rapidly towards larger densities with 
increasing the field strength Bo, and moves towards smder densities with increasing 
temperature (see also Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3)). In conclusion, Fig. 4.13 shows how a linear- 
regime assumption can introduce dramatic errors in the calculated values of the 
spin-lat tice relaxation times for the proton, even at intermediate densities. For 
the deuteron however, the linear-regime assumption is valid for densities down to 
3 amagat at 11.75 Tesla. 
Field-dependence 
It was shown above that the proton relaxation at Bo = 11.75 Tesla is well inside 
the nonlinear-regime at intermediate densities, and that the deuteron relaxation is 
in the nonlinear-regime at densities up to 3 amagat. It is worth mentioning here 
again that the linear-regime behavior is impliütly eqaivaent to fielddindependent 
relaxation times, or altematively, being in a nonlinear regime means that the relax- 
ation times are field-dependent . Although the field efïects on the relaxation times 
can be studied analytically, based on the algebraic forms of the Tl equations, to 
have a better physical understanding and to visnalize the magnitude of these effects, 
it seems to be us& to study them numerically. Figures 4.14 shows the field dec t s  
on the relaxation times of the proton and deuteron of HD in the HD-Ar system 
at T = 300K and p = lamagat. As expected, this figure shows that fnnetional 
forms of the field-dependence of all of the components and of the o v e r d  relaxation 
times of both nuclei are the same. AU relaxation times decrease to their respective 
asymptotic values with decreasing field strength. The rate of this decrease is, how- 
ever, larger for the proton than it is for the deuteron. For example, decreasing the 
field strength fkom 10 T to 5 T decreases the proton relaxation times by a factor 2 
2, (stül in nonlinear-regime). While, the same change in the field strength decreases 
the relaxation times of the deuteron by a factor of 2% (almost in the hear-regime). 
The slopes of the field-dependence of the relaxation times obviously depend on the 
temperature and density. The dominant relaxation mechanisms for the proton and 
the deuteron over the entire range of the field strengths are the SR and the Q in- 
teractions, respectively. Figure 4.14 shows also that compared with that of proton, 
the relaxation of the deutaon approaches the h e m  regime behavior a t  higher field 
strengths. The open &des in Fig 4.14 show the correspondhg relaxation times at 
Bo = 11.75 Tesla which is the field employed in the experimental part of the present 
research. Cornparison between the aetual rehcation times ( m e s )  and th& coe- 
sponding linear-regime (field-independent) relaxation times (straight lines) shows 
the size of mors introduced by a linear-regime assamption. 
The NOE enhancements 
In the exphen t a1  part of this research the possibility of NOE meamrements 
in the gas phase was e x h e d ,  and some resnlts of the &st NOE measarements in 
the gas phase obtained for the proton and the deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
were presented (see Figs. 3.10). These preliminary resuits suggest that it wiU be 
useful to calculate the NOE enhancements, %{j), and to study th& dependence 
on the experimental parameters of the system. Since the NOE experiment is totally 
independent of the relaxation tirne measurements, cornparison between the th- 
retical and the measured values of the NOE enhancements, ~ { j  j) ,  can be regarded 
as an independent test of the theoretical resdts for the relaxation times. 
In the calculation of the maximum NOE enhancements Eq. (3.2) has been uti- 
lized. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.3, this equation is valid only for the liquid phase 
at the extreme narrowing-regime (i. e., the linear-regkne) . The resdt s presented 
above showed that the proton relaxation times are not in the linear-regime. How- 
ever, Eq. (3.2) will still be used in the caldation of the NOE values, because the 
appropriate tiequency-dependent formulae for the NOE enhancement in the gas 
phase have not yet been derived-t Typical temperature, density, and field effects 
on the caldated maximum NOE enhancements are shown in Fig. 4.15. Part (a) 
of Fig. 4.15 shows that although the NOE enhancements for both nudei decrease 
with temperature, they do so at different rates and following different hctional 
foms. The dependence on density of the NOE enhancements is very weak, except 
t Formulation of the NOE &ect in the gas phase using kinetic theory is underway. 
for that for the proton at low densities. This weak dependence could be predicted 
by inspecting Fig. 4.13, which shows the same fanctional form and the same slope 
for the densie dependence of the relaxation time components. Part (b) of Fig. 4.15 
shows that the field effect on the NOE enhancement for the deuteron, {Hl, at 
p = 1 amagat is so weak that it is not obsavable at low temperatures. The field- 
dependence for the proton, however, is relatively strong, and depends upon the 
temperature. The asymptotic valne of the m{D) at &+O is either a maximum 
or a minimum, depending upon the temperature. Figure 4.15 shows &O that the 
calculated values of the proton NOE enhancement, over~irhelmingly determined by 
the magnetogyric ratios factor (the factor in Eq. (3.2)), is very small undes 
all conditions. Such s m d  values for the NOE enhancement are not detectable in 
typical NOE expaiments, which have typical enor bars as large as f 0.05 for the 
peaks with good SIN ratios. The calculated values of the NOE enhancements for 
the deuteron are, however, large enough to be observed in typical NOE experiment. 
The theoretical results ob tained for the relaxation times and the NOE enhance- 
ments for the proton and the deuteron of HD in the HD-Ar system will be compared 
with experimental results in Sec. 5.2. 
Figure 4.6: Typical J-dependence of the state-testate Pv( J; j, j') opauty for the 
HD-Ar system for a series of total energies in steps of 100 cm-'. For simplicity, 
only the h o  earves for the lowest and the highest total energies are labeled. As 
can be seen, state-to-state Pv(J;j, 3') opacities at al1 energies show well-behaved 
J-dependence. The different behavior observed at some of the lower energies is 
due to orbiting resonances corresponding to the resonance ranges of the j = 1 and 
j = 2 levels. Note the changes in the position and height of the mmimum with the 
change in the total energy of the system. Note also the different scales açed for the 
different eiement S. 
Figure 4.7: Typical J-dependence of the state-testate PT(& j, j ') opacity for the 
HD-Ar system for a series of total energies in steps of 100cm-'. For simplicity, 
only the two cwes for the lowest and highest total energies have been labeied. As 
can be seen, state-to-state PT(J; j,j ') opacities at all energies show wd-behaved 
J-dependence. The dinerent behavior observed at some of the lower energies is 
due to orbiting tesonances corresponding to the sesonance ranges of the j = 1 and 
j = 2 levels. Note the changes in the position and height of the maximum with the 
change in the total energy of the system. Note &O the different scales used for the 
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Figure 4.8: Enagy-dependence of some (a) diagonal and (b) off-diagonal state-to- 
state #( j ,  i f)  cross sections for the HD-Ar system. Note the relative d u e s  of the 
two sets of dements, and the significant efEects of orbiting resonances on them. The 
resonance ranges are expanded in Fig. 4.10-(a) to show these effects in more detail. 
Note also the j-dependence of the two sets of elements. 
Total Energy E, (cm") 
Figure 4.9: Energy-dependence of some (a) diagonal and (b) off-diagonal state-tc+ 
state G(j, j') cross sections for the HD-Ar system. Note the relative values of the 
two sets of elements, and the significant efEects of orbiting resonances on them. The 
resonance ranges are expanded in Fig. 4.10-(b) to show these effects in more detail. 
Note also the j-dependence of the t a o  sets of elements. 
Collision Energy (E, - Ej) (cm-') 
Figure 4.10: Effects of orbiting resonances on energy-dependent stateto-s tate 
G(j, j') (a) and $(j ,  j') (b) cross sections for the HD-Ar system. To have a 
common energy z b  dl elements of the two opacities have been plotted versas col- 
lision energy (Et - E j )  Caldations of the cross sections for the resonance range 
of each rotational level have been camied out with a fine mesh of 0.5 cm-' starting 
fiom a few wavenumbers below, up to at l e s t  50 wavenumbers above the threshold 
for each rotationd level. Note the similar structures of the two cross sections and 
their different j-dependence. 
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Figure 4.11: Temperature-dependence of the thermally-averaged state-to-state 
uv ( j ,  j') (a) and uT(j, j') (b) cross sections for the HD-Ar systern. Note the diffa- 
ent scales used for the diagonal and off-diagonal elements. Cdculations have been 
carried out for temperatures between 50 and 500 K in inerements of 5 K. 
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Figure 4.12: Temperatare-dependence of the diff'ent components of the spin- 
lattice relaxation tirne for (a) the proton and (b) the deuteron of HD in the HD-Ar 
system at p = 1 amagat and Bo = 11.75T. Note the different scales used for the 
different components. Note &O how the different components change with tem- 
perature. 
Figure 4.13: Density-dependence of the Mirent components of the spin-lattice 
relaxation times for (a) the proton and (b) the deutaon of BD in the HD-Ar 
system at T = 300K and Bo = 11.75T. The straight lines show the corresponding 
linear-regkne relaxation times. The s m d  window in each part shows the density- 
dependence at large densities. Note that the denteron relaxation times are in linear- 
regime above z 3  amagat, whüe the linear-regime behavior for the proton starts at 
significantly higher density which is not shown in this figure (CU., above 18 amagat). 




Figure 4.14: Fielddependence of the different components of the spin-lattice re- 
laxation time for (a) the proton and (b) the deuteron of HD in the HD-Ar system 
at p = lamagat and T = 300K. Note the different scdes used for Mixent corn- 
ponents. The straight lines show the corresponding linear-regime relaxation times. 
The open Wrcles show the corresponding relaxation times at & = 11.75T, which 
is the field strength used in the experimental part of the present research. 
Deuteron qo{H) Proton qH{D} 
t 0.30 ...,; 
Figure 4.15: (a) Temperature-dependence and (b) field-dependence of the NOE en- 
hancements for the proton and denteron of HD in the HD-Ar system. The numbers 
in (a) show the amagat densities. The superposition of the deuteron curves is due 
to the linear-regime behavior of its relaration times at all densities. All of the NOE 
enhancements in (a) are calculated for Bo = 11.75 Tesla. The NOE enhancements 
in (b) are calculated for p = lamagat. The letters D and H in (b) denote the 
corresponding cnrves for the deuteron and proton, respectively. The straight lines 
in (b) show the corresponding linear-regime m e s .  Note the dXerent scales used 
for the h o  nuclei. Note also the significant field-dependence of the proton NOE 
enhancement S. 
4.5 Calculations of spin-lattice relaxation t imes 
for the deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar system 
Since the taro parity isomers of DI are not intaconvertible by scattering processes 
at  the low enagies (compared with the energy separation between the grotmd and 
excited electronic states) studied hae,  relaxation of th& nuclear spin magneti- 
zations induced by collisional reorientation of their rotational anguiar momenta 
occur independently. Therefore, calcuiatiolls of the scattering cross sections and 
the deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times for the tao parity isomers of the D2-Ar 
system shall be dealt with separately. Howeva, tkoughont this section, separate 
results of the calculations of the S-matrices, the NMR cross sections and deateron 
spin-lattice relaxation times for the two parity isomers of the D2-Ar system will be 
presented in pardel. An appropriate method for cdda t ing  the overd relaxation 
tirne of the deuteron in a mixture of the two parity isomers (fiom the relaxation 
times caldated in this section) will be presented and discussed in Sec. 4.5.3. 
4.5.1 CC calculations of the UV and UT cross sections 
for the D2-Ar interaction 
Close-coupled calculations of the S-matrix elements for the orth+D2-Ar and pare 
D2-Ar systems have been c e e d  ont, respectively, for 696 and 576 valaes of the 
total energy, ranging fiom 1 to 6800 cm-', using the MOLSCAT program suite and 
the potential subroutine described in Sec. 4.2. Steps of 20, 50, 100 and 200 an-l 
have been used for total energies belon 1000, between 1000 and 3000, between 
3000 and 5000, and above 5000 cm-', respectively. Because of the larger spacings 
between the rotationai energy levels of each parity isomer of D2 a larger step-size 
than that used for the HD-Ar caladations has b e n  used for both isomers for 
enagies bdow 1000 cm-'. At dl enagies at least one dosed channel was induded 
in order to guarantee the reqoired accnracy of the caldations. A new closed 
&and was added when the total energy of the system was within a few cm-' 
below the previous closed channel. As for the the HD-Ar caldations, the inclusion 
of an additional closed channel did not sipnincantly S e c t  the results, apart fiom 
inaeasing the caldation the. 
A fine mesh of energies with a stepsize of 0.5 cm-' has been used to cover the 
resonance ranges above the f is t  four rotational levels for each isomer; j = 2,4,6 
and 8 for the ortho, and j = 1,3,5 and 7 for the para systems, respectively. This 
fine mesh extends from a few cm-' below to at l e s t  50 cm-' above each rotational 
level. 
Values of J- and A J  were set to their lowest possible values, ie . ,  O and 1, 
respectively. The well-behaved J-dependence of the opacities obtained with these 
parameter choices suggests that a J-step of A J  = 2 would &O have given much 
the same accuracy. The same r e d t s  &O showed that the most appropriate value 
for J' was zero for each energy. The J' value was fsrst optMized for five total 
energies, fÎom 1000 to 5000 cm-' wïth a stepsize of 1000 cm-'. The best values of 
J,. for 0th- enagies were then estimated carehilly fiom interpolation or extrap- 
olation of tbese optimized J,, values. A 0.01% convergence in the averaged (over 
J) values of the diagonal elements of the J-dependent opacity matrices (i-e., the 
diagonal elements of the energy-dependent aoss section matrices) was considered 
as the aiterion for these optimizations. The optimized J,, values for off-diagond 
opacities were generally s m a k  than those for the correspondhg diagonal elements. 
Table 4.1 compares the optimized J,, values obtained for the ottheDz-Ar, par* 
D2-Ar and HD-Ar systems. It can be seen from this table that the optimized values 
Table 4.1: Compatison between the oprimized values of J,. for the HP-Ar, orthe 
D2-Ar and pur+D2-Ar systems. The criterion considered in the optimization of 
the J,, dues  was a 0.01% convergence in the averaged (over J )  values of the 
diagonal elements of the J-dependent opacity matrices. 
Total Energy Optimized J,, 
(cm-') 
of J,, for the HD-Ar system are generally smder than those for the D2-Ar sys- 
tem. The smallet values of J,. obtained for the HD-Ar system are due partidy 
to the fact that at a fixed total energy, the rotational index (j) of the highest ac- 
cessible level for HD is sm& than that for either of the two parity isomers of Dz. 
Table 4.1 shows also that within the D2-Ar system the optimized values of J,, for 
the orth*Dt-Ar system are larger by 5-8% than those for the pareD2-Ar system, 
dependlig on the total enagy. 
The R-parameters were set to the same values as used in the CC caldations 
for the HD-Ar system (Le. ,  Ii, = 1 A, & = 15 A and STEPS=lO). Also, 
unless stated otherwise, the d e s  for the remaining parameters and conditions 
used in the MOLSCAT, SBE and CRAVE programs employed, respectively, for the 
calculations of the S-matrix elements, eEective cross sections and thermal averaging , 
are the same as those used for the HD-Ar system a9 discussed in Sec. 4.4.1. The 
resnlts obtained from these caLculatiom wÏll be presented belon. 
Fignres 4.16 and 4.17 demonstrate, respectively, the J-dependence of some typ- 
icd elements of the opacity matrices Pv(J; j,f) and PT(J; j, j') for the D2-Ar 
system. The elements selected for this dernorutration represent the fmst diagonal 
and the first off-diagonal elements of the opacity matrices, which contribnte to the 
deuteron NMR spin-lattice relaxation for each pariîy isomer of the D2-Ar system. 
As can be seen from Figs. 4.16 and 4.17, at  all total energies, ercept for the res- 
onance ranges, elements of the opacities for both parity isomers are well-behaved 
hinctions of J. The fanctional forms of the diagonal opacities are M i e n t  fkom 
those of the off-diagonal ones in that they have an extra peak (i-e., they have two 
maxima). This extra peak, which does not appear in the J-dependent opacities 
obtained for the HD-Ar system, is narrower than the original peak, and is centered 
at a higher J-value. The intensity of this second peak for the 1 4  element (para) 
for the Pv opaûty (Ce., Pv(J; 1, l), is higher than that for the PT opacity (Le. ,  
PT(J; 1,l)). This trend is the opposite to that found for the 2+2 element (ortho). 
At a given energy the height of this peak is larger for the p a ~ d ~ - A r  system than 
that for the ortho-D2-Ar system, while its width is smaller. This observation sug- 
gests that the appearance of this second peak is partially responsible for the higher 
values of the optimized J,. obtained for orthu-DI-Ar (in cornparison with those 
for pareD2-Ar) and for the generally higher J--values for the Dz-Ar system (in 
cornparison wïth those for HP-Ar), see Table 4.1. Except for a few low energies 
for the 1 - 4  element, the height of this second peak is several times smder than 
that of the original peak, and decreases rapidly with increasing energy. Increasing 
the total energy &O displaces the positions of both peaks towards higher values of 
J. This displacement is latger for the second peak. 
The tuming point energy (TPE), E+(j,  if), of the original peak for both parity 
isomers of the D2-Ar system is generdy very large; much kger  than the cor- 
responding E s ( j , j )  fot the HD-Ar system. For example, the TPE's of the est 
diagonal and the fmt off4iagonal elements of the PV opacity mat- for the pure 
D2-Ar system, S ( 1 , l )  and &(1,3), are ~ ~ 4 8 0 0  and ~4200cm-', respectively. 
The corresponding valaes for the PT opacity, EC(1,l) and E+(1,3), are slightly 
larger. The TPEs for the equivalent elements of the same opacity matrices for the 
orth+D2-Ar system are generaily Iatger. The tuming points of the second peak 
when they appear occm at very low energies, close to the corresponding rotational 
threshold energies. A detailed study of the TPE of this peak was not possible 
because of alterations introduced by orbiting resonances. 
The averages over J of the (J-dependent) opacities of the tao parity isomers 
have been carried out nsing the SBE program. Typical energy-dependent elements 
of the UV and c r ~  cross section matrices for the orth+D2-Ar and pareD2-Ar sys- 
tems obtained fkom this averaghg are plotted versus total energy in Figs. 4.18 and 
4.19, respectively. These figures show that the energy-dependent cross sections are 
well-behaved hinctions of total energy. The rate at which the state-to-state cross 
sections approach their asymptotic values is mu& slowt than was found for the 
HD-Ar cddations. The minimum points in the energy-dependence curves of the 
off-diagonal opacities are located at very high energies (mach higher than those 
observed for the HD-Ar system). Within the cross section matrices of each parity 
isomer, the d u e  of the diagonal elements deaease with inaeasing j for a îmed 
d u e  of the total energy. This trend is, of course, interrnpted in the resonance 
ranges. The s m d  windows in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19, which expand the resonance 
ranges for typical elements of the cross section matrices, show that the eff'ect of 
orbiting resonances on the diagond elements is significantly larger than that on the 
ofE-diagonal elements. For each parity isomer the intensities of the resonance peaks 
for the UT cross section are generdy iarger than those for the av cross section. 
This codd be seen &O by cornparhg part (c) of Figs. 4.16 and 4.17. The changes 
with i in the structure and intensity of the resonance peaks is mnch larger than 
those found for the HD-Ar system (compare the tesonance windows of Figs. 4.18 
and 4.19 for Da-Ar with Fig. 4.10 for HD-Ar). 
The thermdy-averaged cross section matrices <UV> and <UT> are calculated 
for 91 temperatures, ranging fÎom 50 to 500 K in inuements of 5 K, fiom the energy- 
dependent cross sections by using the CRAVE program. For ea& parïty isomer a 
special integration scheme was used for a width of (at least) 50 an-' above the 6rst 
four rotational energy thresholds to cover the possible efFects of orbiting resonances. 
The results of the thermal averaging for the taro parity isomers of the D2-Ar system 
are presented together in Fig. 4.20. This figure shows that d elements of the two 
cross section matrices are well-behaved fanctions of temperature, and show the same 
behavior as obsaved for those for the HD-Ar system. However, the j-dependence 
of the cross sections does not follow the same pattern obsenred for the HD-Ar 
system. For example, compare part (b) of Figs. 4.20 and 4.11, especidy for the 
uT (1,l) and ~ ~ ( 2 ,  2) cross sections. This behavior is not unexpected, since the taro 
parity isomers of &-Ar are independent systems. For each parity isomer, however, 
the expected j-dependence is followed normally. 
Rom the figures and the analysis presented in this section it can be conduded 
that the NMR cross section matrices caidated for the two parity isomers of the 
D I-Ar system are high-qnality results. 
4.5.2 Calculation of deuteron spblat tice relaxation times 
for Dz in the D2-Ar system 
Deuteron spidattice relaxation times for Dz in the parctD2-Ar and orth+D2-Ar 
systems have been cacnlated separately fiom th& thermally-averaged UV and a= 
cross section matrices via the equations for Ti given in Sec. 4.1, Eq. (4.1)-(4.3). The 
spin-rotation, dipolar, and quadrnpolar coupling constants of Code and Ramsey113 
for the j = 1 and the j = 2 rotational le& of DI have been used (for pamD2- 
Ar and o&o-D2-Ar, respectively) in these d d a t i o n s .  The coupling constants 
for the combined dipolar-quadrupolar interaction, w ~ p ,  for the two parity isomers 
are obtained via Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). In the present caldations it is assamed 
that the coupling constants do not depend on the rotational levels of D2. It wiU 
be shown in Sec. 5.5 that although this assnmption is not quite valid, the errors 
introduced by it are negligible for the temperature range involved in the present 
study. The way in which the calculated denteron relaxation times depend upon the 
physical parameters of the system, induding temperature, density and magnetic 
field strength, will be discussed below. 
Temperature-de pendence 
Temperature dec ts  on the components and the overall relaxation times for the 
deuteron of D2 in the oitheD2-Ar and par+Dz-Ar systems for p = 1 amagat and 
Bo = 11.75 Tesla are illustrated in Fig. 4.21-(a). This figure shows that aU com- 
ponents, as well as the overall relaxation times, are well-behaved functions of tem- 
perature. As expected, the dominant relaxation mechanism for both isomers over 
the entire temperature range studied in the present work is the DQ interaction. As 
can be seen &om Fig. 4.21-(a), howeva, the contribution of the SR mechanism to 
the overall relaxation t h e  inereases with temperature. Cornparison between the 
two isomers shows that t h e  SR relaxation cuves have the same fiinctional foms. 
Also, their TiSR values are vtry dose, especidy at the higher temperatures. The 
fnnctional forms and the numerical values of the DQ relaxation times of the tao 
isomers are, however, signiâicantly different, partidarly at Iow temperatures. The 
difference between the DQ relaration times of the two isomers is a consequence of 
two factors, whose ef5ects aül be dismssed in detail below. 
The h s t  factor causing a difference between the DQ (and hence overall) relax- 
ation times of the deuteron for the two parity isomenr is the difference between 
the ground rotational levels of the para-D2 and ortho-D2 molecules. The ground 
rotational level for the ortho isomer has zero rotational angular momentum (i. e., 
j = O), so that the intra-decdar interaction with the nudear spin Mnishes. Thus, 
molecules populating this level, which constitutes a siificant fraction at low tem- 
peratures, does not contribute to the deuteron relaxation of D2 in the orth*DI-Ar. 
By contrast, the ground level of the para isomer has a non-zero rotational angular 
momentum ( i-e.,  j = l), and contributes sigaificantly to the deuteron relaxation of 
D2 in part~D~-Ar (to see this compare the (1,l) element with 0th- elernents of the 
o v  and UT cross section matnces for the para-DI-Ar isomer in Fig. 4.20). Thus, 
at low temperatures the deuteron relaxation times for p a ~ d ~ - A r  are significantly 
shorter than those for ortho-D2-Ar. At those temperatnres for which the popu- 
lation of the higher rotational levels of the ottlro isomer is negligible, the theory 
predicts extremdy long relaxation times for the deuteron in the orth+D2-Ar sys- 
tem. Under similar conditions, no significant change is predicted for the deuteron 
relaxation times in the para-D2-Ar system. However, at extremely low tempera- 
tures, the decrease of temperature is expected to increase the deuteron relaxation 
times for the pareD2-Ar isomer via the average relative velocity factor, $. The 
average velocity equaKy dects the aheady very long relaxation times for the orth* 
D2-Ar isomer at these tempaatures. It is obvious that the dec t  of the hst factor 
demeases with incseasing temperature, and becomes negligible at temperatures in 
which the population of the j = O level is insiknificant (e-g., above T = 400 K), see 
Fig. 4.24. 
The difference in the DQ coapling constants of the two isomers is another factor 
introducing a difFerence between the deuteron relaxation times for them. This factor 
remains equally aective for ail temperatures, so long as the the DQ interaction is 
the dominant relaxation mechanism. At high temperatmes, for which the effect of 
the fust factor becomes negligible, the ratio of the DQ relaxation times for the two 
*lD (mthol is approximately equal to (mp(otthol 
isomerst T~G ( p t S )  Q Q ~ ~ ~ )  )* = 1.33, see Eq. (4.3). In 
this approximation the &es of the matrix products in the TIDo eqnation for the 
two isomers are assamed to be equal. Assuming a nepiigible SR contribution, one 
obtains the same value for the ratio of the overd relaxation times, Le., = 1-33. 
At those temperatures for which the SR and the DQ relaxations are comparable, 
the above assnmption is not, however, valid. As can be seen from Fig.4.21-(a), 
increasing the temperature increases the contribution of the SR relaxation for both 
Tm (wtW isomers. This increase does not affect the high temperature value of the Til:Q@o+o) 
ratio, but does decrease the L. ratio. For very high temperatures, at which the 
Tb 
SR relaxation dominates the overd relaxation t h e s  for both isomers, the & 
T mtha ratio approaches G ~ P ' ~ ~ ~ {  , which is given approlcimately by (-)* = 1.063. 
Here &O, it is assumed that the matrix products in the TISR equation for the two 
systems are equal. Note that the TiSR values for the tao isomers are very close at  
all temperatures, see Fig. 4.21-(a). Since the diffaence between the SR coupling 
constants for the two systems is very smd,  it can be concluded that the clifference 
between the valaes of the matrix products in the TiSR equations for the taro systems 
is negligible. This justifies the above assamption. 
Non-rigidity of the D2 molecule introdnces an additional temperatare depen- 
dence to the relaxation times; its efFects wdl be discussed in Sec. 5.5. 
The density-dependences of the components and the overall rekxation times 
of the denteron for the two parity isomen of D2 in the D2-Ar system at 300K 
and 11.75 Tesla are shown in Fig. 4.21-(b). This figure shows that T'/p for each 
component, as well as for the overall relaxation times for each isomer, are deaeasing 
fanctions of density. Figure 4.21 shows also that the DQ interaction is the dominant 
relaxation mechanism at all densities. The contribution of the SR interaction is not, 
however, nepiigïble. Inaeasing the density slightly increases the SR contribution 
to the overall relaxation thne for each isomer. The rate of this increase is larger 
for the orthu-DI-Ar system. The asymptotic contributions of the SR interaction 
to the relaxation times for the ortheD2-At and para-Dz-Ar systems at 300 K and 
11.75 Tesla are approximately 20% and IO%, respectively. 
In cornparison with the HD-Ar system, the rate at which the relaxation times 
approach their asymptotic (linear-regime) values is siflcantly slower for both 
parity isomers of the D2-Ar system. The density-dependence of the rekxation times 
becomes linear at densities above 25 amagat for both isomers of the D2-Ar system. 
The significant difierence between the density-behaviors of the denteron relaxation 
times for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems is due to: a) the larger g-factor for the 
D2 molecule; b) the smalla average relative velouty, è;; c)  the significantly smaller 
cross sections for the D2-Ar system. These dinerences result in a sigaificantly 
larger contribution of the fkequency-dependent term to the relaxation times. This 
enhances the density-dependence of the relaxation times, and hence extends the 
nonlinear-regime. 
Field-dependence 
In addition to the extension of the nonlinear-regime discassed above, the tela- 
tively large contributions of the field-dependent tams enhance the field-dependence 
of the deuteron relaration times for both parity isomers of the D2-Ar system. 
The field-dependence of the components and the overall relaxation tintes for the 
deuteron of D2 in the o#+D2-Ar and pamD2-Ar systems at 300 K and 1 amagat 
are shown in Fig. 4.22. This figure indicates a mach stronger field-dependence of 
the deuteron relaxation times for both systems than is observed for the HD-Ar 
system, compare Figs 4.14 and 4.22. For extremely low field-strengths, ie., below 
O. 1 Tesla, the relaxation times are, however, field-independent . The dominant re- 
laxation mechanism is the DQ interaction for both systems over the entire range 
of the field-strengths. Figure 4.22 shows also that changing the field-strength does 
not significantly change the relative contributions of the SR and DQ relaxations. 
4.5.3 Relaxation of the total magnetization in mixtures 
of ortho and para-Dz-Ar systems 
It bas been pointed out in Sec. 3.3.2 that it is not possible to measnre individual 
relaxation times for the deuteron of orW+D2 and pareDI in a mixture of the two 
isomers when the ratio of their deuteron relaxation times is very smd.r Under 
this condition the experimental data which can be obtained fiom a Tl experiment 
is limited to the inversion-recovery points for the total magnetization, and a decay 
index found by fit ting a single-exponential function to them. This decay index will 
be cded the effective relaxation time, and wjl l  be denoted by Tc. Since no theoret- 
i d  method has been devised so far to calculate the inversion-recovery curve of the 
total magnetization for a mixture of two parity isomers, this limitation has been 
an obstacie for the eduation of the theoretical results under the above-mentioned 
condition. Conseqnently, in most of the NMR studies that have been carried out on 
mixtures of o r t h d a  and pareDI under this condition, this problem has been dealt 
with either by neglecting the contribution of the PUT~Z-D~ isomer to the NMR signal,6 
or by using ad hoc methods, e.g., miting the total relaxation rates as a weighted 
s u m  of the individual relaxation rates of the two isomers with adjustable param- 
eters.'' In this section a simple theoretical method wi l l  be proposed to caldate 
the inversion-recovery curve for the total magnetization. The caleJated inversion- 
recovery curve can be compared ditectly with the experimental inversion-recovery 
points for the total magnetization. Once the theoretical inversion-recovery m e  
for the total magnetization is at hand, a second cornparison c m  be made between 
When the deuteron relaxation times for the two isomers are significantly different, say by a 
factor of 5 or more, however, they can be measured separately by fitting a bi-exponentiai function, 
similar to Eq. (3.8), to the inversion-recovery curve for the total magnetization. See, for example, 
Refs. 24,114,115. 
the theoretical and experimental r d t s  by dcltlating the single-exponentiai de- 
cay index for this m e  (i. e., the dective relaxation time Tc). Thus, a compaEson 
between the experimental and theoretical resdts for a mixture of the two parie ise 
mers id possible via two methods. These tao methods are, however, conelated, and 
cannot be regarded as independent methods. It should be noted also that neither 
of these methods allows a detaïied evaluation of the theoretical results obtained for 
individual isomers. 
a) The inversion-recovery c w e  for the total magnetization 
The normalized total magnetization for a mixture of ortho-D2-Ar and para-&- 
Ar at each instant r in the inversion-recovery experiment can be caldated via 
Eq. (3.7) using the relaxation times obtained for the individual components. For 
equilibrium mixtures of the two parity isomers the fiactions of the total magne- 
tization produced by oitho and para isomers, f, and f,, appearing in Eq. ( 3 3 ,  
are generally temperature-dependent due to the temperature dependence of the 
fkactional populations, see Eq. (3.5). Since the conversion rate between the h o  
parity isomers of Dz is extremely s h >  however, these fractions can be considered 
constant duriiig a series of typical variable temperature Ti experiments. In other 
words, a mixture consisting of certain mole fkactions of the hiro parïty isomers of D2 
retains its original composition during a typical NMR experiment. Such a mixture 
is called a frozen-out mixture. The fkactions f. and f, for a fiozen-ont mixture are 
determined by the temperatare at whieh the mixture is prepared (or by the tem- 
perature at which the prepared mixhire is stored for a long period of time). The 
temperature-dependence of the ratio Jh = k, dong with the rotational popda- 
M-P 
tions for eqnilbrium and high-temperature &ozen-out mixtures of the two parity 
isomers of D2 are calculated, and are shown in Fig. 4.24-(b). It can be seen fiom 
this figure that the $ ratio for the eqnilibrium mixture decreases with increasing 
tempaature and reaches its asymptotic value (i-e., 5) a t  approximately 160 K. It 
can be concluded that the chemical preparation of Da gas at any tempaature above 
160 K r d t s  in a mktnre with asymptotic fiactional magnetizations for the tao  
parity isomers, which are f, = and f, = i, respectively. 
The commercial D2 gas used in the NMR experiments, is usndy a room temper- 
atnre fiozen-out mixture of the ortho and para parity isomers, for which, according 
to the above discussion (see &O Fig. 4-24), f, = and f, = a. Thus, for practicd 
purposes it is us& to calculate and present the total magnetization for the room 
temperature fiozen-out mixture of the two parity isomers of the D2-Ar system. 
Note that the resdts for equilibrium and room temperature fkozen-out mixtures 
are, however, the same for all temperatures above 160K. 
Figure 4.23-(a) shows the simulated inversion-recovery m e s  for the normalized 
deuteron magnetization in the orth+D2-Ar and para-D2-Ar systems (cdculated 
by using Eq. (1.4) and the Tl values for the individual systems) at 1 amagat and 
11.75 Tesla for the temperatures 100 and 500 K. The corresponding norrnalized total 
deuteron magnetizations for a room temperature frozen-ont mixture of the two 
parie isomers are calculated point-wise for each d u e  of r using Eq. (3.8), and 
are shown in Fig. 4.23-(a). In the simulation of these inversion-recovery m e s  a 
large number of r d u e s  has been osed in order to cover completely the recovery 
c w e s  for the total magnetization. Figure 4.23-(a) shows that the behavior of the 
recovery m e s  for the total magnetization is v a y  similar to that for the ortho 
isomer. This similarity increases as the temperature increases, due to the fact that 
the difference in the relaxation times for the two parity isomers decreases with 
increaoing temperature, see Fig. 4.21. 
b) The enective relaxation tirne Tc 
The &tive relaxation tirne, TT, for each simnlated inversion-recovery cmve for 
the total magnetization is calculated by fitting it into a single-exponential fnnction 
of the form of Eq. (3.1). Values of the fanetion In(M?f&) caldated fkom the 
simdated inversion-recovery points are plotted in Fig. 4.23-(a) in order to visualize 
the quality of this fitting procedure. For a trae single-exponentid relaxation process 
this funetion should be linear in r ,  with a slope of Tid1. As can be seen fiom 
this figure, under the spedied conditions the values of this h c t i o n  for the total 
magnetization can be well characterized by a straïght line for both temperatares. 
This means that the relaxation of the t o t d  magnetization can be described by 
a single-exponential decay fnnction similar to that used for the recovery of the 
magnetizations of the individual isomers. Fitting a single-exponential b c t i o n  to 
the total magnetization points, which are generated originally fkom a bi-exponential 
fnnction, ie., Eq. (3. l), introdnces some error to the c d d a t e d  effective relaxation 
times in the form of standard deviation of the fit. The standard deviation obtained 
for the single-exponential fitting procedures in this study was of the order of 1-3% 
depending on the ratio of the relaxation times of the two parity isomers. 
The values of the dective relaxation times Tc obtained for the relaxation of 
the total magnetization in a room temperature fiozen-out mixture of the orthe 
D2-Ar and pareDz-Ar systems at 11.75 Tesla and at 1 and 10 amagat densities 
are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 4.23-(b). For both densities, and for the 
entire temperature range shown in this figure, the condition that the value for the 
ratio of the deuteron relaxation times for the two isomers be small is valid. It 
can be seen fiom this figure that the values of the relaxation times for the total 
magnetization and for the ortho sys tem diE" by 10-20%. This observation indicates 
that neglecting the contribution of the pa~aisomer to the total magnetization resdts 
in -ors several times larger than the typical errors for the experimental results. 
Thus, neglecting the contribution of the paru isomer to the total magnetization 
represents an incorrect evaluation of the theoretical r d t s .  
In conclusion, it cm be said that the tao new metho& proposed in this section, 
i. e., the method of invasion-recovery cnrves for the total magnetization and the 
method of effective relaxation times, provide diable means for evahation of the 
theoretical resdts. The advantage of the former rnethod is that it does not introduce 
any enor to the evahation process, whereas the assumption of a single-exponential 
relaxation for the total mapetbation in the latter method introduces some enors 
to the final resalts (in the fonn of the standard deviation of the fitting procedure). 
These errors, however, can be evahated exactly, and can be taken into acconnt in 
the caldation process. As mentioned befixe, neither of these h o  methods can be 
used, however, to evaluate theoretical results ob t ained for individual isomers. 
Figure 4.16: Typical J-dependence of the state-to-state Pv(J; j , j r )  opacity for the 
pareD2-Ar, (a) and (b), snd orth+D2-Ar systems, (c) and (d), for a series of total 
energies in steps of 200 cm-'. For simplicity only the two c w e s  for the lowest and 
highest total energies have been labeled. As can be seen, state-to-state fi(& j,j') 
opauties at all energies show wd-behaved J-dependences. The dinerent behaviot 
observed for the 2+2 element at the lowest energy is due to orbiting resonances 
in the ottlr+D2-Ar system, conesponding to the j = 2 resonance range. Note the 
different scales used for difkrent elements. 
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Figure 4.17: Typical J-dependence of the s tatetes tate PT( J; j, j') opacity for the 
pareD2-Ar, (a) and (b), and otU1+D2-A. systems, (c)  and (d), for a series of total 
energies in steps of 200 cm-'. For simplicity only the two curves for the lowest and 
highest total energies have b e n  labeled. As can be seen, state-to-state PT(J; 3, j') 
opacities at all energies show well-behaved J-dependences. The different behavior 
observed for the 2-2 element at the lowest energy is due to orbiting resonances 
in the orth+D2-Ar system, corresponding to the j = 2 resonance range. Note the 
different scales nsed for different elements. 
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Figure 4.18 : Energy-dependence of some s t ate-t O-s t ate o f  ( j ,  j') (a) and crf( j, j') 
(b) cross sections for the otth+D2-Ar system. Note the significant effect of orbiting 
resonances on the diagonal elements of each cross section. The s m d  window in each 
part expands the resonance range above the i = 4 rotationai level. Caldations of 
the cross sections for the resonance range of each rotational level have been carried 
out with a fine mesh of 0.5 cm-' starting fkom a few wavennmbers below, np to at 
least 50 wavenumbers above the rotational threshold energy. Note the similarities 
and differences between the two cross sections in the resonance tange. Note &O 
the small efEects of orbiting resonances on the off-diagonal elements. 
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Figure 4.19: Energy-dependence of sorne state-t-state #(j ,  j') (a) and G(J, j') 
(b) cross sections for the pamD2-Ar system. Note the s i e c a n t  &ect of orbiting 
resonances on the diagonal elements of each cross section. The smail window in 
each part expands the tesonance range above the j = 3 rotational levd, and shows 
that the efFects of the orbiting resonances on the off-diagonal elements is very smd. 







Figure 4.20: Temperature-dependence of the thermally-averaged state-to-state 
uv(j , j ' )  (a) and aT(j, j') (b) cross sections for the D2-Ar system. Note the ciiffer- 
ent scales used for the two sets of elements. Caldations have ben carried out for 
temperatures betaeen 50 and 500 K in increments of 5 K. 
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Figure 4.21: (a) Temperature- and (b) density-dependence of the merenf corn- 
ponents of the spin-lattice relaxation t h e  for the denteron of the two parity 
isomers of DI in the D2-Ar system. The Tl/p values in (a)  are calculated for 
Bo = 11.75 Tesla and p = 1 amagat, wme the Tl /p  values in (b)  have been ob- 
tained for Bo = 11.75 Tesla and T = 300K. The letters O and p in the bradrets 
denote the corresponding components for the ortho and para isomers, respectively. 
The dashed he-pattern has been used for the corresponding relaxation times of 
the para isomer. The straight lines in (b) show the corresponding linear-regime 
relaxation times. The small window in (b) shows the density-dependence of the 
relaxation times at higha densities. Note the different s d e s  used for the various 
components. 
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Figure 4.22: Field-dependence of the components of the spin-lattice relaxation tirne 
for the denteron of DI in the D2-Ar system at p = 1 amagat and T = 300K. The 
letters o and p in the brackets denote the corresponding components for the mtho 
and para isomers, respectively. The dashed line-pattern has been used for the 
corresponding relaxation times of the para isomer. The straight lines show the 
corresponding linear-regime relaxation times. The open cireles show the relaxation 
times at Bo = 11.75T, which is the field strength used in the experimental part of 
the present research. Note that the relaxation t h e s  are field-dependent for field 
strengths as low as 0.1 Tesla. Note also the difkrent scdes used for the various 
components. 
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Figure 4.23: (a) Simulated invenion-recovery eurves and (b) the temperature- 
dependences of the relaxation times for o & h t ~ D ~ - A t ,  Tl, (dotted eurves), para- 
D2-Ar, Tlp (dashed m e s ) ,  and the total magnetization in a room temperature 
fiozen-out mixture of otth*D2-Ar and para-D2-h, Tc (solid c w e s )  at  1 amagat 
and 11.75Tesla. Nnmbers in (a) represent the temperatures of the mixture. The 
straight lines in (a) show the valaes of the recovery fnnetion in th& 
dopes are equd to the TF' values. The linearity of the recovery function obtained 
for the total magnetization justifies a single-exponentid fit to the correspondhg 
experiment al inversion-recovety m e s  under these conditions, see Sec.3 -3 -2. The 
values of the deuteron relaration times obtained for ortho, paru and the fiozen-out 
mixture are 2.27, 15.28 and 11.65 for T = 100 K, and 2.79, 4.97 and 4.49 msec for 










Figure 4.24: Temperature dependences of the relative populations of the rotational 
states for (a) HD and (b) D2. The dotted and solid carves in (b) show, respec- 
tively, the corresponding populations of the eqdibrium and the fiozen-out room 
temperature orthepara mixtures. Since the I = O modification of the ortho isomer 
is not NMR active, only the 1 = 2 modification of the ortho isomer is induded 
in the caldation of these populations. The m e s  labded y. and yf in (b) show 
the temperature-dependences of the y = #& = k ratio for the equilibrium and 
fiozen-ont room temperatare mixtures of orth* and pamD2,  respectively. 
Chapter 5 
Cornparison of Experimental 
and Theoretical Results; 
Discussion and Conclusion 
In this chapter, experimental and theoretical results are compared with one an- 
other and the results of this cornparison are discussed. The general considerations 
for converting the theoretical and experimental data to comparable quantities will 
be discussed in Sec. 5.1. These conversions and the cornparisons between the two 
data sets for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures will be presented in Secs. 5.2 and 
5.3, respectively. Based on the resuits obtained in these sections, the XC(fit) po- 
tential for the hydrogen-argon system nsed in the calcdations of this study will be 
evahated in Sec. 5.4. Discussions on the caldations and erperiments, including 
possible sources of error and t h e  efFects on the final resdts, will be discussed in 
Secs. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. Finally, the chapter wiIl be concluded by an overall 
evaluation of the experimentai and theoretical result S. 
5.1 Conversion of experimental and theoretical 
results into comparable quantities; 
General considerat ions. 
The experiment al spin-lat tice relaxation times ob tained for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar 
systems presented in Ch. 3 are raw data, and cannot be compared directly with 
the theoretical results. In order to process the ~tperimentd ata and convert them 
into quantities directly comparable to the theoretical results, it is necessaty to re- 
view both the assumptions made in the derivation of the Ti equations and the 
experimental conditions. The major assamptions used in the formuiations of the 
Tl equations, Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3), are: (a) isolated atom-diatom binary collisions and 
(b) uncorrelated successive collisions. Rom the exphenta1 point of view the 
former assumption is aitical since the experimental conditions shodd be set such 
that only atom-diatom binary collisions contribute to the relaxation of the nuclei 
under study. As pointed out in Sec. 3.1, this assumption is satis-fied only for miK- 
tures with hydrogen (or the diatom, in general) at infinite dilution, for which direct 
NMR measurements are not possible, because of S/N ratio considerations. It was 
mentioned &O in Sec. 3.1 that such a stndy can be carried out indirectly by extrap- 
olation of the results ob t ained for mixtures with small concentrations of the diatom 
to infiilite dilution. Experiments on mixtures with dinaent mole &actions of the 
diatom shodd be carried ont under the same conditions, induding the temperature 
and total density. It  is not uncommon that for practical reasons the same sets of 
experimental conditions are not reproduced exactly for mixtures with different mole 
fractions. The experimental data obtained in such cases shodd be norrnaiized, or 
corrected, to produce corresponding results for the reqaLed conditions. 
Under certain experimental conditions the collision atom-diatom pair fom a 
relatively long-lived Van der Wa$s cornplex. The formation of sach long-lived 
complexes may have large &ts on the mea~ared spin-lattice relaxation t i m e ~ . ~  
It is obvious that the inclusion of the data obtained unda such conditions may 
introduce significant errors into the extrapolated results due to the fact that the 
concentrations and life-times of these complexes, and hence their contributions to 
the measured relaxation times, depend strongly upon the mole &action. 
At intermediate and high densities, the major unwanted contributions to the 
NMR relaxation times arise fkom collisions between two diatomic molecules. These 
collisions, which will be called selfcollisions, induce NMR relaxation via the same 
mechanisms as atom-diatom collisions (i. e., non-seIf collisions) do. The contribu- 
tion of the self-collisions to the relaxation times depends upon the intamolecular 
potential between the diatomie moledes. Once the formulation of the relaxation 
times for the self-collisions is known, and a reliable potential is adab le ,  it is also 
possible to ca lda te  the contributions from these collisions. Thus, it wodd be pos- 
sible to calculate dtectly the relaxation &es for the finite dilution mixtures, and 
compare them with the experimental results. The atom-diatom results obtained us- 
ing such a method wodd clearly be equivalent to the infinite dilution results. The 
computer time needed for such theoretical caldations is much longer than that 
needed for the calculations for the atom-diatom system, because of the additional 
variables introduced by the diatomic collision partner ( e.g., the rotational st ates of 
the second diatom). This makes the proposed method uneconornical at present. 
Another alternative method to deal with the problem of the seif-collisions is 
to run a set of expeNnents on the pure diatomic gas. These experiments should 
be carried out under conditions such that the frequency of self-collisions in the 
pure gas is the same as that in the mixture. The condition of the equal collision 
frequencies is met if the namber density of the diatomic gas is the same in the 
two sets of experiments. Subtraction of the relaxation rate measared for the pure 
diatomic gas fiom that obtained for the mixture should give the pure contribution of 
the d e s ~ e d  non-self (atom-diatom) collisions. The results obtained via this simple 
subtraction of the relaxation rates is valid only if the self and non-self coUisions are 
not correlated (ie., assamption (b) above). With this aosamption, the relaxation 
of the nuclear magnetization can be described as a set of two paralle1 first-order 
process, which justifies the subtraction. 
According to Gordon2o and Jame~on,"~ even in the absence of correlations 
between the two sets of collisions, the separate conhibutions of the sel f  and non- 
self collisions are additive only at the level of the collision frequencies, and not at the 
level of relaxation rates (see &O Ref. 117). However, a simple algebraic analysis 
d the Tl equations shows that at the limits of low densities and high magnetic 
field strengths, the two methods give precisely the same results. Also, when the 
mole fraction of the diatomic gas, 2, in the mixture is small, e.g., z = 0.05, the 
merence in the results obtained for the contribution of the self-collisions fiom the 
two methods is of the order of 100z%. Such smaJl diff'ences inçroduce negligible 
or relatively small errors into the evalaation of the contribution of the non-self 
collisions via the subtraction method. 
One important disadvantage of this method is the enhanced contribution of walL 
collLsiorrs to relaxation of the nudei in the pure diatomic gas. It can be shown that 
the contribution of walLcollisions to the relaxation times of the nudei in the pure 
diatomic gas is larger than that in the mixture by a factor of e. The enhanced 
contribution of wall collisions becomes more important at lower total densities and 
when the relaxation times of the nuclei are long. The wall-collision contribution 
to the relaxation process is inversely proportional to the cross section and to the 
number density of the collision partner. For a given mLrtme at a constant density, 
the contribution of the wll-collisions inmeases with the ratio ç, in which A and V 
are the area of the intemal d k c e  and volume of the ceIl. This ratio is invasely 
proportional to the dimensions of the ceIl. Thas, for mail sample cells, such as the 
one used in the erperimentd part of the present shdy, the contribution of wd- 
collisions might be significant in the relaxation of the nuclei in the p u e  diatomic 
gas at low densities. 
From the above discussion it can be concluded that the most reliable method 
for derivation of the isolated contribution of the atom-diatom collisions to the re- 
laxation times is the method of extrapolation to infmite dilution. Experimental 
points corresponding to the region of complex formation should be exduded fiom 
the extrapolation process, however. 
In the method of extrapolation to infinite dilution ased in the present study, 
the problem of reproducibility of the temperatures has been dealt with by using 
interpolation or extrapolation of the data in order to measure the corresponding 
relaxation tintes at the required (common) temperatmes. The maximum distance 
between the actnal and interpolated points on the temperature scale in this study 
is less than 10 K. Genaally, there are tao  methods for the interpolation or extrap- 
olation within a data set. In the fmst method the lever rule is used to c d d a t e  
the relaxation time at the desired point. This is eqnivalent to hdïng the relax- 
ation times by locating the desired temperature on the line-segment connecting 
the two sturounding points (or the first two adjacent points when extrapolating). 
The minimum mors in the interpolated telaxation times can be evaluated from 
the mors in the temperature measurements and the relaxation times at these two 
points. The actual errors, which cannot be evaluated, can be quite large when 
the temperattue dependences of the relaxation times are non-linear, especially if 
larger temperattue steps have been used. In the second method, the interpolation 
process is based on the best-fit carve for the entire data set. The advantage of 
this latter method is that the assumption of a lhear temperature dependence is 
not necessary. Fiuther, the actual mors  can be evaluated, since the precise h c -  
tional forms of the relaxation times are mapped out by the entire data set. The 
actud errors bintroduced into the interpolated r e d t s  in this method is the sum of 
the minimum errors caldated in the &st method and the corresponding errors of 
the fitted m e s  (cg., f 3SD, in which SD is the standard deviation of the fit). 
This means that al l  of the points in a data set contribute to the d u e s  and errors 
of the interpolated relaxation times. The accuracy of this method is independent 
of the actud hctional forms of the relaxation times. Using the fitted c w e s  in 
the interpolation processes introduces experimentdy nnrealis tic smoo thness into 
the infinite dilution resdts. This nnrealistic smoo thness is, however, cornpensated 
by the additional realistic errors introduced by the cwe-fitting processes (in the 
form of standad deviations). The smoother results may, however, better represent 
the actual temperatme behavior of the relaxation times. When the temperature 
dependence of the relaxation times is non-hem, which is the case for the present 
study, this method is the only logical choice. 
The adjustment of the results for all mixtures to a common set of total densi- 
ties, when reqnired, is c-d out by assuming a linear dependence on density for 
the relaxation times over the narrow intenml between the actual and the desired 
densities. The maximum difference between the actual and desited density for the 
experimental part of the present work is about 2.5%. The -ors introduced into the 
adjusted data by assnming a linear dependence on density over such a s m d  interval 
are negligible, even if the measurements have been made in a non-linear regime. 
Obviously, such an assumption has absolutely no effect on the adjusted data in a 
linear-regime, e.g., for the deuteron relaxôtion times in the HD-Ar system at aii 
densities above 3 amagat. When the agreement between th- and e x p d e n t  is 
reasonably good, a more diable estimate for the correction f&or for the density 
adjastment can be extracted from the correspondhg theoretical data points. Both 
of these methods fail to give reasonable r d t s  in the nonlineat regime when the 
Merence between the desired and actual densities is large, e-g., of the orda of 
10%. In these cases the problem of reproducibility shotdd be solved by carrying out 
experiments for additional densities, and using a curve-fitting method, such as that 
described above for the temperature adjastment. The total errors introduced by the 
density adjustments and temperature interpolations for a reasonable experimental 
data set should not be larger than 1.2%. 
The infinite dilution results are obtained simply by hear extrapolation of the 
relaxation times for the mixtures with two different small mole fractions. The errors 
introduced into the infinite dilution resdts in the extrapolation step can be quite 
large. Using geometric relations, it can be shown readily that for a two-point h e a r  
extrapolation the maximum error bar of the extrapolated result is given by 
in which a and b are the mole hactions of the two mixtures, and A, is the error bar 
of the relaxation time at mole &action z. In the derivation of this formula it has 
been assumed that errors in the mole fiactions are negligible. When these errors 
are significant, they contribute an amount AL to the error bar of the extrapolated 
results, which is given by 
Ab = a& + b& 2[T' (a) - Tt (b)  1 f (A, + Ab) C 
21a - bI * 2lo - bl-f (b, + 4) 9 
with 6, being the emor bar associated vith mole fraction z: and Tl(a), T'(b) the 
measured relaxation t h e s  at mole &actions a and b, respectively. Equations (5.1) 
and (5.2) show that the extrapolation -ors increase rapidly with incteasing mole 
fractions of the diatomic gas. Also, when the two mole fkactions are v a y  dose, 
t hese equations predict large errors. 
For all of the qer imental  data obtained in the present study A; is vety small, 
and can be neglected in cornparison with A*. Thus, the error bars reported herein 
consist solely of A. d e s .  It can be seen from comparing the -or bars of the ex- 
trapolated and finite dilution results, that the contribution of the extrapolation pro- 
cedure to the error bars of the h a 1  results are relatively large, and non-negligible. 
Many experimental restxits are reported with -or bars for the extrapolated 
data estimated to be equd to those for the data point with the minimum abscissa. 
The two equations above show that this assumption is valid only when a (or b) is 
very close tc  zero and the erras in the mole fiaction are negligible. Equations (5.1) 
and (5.2) show that under these conditions ho approaches A. (or Ab), and AL 
vanishes . 
To suppress the &ect of the linear density factor on the relaxation times they 
are divided by density, and are thus converted to Tl/p valaes. The Tl/p dues are 
more suitable for comparing the temperature dependence of the relaxation times 
for Werent densities at the same time. Also, the approach of the relaxation times 
towards the h e m  regime can be visaalized more dearly in Tl/p  versus p and Tl/p  
versus Bo diagrams. It was for this reason that the demonstrations of the theoretical 
results tkoughont Ch. 4 were based on the Tl/p values. 
5.2 Cornparison of theoretical and experimental 
results for the HD-Ar System 
Spin-lattice relaxation times 
Temperature interpolations have been necessary for HD-Ar mixtures prior to 
extrapolation of the relaxation times to finite dilution, because dinerent temper- 
atures have been used for different mixtures. The outlier points of each data set, 
which do not represent the pure collisiond relaxation processes, were not induded 
in the me-fitting procedure reqaired for the interpolation. The total numbers of 
outliers for the proton and deuteron data sets are 4 and 8, respectively. Except for 
the denteron data set for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 8.74amagat, the standard 
deviations of the best-fit enrves were very smd. The proton and deuteron relax- 
ation times have been interpolated for 13 values of temperatures between 180 K 
and 420 K with a stepsize of 20 K. 
The pairs of data sets used for extrapolation, and their common densities for 
which the data sets have been adjusted are as folIows (see Table 3.1 for specifications 
of the mixtures); mixtures 1 and 5 at 8.54amagat, mixtures 2 and 6 at 4.67 amagat, 
and mixtures 4 and 7 at 15.26 amagat. A linear dependence on density has been 
assumed for the adjustments of the relaxation times to a common density for each 
pair of data sets. The marimum adjustment of the densities corresponds to the 
pair of mixtures 2 and 6, and is about 2.5%. The above assumption for such small 
adjustments introduces no error into the ha1  results for the deuteron, since its 
relaxation times are in the linear-regime at all three densities. This is true also 
for the proton at  15.26 amagat. The proton relaxation times at the other densities 
are not in the hem-regime, bat are still far from the minimum of th& Tl versus 
density cwes.  Howeva, the errors introduced by using a linear interpolation over 
such s m d  int& are so sman that they can be negiected. 
The proton data set for the mixture with 0.86% HD at 0.96 amagat cannot be 
used in the extrapolation process, since no experiments have been made for the 
o tha  mixtures at the same density (see Sec. 3.2.2). However, this data set wilI be 
treated as infinite dilution data, and sin be indaded in the comparison with the 
theoreticd redts.  Sine the theory predicts a non-linear behavior for the relaxation 
of the proton of HD in the HD-Ar &tare at 0.96 amagat, it would be as& to 
use this e x p k e n t a l  data set as a check point for the low density behavior of the 
relaxation times predicted by theory. However, in the comparison process it shotdd 
be kept in mind that the contributions from the self-collisions to the relaxation 
times have not been corrected for tbis data set. 
The infinite dilution relaxation time at each temperature has been obtained 
by linear extrapolation of the cornespondhg pair of the adjnsted relaxation times 
to zero mole fiaction of HD. The extrapolation &or for each data point has been 
calculated via Eq. (5.1), neglecting the contributions fiom the relatively s m d  mors 
in the mole fractions. The infinite dilution (i.e., extrapolated) results for the proton 
and denteron are compared with the theoretical results in part (a) of Figs. 5.1 
and 5.2, respectively. As can be seen fkom these figures, and has been discussed 
generally in the previous section, the errors introduced in the extrapolation step are 
significant when compared with the original experïmental errors (compare the error 
bars in these figures with those in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively). A comparison 
between the experimentai (infinite dilution) and theoretical values of T& for the 
proton and deuteron ate given in part (b) of Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. 
Figure 5.1 shows that the e x p h e n t d  and theoretical results obtained for 
the proton spin-lattice relaxation times in the HD-Ar mktu~es are in excellent 
agreement. Even for the data set correspondhg to 0.96 amagat, which has not been 
correcteci for self-collisions (i. e., it ïs a h i t e  dilution data set), the e x p h e n t a 1  
and theoretical r d t s  are in relativeiy good agreement (Le., within a few percent). 
The diffaences between the experimental and theoretical r e d t s  for this density 
are due mainly to the contribution of self-collisions to the relaxation processes. 
The agreement betaeen the experimental and theoretical r e d t s  for the deateron 
is relatively good, bat not as mach as it is for the proton. Figure 5.2 shows that 
the exptrimental spin-lattice relmmtion times for the deutaon are generdy shorter 
than those predicted by theory. Assnming ideal experimentd conditions, the pro- 
cesses responsible for the systematically shorter experiI11ent al relaxation times ob- 
tained for the deuteron are possibly di&ision of the HD moledes into and oat of 
the effective volume of the rf coil, contributions fkom wall-collisions, and J-coupling 
to the fast relaxing proton. An of these processes, which r e d t  in a faster decay 
of the nadear magnetization, become more effective when the relaxation time is 
longer. In the f is t  look, Fig. 5.2-(b) suggests that the experimental Tl / p  d u e s  for 
the deuteron at the densities used in the experirnents are in a nonlinear regïtne, as 
opposed to the theoretical r d t s  which predict linear-regirne relaxation times for 
the same densities. But, the order of the experimental Ti f p  values for the three 
densities is not consistent with theory. Also, the displacements of the experimental 
data points with respect to the density of the mixtures is much smder than the 
error bats. These observations mitigate against the possibility of a systematic non- 
linear dependence on the demity for the experimental relaxation times obtained for 
the deuteron. 
A cornparison between the Tl and Tl/p plots for the proton and deuteron shows 
that the agreement between experiment and th- for the deuteron is better at 
the h o  extreme temperatures, while for the proton agreement is better at the 
intermediate tempaatures. A doser look at the plots shows that both observations 
arise fiom the fact that at al1 densities the cnmatures of the theoretical ctll~ves are 
slightly smder than those of the experimental ctuves. A simüat behavior can be 
obsaved in the results reported previoosly for the HD-He system.' 
In comparison with the HD-He system, the agreement between the experimen- 
tal and theoretical resnlts obtained in the present work for the ED-Ar system is 
the same for the proton but significantly better for the deuteron. The m o t  bars 
reported for the HD-He system are, however, signiscantly smaller: this is because 
they were not evaluated properly, in the sense that Eq. (5.1) has not been used. 
The relative d u e s  of Ti/p for both nudei are generally larger in the HD-Ar sys- 
tem than in the HD-He system. A minimum in the Tl/p versas temperattue cnrve 
could not be observed for the deuteron in the HD-Ar system ova the temperature 
range nsed in the present work; this conhasts with the observation of a minimuxt 
in the HD-He case, and is due to the higher magnetic field strength employed in 
the present experiments. The minima of the T l / p  m e s  for the proton occur at 
significantly higher temperatures for both systems, due to the larger magnetogyric 
ratio of the proton. It should be noted here that a direct comparison between the 
functional forms of the Ti/p m e s  reported for the proton and deuteron in the 
HD-He system is not valid due to the different field strengths used for the two 
nuclei. 
The dects  of the extrapolation to infinite dilution on the final error bars can be 
visualized dearly by comparing Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 with Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. 
As could be predicted by Eq. (LI), these efFects are quite significant. 
NOE enhancements 
Because of relatively large errors assoüated with the NOE meamrements, an 
extrapolation to infinite dilution leads to uneven m e s  for the temperature depen- 
dence of the NOE enhancements, which are in poor agreement aith the theoretical 
r ed t s .  The finite dilution NOE enhmcements are, however, comparable with the 
theoretical results. For this cornparison only the expeRmental data for the mixture 
with 5.03% HD at 8.38 and 4.55amagat densities, which show the best ( L e . ,  the 
smoothest) temperature behavior have been chosen, (see Fig. 3.10). The theoretical 
values of the NOE enhancements for the proton and deuteron have been calculated 
for these two densities asing Eq. (3.2), and are compared with the experimental 
resdts in Fig. 5.3-(a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen fiom this figure that the 
agreement between the theoretical and experimental resdts within the typicd error 
bars of the NOE measurements, are relatively good, especially for the proton. Fig- 
ure 5 -3 shows also that the theoretical NOE enhancements are generdy larger for 
both nuclei. The temperature dependence of the theoretical and experimental NOE 
enhancement for the deuteron are rdatively in good agreement. The agreement for 
proton is bet ter, even though the temperatme dependence for the experimental 
resdts cannot be distinguished fkom the error bars. It has been pointed ont above 
that the spin-lattice relaxation times for the proton is in a nonlinear regime at 
8.38 and 4.55 amagat densities. This means that the NOE values for the proton at 
these densities are not the maximum NOE values. Thus, the proton NOE enhance- 
ments calculated via Eq. (3.2) do not correspond to the meagured values. Since the 
correlation times for the different mechanisms are not the same in the gas phase, 
the NOE values under non-extreme-narrowing condition cannot be evaiuated fiom 
the NOE formulations for the liquid phase. It was rnentioned in Sec. 4.4.2 that 
the formulation of the NOE for the gas phase is not available at present. How- 
ever, based on the distance of the relaxation times fiom th& linear-regime d e s ,  
Fig. 5.1-(b), it can be said that the dHerences between the calculated and the 
actud NOE enhancements are relatively small. For the denteron, however, the 
caldated NOE enhancements fiom Eq. (3.2) correspond to the measured vaiues 
due to deuteron relaxation times being in the linear regime. Rom the cornparison 
presented here it can be said that the NOE enhancements provide an independent 
ground for checking the theoretical results at the qualitative level. An acmate 
(quantitative) evaluation of the theoretical results is not , however, possible due to 
the typicdy large error bars associated with the measured NOE enhancements. 
Once the NOE dect in the gas phase is f o d a t e d ,  and more accnrate measure- 
ments are made, the NOE enhancements can be used to evaluate the theoretical 
results for the components of the relaxation times separately, which is ideal. 
Figure 5.1: Cornparison between experimental and theoretical results obtained for 
the infinite dilution proton spin-lattice relaxation times in the HD-Ar system. The 
same line patterns and symbols have been used in (a) and (b). The nambers in (a) 
and (b) denote the amagat densities of the mixtures. Note the difE'erent scale used 
for the proton Tl/p at 0.96 amagat. The considerably different values of T i / p  for 
Lhis mixture shows that the proton relaxation time in this mixture is significantly far 
fiom the linear-regime. The horîzontal error bars associated with the experimental 
data points at all temperatures are about f lK. 
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Figure 5.2: Cornparison between experhental and theoretical resdts obtained for 
the infinite dilution deuteron spin-lat tice relaxation times in the HD-Ar sys tem. 
The numbers in (a) and (b) denote the amagat densities of the mixtures. The same 
line patterns and symbols have been used in (a) and (b). All of the theoretical Tl/p  
c w e s  for the deuteron overlap due to being in the Iinear-regime at the specified 
densities in an 11.75 Tesla magnetic field, see Sec. 4.5.2. The horizontal error bars 
associated with the experimental data points at all temperatures are about &1K. 
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Figure 5.3: Cornparison between experimental and theoretical NOE enhancement s 
for (a) the proton and (b) the denteron of HD in the HD-Ar system. Wangles and 
cirdes in (a) and (b) show the experimental results for the HD-Ar mixture with 
5.03% HD at  8.38 and 4.55amagat, respectively. For both nnclei the theoretical 
dues  of the NOE enhancements at the tao densities are so close that they cannot 
be distinguished aithin the scales nsed in this figure. Note the diffixent scales used 
in (a) and (b). Note also the similar temperatare behaviors of the experimentai 
and theoreticd results. Typical error bars for the experimental dues  of the NOE 
enhancement are approximately 0.05. The horizontal error bars associated with the 
erperimental data points at all temperattues are about f 1 K. 
5.3 Cornparison of t heoret ical and experiment al 
results for the D2-Ar System 
In the cornparison of the theoretical and experimentd resalts for the D2-Ar sys- 
tem, the method of effective relaxation times has been ased, because this method 
provides us with a numerical measare of the agreement (or disagreement) between 
the two sets of results. The deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times for the ortlieD2- 
Ar and systems have been caldated separately for the three densities 
for which the experimental r d t s  have been adjusted, over a temperatare range 
extending fiom 150 K to 450 K. The effective relaxation times for the room tempera- 
ture fiozen-out mixture of the two parity isomers under the same sets of conditions 
have been caldated ushg the method described in Sec. 4.5.3. The calculated 
relaxation times for the individual isomers and the effective relaxation times for 
the fiozen-out muttare are plotted versus temperatare in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen 
fiom this figure that the ratio increases with decreasing temperature. The 
minimum and maximum values of this ratio over the temperature range used in 
the experimental patt of the present study are 1.8 and 3.9, corresponding respec- 
tively to 420K and 180 K at 13.91 amagat. These resdts explai. why, in spite of 
larger SIN ratios, and the smoother recovery curves, the standard deviations of the 
single-exponential fits used for derivation of the T; values are systematicdy lsrger 
at lower temperature. According to what was discussed in Sec. 4.5.3 these values 
for the ratio are not large enough to allow accurate separation of the recovery 
T ~ P  
c w e s  for the two parity isomers or to fit bi-exponential decay functions to them. 
The simnkted inversion-recovery curves, which have not been presented here for 
brevity, attest to this conclusion. 
The deuteron spin-lattice relaxation times measared for the D2-Ar mixtures 
with 1.97% DI at 3.55, 7.07 and 13.84amagat, and 3.77% D2 at 3.58, 7.27 and 
13.99 amagat have been adjusted for 3.57,7.17 and 13.91 amagat, respectively; with 
a maximum of 1.4% adjustment in the densities. In these adjustments it hai been 
assnmed that the relaxation times are linearly dependent on density over the narrow 
intervals limited to the actual and desired densities. No temperature interpolation 
has been necessary prior to extrapolation to zero mole &action, since the same 
set of temperat- have been used for d DI-Ar mixtures. At each temperature, 
a linear extrapolation has been used to nnd the corresponding infiaite dilution 
relaxation times. The error bars due to extrapolation process have been cdculated 
using Eq. (5.1). The infinite dilution relaxation times have been compared with the 
theoretical resdts in Fig. 5.5. This figure shows that the experimental relaxation 
times are siflcantly larger than the theoretical results. The agreement between 
the two sets of resdts is, however, better at higher temperatures. It can be seen 
from part (b) of Fig. 5.5 that both the theoretical and experimental relaxation 
times for the deuteron in the D2-Ar mirtaes are in a nonlinear regime. At a few 
low temperatures, the erperimental T;/p values obtained for the D2-At mixture at 
3-57 amagat is not, however, consistent with theory. This inconsistency is due only 
to unexpectedly shorter experimental relaxation tirnes obtained at temperatures 
below 215 K. 
A detailed comparison between the results obtained for the DI-Ar system in 
this study and those reported for the &-He system6 is not possible, because too 
few data points have been reported for the D2-He system. However, a comparison 
with the available data for the D2-He system shows that the experimental 2'; / p 
values for the two systems are relatively close to one another. As opposed to the 
D2-He sys tem the erperimental relaxation times obtained in the present s tudy for 
the deuteron of D2 in the D2-Ar system are i.g a nonlinear regime. In comparison 
with the D1-He system, the minima in the theoretid T'lp m e s  for both parity 
isomers of the Da-Ar system occur at signiticantly higher temperatmes. This is 
due partly to the higher magnetic field used in the present study. Based on the Tc 
valnes estimated for the DI-He system fkom the reported relaxation times for its 
two parity isomers (Fig. 2 of Ret 6), it eaa be said that for both the Dz-He and 
D2-Ar systems the experimental values obtained for the effective relaxation times 
are larger than those predicted by theory. Also, the agreement between th- and 
experiment is betta for the D2-He system. The lùiearity of the density dependence 
of the calculated relaxation times for the two systems m o t  be compared, since 
in the study of the D2-He system the theoretical calcuIations are based on linear- 
regime formulae. 
A cornparison between the infinite dilution spin-lattice relaxation times for the 
HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems indicates the effect of the cwe-fitting procedure used 
in the temperature interpolation step for the HD-Ar system on the smoothness of 
the extrapolated data points. 
Figure 5.4: Deuteron spin-lat tice relaxation times for ortheD2-Ar, Ti, (dot ted 
cnrves), para-DI-&, Tt, (dashed m e s ) ,  and room temperature fiozen-out mix- 
tures of orth*Dz-Ar and pareDrAr, T; (solid cuves) correspondhg to the con- 
ditions ased in the experimentd study of the D2-Ar mixtures. The numbers in 
this figure represent the total amagat densities. Note that only the Ti m e s  for 
the pareDrAr at 3.57 and 7.16 amagat show a minimum in the temperature win- 
dow shown in this figure. The minimum and maximum values of the ratio of the 
relaxation times for the two parity isomeni, which both belong to the mixture at 
13.9lamagat and correspond to 450K and 150K temperatures, are 1.7 and 4.7, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.5: Cornparison between experimental and theoreticai results ob tained for 
the infinite dilution deuteron spin-lat tice relaxation times in the room-temperature 
fiozensut mixtures of ortho and para isomers of the DI-Ar system. The numbers 
in (a) and (b) denote the amagat densities of the mixtures. The theoretical results 
for T;/p show that the deutemn rdatation time is in the non-linear regime at 
the specified densities in an 11.75 Tesla magnetic fieid. The horizontal error bars 
associated with the experimentd data points at all temperatures are about f 1 K. 
5.4 Evaiuationof the XC(fit) PES 
for hydrogen-argon system 
Rom cornparisons of theoretical and experimental spin-lattice relaxation times pre- 
sented in the previous two sections it can be said that the XC(fit) PES represents 
the interaction between the HD molede and As atom in the HD-Ar system f d y  
accurately, while the same PES shows poor qnality for the D2-Ar system. Since 
the interaction potential for the HD-Ar system has been derived fiom the same 
PES which bas been used directly for the D2-Ar system, these d t s  seem, at 
first, to be inconsistent with one another. Assuming the same accnracy for the 
experimental resdts obtaiaed for the two systems, and correct forda t ions  for the 
relaxation times, the difkent behaviors of the XC(fit) PES for homonuclear and 
heteronuclear hydrogen isotopomers can be attributed only to the transformation 
of the potential. In the following it will be explained how the transformation of the 
potential from the homonudear to heteronacleat system may change the quality of 
the potential. 
In the numerical method used for the transformation of the XC(fit) PES from the 
homonnclear isotopomer to the heteronuclear isotopomer (see Sec.4.3), the individ- 
ual Legendre components of the transformed potential cannot be traced. However, 
it is obvious that this transformation mixes all components of the homonudear 
potential. For numerical evaluation of the contributions of each Legendre compo- 
nent of the homonuclear potential to the values of the individual components of the 
transformed potential the integration of Eq. (4.11) should be carried out piecenise 
for each contributing term of the homonudear potential. This evaluation will not 
be carried out here. Instead, the results of the analytica'l method of Kreek and 
LeRoyU8 will  be used to present a descriptive discussion. This discussion will be 
focussed only on the fi and tenns of the heteronuclear potential, as they are 
the leadhg terms of the anisotropic part of the potential which determines NMR 
relaxation. Figare 4.4 shows that these tao ter- have very similar values on the 
attractive part of the potential. This figure shows also that the value of the VI term 
at short range, below the potential minimum, is signiscantIy larger than the value 
of the & tena. 
Thns, it can be concluded that at low temperatures these two terms conhibute 
about equally to the NMTt relaxation in the heteronuclear system, while at higher 
temperatures the NMR relaxation is dominated by the tenn of the PES. The 
sum of the contributions of all other anisotropic tenns to the potential, and hence 
to the NMR relaxation times, is at l e s t  one order of magnitude smder than the 
contribution of either of these two terms. The accuracy of the NMR relaxation times 
calcnlated for the heteronndear HD-Ar system is thus determined predominantly 
by the accwacies of the VI and & components. 
Kreek and ~e Roy118 have shown that, except for a very narrow range of inter- 
molecular distances on the repulsive wall, the term of the homonudear potentid 
contnbutes to the value of the term of the heteronudear potential dominantly, 
and is the second contributor to the V; term.' This means that the accuracy of the 
theoretical NMR relaxation times for the HD-Ar system depends strongly upon 
the accuracy of the term of the homonuclear potential; this behavior should 
be compared with that for the D2-A. system, for which the accuracy of the 
term of the homonuclear potential determines the accntacy of the calculated NMR 
'As a nice example, consider a totally isotropic potentid for the homonuclear system, for which 
and ail higher tenas are zero. Equations (Al) and (A4 of Ref. 118, give expressions for the VI 
and V2 terms of the heteronuclear potential, which depend totaily on the term of the isotropic 
potential for the homonuclear system. In other words, the anisotropic part of the potential for 
the heteronucIear system is generated entirdy fiom the isotropic potential for the homonucleai 
system in this example. 
relaxation times. Thns it can be conclnded that the calcnlated relaxation times 
obtained for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems wodd have the same accuracy if und 
o d y  if the and & terms evaluated for the homonuclear potential (fkom the 
relevant experimental data) had the same accuracy. h prinüple, the uncertainty in 
the values of the anisotropic terms evahated fkom the spectroscopie data is mach 
higher than that of the isotropie term. Eùrther, many of the experimental data 
used to refine the potential are not partidarly sensitive to the anisotropic corn- 
ponents of the potential It can then be expected that the overall uncertainties in 
the values of the & and higher terms of the homonuclear potential are much higher 
than the nncertainty in the value of the 6 term. This leads to the final conclu- 
sion that the anisotropic part of the interaction potential for the HD-Ar system 
is much more accurate than is for the D2-Ar system. Consequently, it is expected 
that the uncertainties in the calcdated spin-lattice relaxation times obtained for 
the D2-Ar will be much larger than those for the HD-Ar system. This conclusion 
can be tested if NMR Ti measurements could be made at temperatures low enough 
for the contributions of the and V2 terms to the NMR relaxation times to be 
comparable. For such temperatures it can be anticipated that the agreement be- 
tween experimental and caldated spin-lat tice relaxation times for the D2-Ar and 
HD-Ar systems would be comparable. 
ki conclusion, it can be said that the difference in the agreement between experi- 
mental and caldated relaxation times obtained for the DI-Ar and HD-Ar systems 
is due to uncertainties in the & term of the homonuclear PES. Based on tbis con- 
clusion it is predicted that the same level of agreement shodd &O be observed 
between experiment and theory for the remaining homonuciear systems HrAr and 
T2-Ar. A cornparison between the theoretical relaxation times calcdated for the 
proton of Hz in the H2-Ar system, nsing an older version of the XC(fit) PESUQ 
(see Figs- 4.2 and 4.4), and the experimental redts  of Lemaire and A r m ~ t r o n g , ~  
which shows relatively poor agreement between theory and experiment, supports 
this prediction. 
5.5 Discussions on the calculations 
Sensitivity of the NMR cross sections 
Although NMR spin-lattice relaxation times cannot be nsed to analyze the detail 
of the fimctiond forms and parameters of the PESTs, they are, however, the most 
sensitive physical properties to the overd anisotropy of the PES's. This sensi- 
tivity has already been used to distinguish between different PES's suggested for 
a ~ystern.~ Since the higher quality of the XC(fit) PES is evident at the level of 
other physical properties: the results of a comparative NMR stndy of the XC(fit) 
and other PES's suggested for the hydrogen-argon system are obvions, and such a 
study might appear not to be necessary. Rather, a comparison of the two different 
versions of the XC(fit) PES at the h a 1  stage of the refinernents of the potential 
will be provided to show the sensitivity of the NMR spin-lattice relaxation times 
to subtle changes in the PES, This comparison is based on the elements of the 
thermally averaged NMR cross section matrices, UV and UT, calculated fiom the 
two versions of the potential using the same method that was described in Ch.4. 
Figure 5.6-(a) shows the typical sensitivity of the NMR cross sections to subtle 
changes in the anisotropy of the XC(fit) potential for elements of the av cross 
section matnx for the orth*Dt-Ar system. As can be seen fiom this figure, the 
dects  of an improvement of the anisotropic components of the XC(fit) potential 
of the magnitude shown in Fig.4.2, as s m d  as they are, are quite visible. The 
differences between values of the diagonal elements of the aoss sections calculated 
fiom the tao versions of the potential are vay s m d  at intermediate temperatures 
and inaeases for higher and Iowa temperatmes. For off-diagonal dements of the 
cross sections the differences are srnall at low temperatures and increase with in- 
creasing temperature. The diffaence in the comparative behaviors of the diagonal 
and off-diagonal elements at low temperatures is due to the higher sensitivity of the 
orbiting resonances, which have sigrllncantly larger contributions to the d u e s  of 
the diagonal elements, to the changes in the potential. These typical changes in the 
values of the aoss section elements lead to approximately similar changes in the 
values of the r h a t i o n  times, with a maximum change of about 1.5%. Although 
such changes are s m a k  than the typical error bars associated with the exper- 
imental values of spin-lattice relaxation times, they are significantly larger than 
the changes observed for other properties caldated fiom the two versions of the 
potential.98 Similar changes with almost the same magnitude, have been observed 
for the UT cross sections. The NMR, cross sections for the para-D2-Ar and HD-Ar 
systems &O show similar sensitivity. 
Contribution of the resonance ranges 
As pointed out in Sec. 4.1, and shown in Secs. 4.4 and 4.5, the distribution 
of the total energy values becomes important for systems whih exhibit orbiting 
resonances. To show this importance expliatly, the contribution of the resonance 
ranges to the thermally averaged NMR cross sections for the orth+D2-Ar system 
have been caldated, and are plotted versus temperature in Fig. 5.6-(b). It can be 
seen fiom this figure that these contributions are sigdcantly larger at low temper- 
atures, and decrease rapidly with increasing temperature. Figure 5.64b) shows also 
that the resonance contributions for off-diagonal dernents are significantly smaller, 
and Mnish at lower temperatures (see also the discussion on Figs. 4.11 and 4.20). 
The contributions of the resonance ranges to the caldated spin-lattice relaration 
times are almost the same as those to the cross sections. The contribntions of the 
resonance ranges to the NMR cross sections have been found to be slightly Iarger 
for the HD-Ar system. It should be noted here that for systems with no orbiting 
resonances a less tard sdedion of the total energy d u e s  can still lead to incor- 
rect values for the thermally averaged cross sections if the nanow ranges above the 
rotational thresholds are not covered properly. This is due to the near-threshold 
behavior of the energy-dependent cross sections. The contribution of the near- 
threshold behavior is, however, rather smail, and rapidly vanishes with increasing 
temperature. 
From the results obtained here it can be conduded that, because of its sensi- 
tivity, NMR relaxation time measurements at low temperatures may provide an 
excellent probe for the study of orbiting resonances. 
j-dependence of the coupling constants 
The spin-rotation, dipolar and quadrupolar coupling constants are propor tionai 
- 1  - 
respectively to ( r ' ) ~ ,  r4 and q,,, 14p120 where r is the bond length, and q, is 
the electric field gradient dong the direction of the magnetic field. AU of these 
quantities, and hence the coupling constants, depend implicitly npon the rot ational 
quantum number j .  When the couplhg constants are fonctions of j ,  they shodd be 
replaced with their t hermally-avaaged vaines in the Ti equations, Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3). 
This introduces s m d  changes as well as additional temperature dependences to the 
spin-lattice relaxation times, sime the average values of the coupling constants are 
temperature-dependent. As will be shown below, the magnitudes of these changes 
are s m d  for low temperatmes, and increase with hueashg temperature. It should 
be noted here that if the diatom was rigid, a l l  expectation d u e s  of the rodependent 
fonctions remain independent of tempesatnre, and all of the j-dependences vanishes. 
Thus, j-dependence of the couphg constants is valid only for non-rigid diatoms. 
As for any 0th- physical property, the avezage values of the coapling constants 
can be c d d a t e d  fiom th& values at each rotationd level by k g  the fiactional 
populations of the rotational levels. The values of the quadrupolar coupling con- 
stants for the deuteron of D2 and of HD in difFkrent rotational levels have been 
caldated by Vojtik et  Mo~eover, the dues of spin-rotation and dipolar 
coupling constants for the lowest rotational level ( j  = 1 or 2) have been measured for 
D2 and for HD by Code and Ra~nsey."~ The correspondhg d u e s  of the coupling 
constants for higher rotational levels have been calculated nsing the expectation 
- 
d u e s  7 and +-=, which are calculated by the program LEVEL? Table 5.1 lists 
the j-dependent values of the coupling constants for HD, 07-the.D~ and pareD2. It 
can be seen fiom this table that the dipolar and quadrnpdar coupling constants are 
decreasing fnnetions of j, while the spin-rotation coupling constant is an increas- 
h g  function of j .  It can thus be anticipated that the overd relaxation time for 
the proton of HD in the HD-Ar system, which is dominated by the spin-rotation 
interaction, decreases with increasing temperature, while those for the deuteron in 
the HD-Ar system and in the D2-Ar system hcrease with temperature, due to 
thei. domination by the quadnipolar interaction. When the contributions of the 
spin-rotation and quadrnpolar interactions are comparable, the overall tempera- 
t u e  dependence of the relaxation times due to the j-dependence of the coupling 
constants lies between these h o  extreme behaviors. Table 5.2 shows the typical 
effects of the +dependences of the coupling constants on the calculated relaxation 
times for the HD-Ar system and the two parity isomers of the D2-Ar system. This 
table shows that at  450K and 11.75 Tesla the 3-dependences of the coupling con- 
stants change the overall relaxation times for the proton and deuteron of HD in the 
HD-Ar system at 15.26 amagat by -0.6% and +2.3%, respectively. The changes 
for the deuteron in the o d e D r A r  and pu-Dr& systems under the same con- 
ditions, but at 13.9lamagat, are +1.9% and +2.6%, respectively. These changes 
results in a +2.0% change in the deuteron T; in a &ozen-out room temperatme 
mixture of the two systems. As pointed out above, these eEects are s m d k  for 
Iower tempaahires. 
It shodd be mentioned here that the actnal j-dependence of the spin-rotation 
coupling constants is c~rnpl ica ted ,~~~ and its stndy b beyond the scope of this 
work. What has been reported here is based only on the direct dependence of the 
spin-rotation coupling constant on the bondlength of the diatomic molede. 
Possible sources of error in the calculations 
O t her than possible inaccuracies and uncert ainties in the derivation of the XC(fit ) 
potential, the number of sources of a ro r  in the calculations are very limited. The 
most important source of error in the present calculations has been found to be 
associated with the evalnation of the thermally averaged cross sections. As has been 
pointed out in Sec. 4.1, when the system exhibits orbiting resonances the fanctional 
forms of the cross sections in the resonance ranges become complicated. In such 
cases a specid integration scheme is required to handle the integration accatately. 
Such a scheme should use a varie@ of standard functional forms observed for the 
resonance peaks in order to e d u a t e  the integrals more accurately. The thermal- 
averaging program used for the caldation of the relaxation times in this study, 
is not equipped with such a scheme. In the present study a large nnmber of total 
energies have been used to overcome this limitation of the program. However, 
the program has resulted in some outliers, as well as some s m d  ridges, in the 
temperatace-dependent c m e s  of the thermally-avaaged cross sections. The sizes 
of the ridges are, however, vay  smd, and canot  be seen easily within the scales 
used in the Tl versas temperature diagrams presented in Ch.4. 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Typical sensitivity of the NMR cross sections to subtle changes 
in the anisotropy of the XC(fit) potentid. The solid and dashed carves in (a) 
show the corresponding cross section elements calcdated from the older and the 
newer versions of the potential, respectively. Figare 4.2 compares the two versions 
of the XC(fit) potential. Note the düterent scales used for the diagonal and off- 
diagonal cross section elements. (b) Contributions of the resonance ranges to the 
NMR cross sections for the orU1o-&-Ar system. In this figure c, and ukOt denote 
the contribution of the resonance range (a width of 50 cmw1 above each threshold) 
and the total cross section, respectively. This figure emphasizes the importance of 
propa selection of the values and distribution of the total enagies used for the 
caldation of the cross sections. 
Table 5.1: j-dependence of the coupling constants for ED, orUiu-Dz and pareDa- 
The WQ values have been taken fiom Refs. 121,122- The dues of w s ~  and - 
have been cacnlated respectiveiy using the expectation values 7 and +a3 for each 
rotational level. The w& values for 07-th+D2 and pao-Da have been caldated 
via Eq. (4.8) and (4.7), respectively- AU coupling constants are angular fiequenaes 
given in s-' . 
Table 5.2: Typical efFects of the j-dependence of the conphg constants on the 
calculated relaxation times. The relaxation times for the proton and deuteton of 
HD in the HD-Ar system, and for the denteron of D2 in the D2-Ar system have 
been cacnlated for 450 K and 11.75Tesla, and 15.26 and 13.9lamagat, respec- 
tively. Rigid and non-rigid ter= have been used here to denote, respectively, the 
j-independent and j-dependent couphg constants. The changes in the relaxation 
times due to the j-dependence of the conpling constants deueases rapidly with 
decreasing temperature. All relaxation times are gïven in msec. 
ID-Ar  : Proton Deuteron 
TISR TID Ti TISR GD T ~ Q  TI 
Rigid 9.770 456.3 9.566 381.4 1128 118.1 83.48 
Non-rigid 9.707 465.5 9.509 378.9 1151 121.9 85.36 
% DifF. -0.7 +2.0 -0.6 -0.7 +2.0 +3.2 +2.3 
D2-Ar : ortho para 
5.6 Discussions 
Mole fiactions 
on the experiment s 
n o m  cornparisons of the measured spin-lattice relaxation times for mixtures at 
different mole fiactions unda the same conditions, it can be seen that the contri- 
butions of the self-collisions to the relaxation times depend upon temperature and 
density, and become significant at speafie temperatures and densities. The results 
for the HD-Ar system show that these contributions do not depend Iinearly upon 
the mole &action of HD, in spite of the fact that the mole fractions used in the 
experiments are rather small. Such a non-linear dependence on the mole fiaction 
would give rise to incorrect infinite dilution relaxation times if higher mole fiactions 
had been used in the experirnents. For example, extrapolation of the resdts at the 
lower densities for the tao HD-Ar mixtures with higher mole fractions, to infinite 
dilution changes the 6aal results by factors up to about 5%, dependhg upon the 
temperature. The magnitude of such changes would be significantly larger had 
larger mole fractions been used in the experiments. Large effects are not expected 
for the higher densities, such as the highest density used for the HD-Ar mixtures, 
for which the individual contributions of both self- and nonself-collisions are in the 
linear regime. It can be shown &alytically that if the contributions of inelastic col- 
lisions can be neglected, only in the linear regime, and when either the spin-rotation 
or the combined dipolar-quadrupolar interaction dominates, the relaxation times 
depend linearly upon the mole &action of the diatomic hydrogen? When the sys- 
tem is in an extreme nonlinear regime, i. e., at very high magnetic field strength 
and/or very low density, the relaration rates, Tl-', become linear functions of mole 
fractions, so that an extrapolation to zero mole fractions should be carried out for 
the relaxation rates rather than the relaxation times. For intermediate conditions 
the dependences both of reIaxation times and of relaxation rates on the mole frac- 
tion are weaker. The solution to this problem is to carry out experhents for a latger 
nnmber of low mole &action mixtures, and map out preüsely the adaal fnnctional 
forms of the mole fraetion dependences of the relaxation times. An extrapolation 
of the relaxation times based on these fanftional forms wodd give acctuate infinite 
dilution redts.  This solution is, of course, not economical. 
For the D2-Ar system an additional complexity arises because of possibly diffa- 
ent mole fraction dependences of the deuteron relaxation times for the two parity 
isomers. 
The above discussion has been presented here to complement similar discussions 
presented in the relevant contexts of Chs.3 and 4, and to stress the importance of 
the mole fiactions of the diatomic component in such studies. Fortunately, the 
mole hactions used in the experimental part of the present study are s m d  enough 
to neglect the problems discussed bnefiy above. 
Contributions of impurities 
In the analysis of the one-dimensional spectra obtained for the HD-Ar and Dz- 
Ar mixtures it was shoan that the contributions of the impurities to the signal are 
negligible. This, however, does not necessdy require that the contributions of 
the impurities to the relaxation times shodd be neglected. Rather, the evalnation 
of such contributions should be based on the eifectiveness and the fiaction of the 
collisions with the impmity moledes. In general, contributions of the impurities of 
the hydrogen gases (HD and D2) to the meastued relaxation times are smaller than 
those of the Ar gas by a factor of z-', where z is the mole fraction of hydrogen ia the 
mutare. The isotopic impurities of the hydrogen gas contribute to the measured 
relaxation times by changing the fiaction of self-collisions (to impurity nonself- 
collisions) with the same interaction potentid, bat wïth merent reduced masses of 
the collision compleres. Considering the very low concentrations of the hydrogenic 
impurities (Le., 3% for HD and 0.4% for D2 ), such changes can be neglected. The 
direct contributions of the hydrogenic impurities to the NMR signal appear as a 
very small inaease in the standard deviation of the measured relaxation times. The 
total concentration of the non-hydtogenic impruities is less than 10 ppm for both 
ED and Dz gases. 
In contrast to the role of impurities hom the hydrogen gas, impmities fÎom the 
argon gas are considerably more important, as the argon molecules constitute a 
major fraction of the collision partners for diatomic hydrogen. For this reason an 
UBP (ultra-high purity) grade argon gas has been used in the present experimeats. 
The stated total concentrations of the impuities in the UHP grade argon gas 
is less than 20 ppm. Obviously, the contributions of this small concentration of 
the impurities can safely be neglected. While the contribution of (paramagnetic) 
oxygen, which constitutes 10% of the non-hydrogenic impurïties, might seem to be 
a real conceni. The numbet of collisions between diatomic hydrogen and oxygen 
molecules is at least five orders of magnitude less than that between diatomic 
hydrogen molecales and argon atoms. Furthermore, this trace amonnt of oxygen 
is usually adsorbed at the active surfaces of the gas handllig system, e.g., the 
copper tubes. Orygen impurity is the major problem with the isotopic hydrogen 
gases prepared locdy via chernical or electrochemical reactions. The UHP argon 
gas may contain a trace of the "As isotope, which can &O be regarded as an 
impurity. The a c t d  concentration of this isotopic impurity in the UHP argon 
gas is much smder than the natard abundance of the 36Ar isotope ( i e . ,  0.34% 
), due to the method by which UKP argon gas is prepared. Furthet, within the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation the differences between the contributions to bullr 
mixture properties of hydrogen-*Ar and hydrogenenaAr collisions are entirely due 
to the Merence between th& rednced masses, which is very small (e.g., for the 
DI-Ar system t h  dinaence is less than 1%). Moreover, as the isotopic impnrity of 
the argon gas is negligible, its contribution to the meamred NMR relaxation times 
can be neglected safely. 
In conclusion, it can be said that the contributions of the irnpnrities to the 
measured relaxation times in the present study are very small. 
Possible sources of error in the experiments 
In the gas phase NMR experiment s, excep t for closed sample cells with dimensions 
confined to the effective volame of the rf coil, difhision of gases into and out of this 
volume is asually one of the most important sources of error in the measured values 
of the relaxation times. When the sample c d  is open and is connected to a large 
reservoir (GHS) by a capillary, such as that used in the present study, dinusiont 
of the moledes fkom the dective volume of the rf coil throngh the capillary gives 
rise to an additional decay of the nudear magnetization. The rate constant of this 
decay, which is equivalent to an inverse relaxation tirne, is proportional to T ~ I J v ,  
with V the volume of the sample c d  and A, the capillary cross section. In order 
to minimize the contribution of difhsion to the measured values of the relaxation 
times, this factor shodd be kept as s m d  as possible. This means that a larger 
sarnple c d  and a narrower capillary are prefmed. It was argued in Secs. 3.2.1 and 
3.3.1 that dinusion does not play an important role under the conditions used in 
the present study. However, for higher temperatures at which molecular difbsion 
rates are larger, significant contributions fiom dinasion may be expected. For such 
temperatures a dosed sample c d  should be used in order to confine the molecules 
th this case e m o n  may be a more suitable tetmin~logy*~ 
nithin the deetive vohme of the rf coil. The trivial solution of using a larger 
sample c d  at such temperatures is not practical due to c d  size and increased 
d i f f i d t y  in shimming of the probe (see Ch. 2). When the magnetic field is not 
homogeneous, &sion of moledes both inside the sample cell and into and out 
of the sample ceIl becomes another source of decay in the magnetization, and thas 
contributes to the meastued relaxation tirne. 
Another problem assocïated with an open sample c d  is that large amounts 
of gases are needed to prepare the desîred mixture in the sample c d ,  which has 
a m&um volume of 1 cm3. This can be a real disadvantage, especidy when 
studying expensive gases. Further, changes in the density of the reservoir (due to 
variation of its temperature) affect the total density of gases in the sample cd. On 
the plus side, however, an open sample c d  allows one to probe the pressure of the 
gases instant aneously and continuously to check for possible leaks. 
Temperature instability and inhomogeneity over the sample cell, which depend 
on the temperature control unit and the design of the probe, are other important 
sources of error in gas phase Ti measarements. Besides inaeasing the standard 
deviation of the measured relaxation time, temperature inhomogeneity and insta- 
bility can lead to convection (a homogeneous diffusion) in the gas mixture in the 
sample ceIl, the capiuary and the connecting tubes to the gas handling system. 
This introduces yet another source of e~ror.'~* The convection of gases in a dosed 
sample c d  has no effect on the meamed relaxation tirne when the magnetic field 
is homogeneous . 
Contribution of wall-collisions to the decay of nudear magnetization, as dis- 
cussed briefly in Sec. 5.1, is another source of error which becomes important only 
for nudei with extremely long relaxation times (e-g., at very low temperatures) , for 
dilute gases,15 and/or for s m d  sample cells. 
Formation of Van der Waals complexes may not always be detected easily, es- 
pecially when t occurs at the limits of the temperature range. The temperattue 
range over which these complexes are formed, and the magnitudes of th& eEects 
on the relaxation times of the nuclei depend upon the physical properties of both 
the atom and the diatom making up the cornplex, the most important of which is 
their interaction PES." These dec ts  on the Ti versus temperature eumes may be 
so smooth that they cannot be distingaished fiom the general temperature behavior 
of the relaxation times. In goch cases, cornparison between expairnent and the- 
could result in incorrect condusions being drawn. A Ti meamernent stndy of the 
atomic component of the mixture (when it is NMR. active) can be nsed to map ont 
the regions in which these complexes are formed. The dects  of the formation of 
Van der Waals complexes on the relaxation times of the atomic species are dra- 
matic, because they introduce mu& more dective interactions (Le ,  intramolecular 
interactions) to the relaxation of the nuclear magnetizations in atoms, which other- 
wise relax via the much weaker intermolecular interactions.'5* l6 Unfortnnately, the 
Ar nucleus is not NMR active, and thus does not d o w  such a stndy to be carrïed 
out for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems. 
The low SIN ratios usuaIly obtained for the gaseous samples generdy decrease 
the accuracy of the Ti measurements. For heteronuclear diatomic samples, such as 
HD in the HD-Ar system, when observation of the structure of the peaks are not 
of interest, deconpling of the other nucleus during the acquisition time can be used 
to increase the SIN. 
Conclusion 
A diable gas handling system and a sample dl have b e n  designed to fit the 
standard solution probes of a co~~ll~ercial NMR instrument, and they have ken 
used successfany in the NMR stndy of HD-Ar and D2-Ar gas mixtures. 
For the f i s t  time, NMR one-dimensional and spin-lattice relaxation time studies 
for HD-Ar and Da-Ar gas mixtures have been carried out over a aide range of tem- 
peratures at several mole fiactions and densities. Analysis of the one-dimensional 
spectra for both the HD-Ar and DZ-Ar mixtures showed that dinnsion of moledes, 
which might be an important source of error in Tl measnrements with an open s a m -  
pie c d ,  is not significant for the conditions used in this study. However, it shoald be 
noted here that the open sample c d  setup should not be used at very high temper- 
atures, as difhision of molecales at these temperatures wi l l  conhibute significantly 
to the relaxation times. The chemical shifts of the pealrs in the one-dimensional 
spectra showed well-behaved temperature dependences. The contribution of the 
j-dependence of the intramoledar interactions to the temperature dependence of 
the deuteron chemical shifts in the D2-Ar system (i e., through rovibrational av- 
eraging) was caldated nsing ab initio methods. The results of these caldations 
showed that the intramo1eCU1ar interactions cannot be responsible for the large tem- 
penrture dependences of the chemical shifts observed in the D2-Ar system, and it 
t hus appears that intermolecular intaactions are Lrkely responsible for the observed 
relatively strong temperature dependences. The deuteron linewidths obtained for 
the D2-Ar mixtures illustrate the high quaIity of the experimentd data obtained in 
these studies. The theoretical resdts saggest that the ciifference between the mea- 
sured values of T; and Ti for the deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar mixtures is due partially 
to the deuteron relaxation times for the two parie  isomers under the experimental 
conditions used in this study being in the non-liaear regime in which T2 is shorter 
than Ti.citemccourtl 
Close-eoapled S-mahk elements, opacities, and the UV and UT cross sections 
have been caldated for both systems. The qua& of the r e d t s  of each step of the 
caldations have been tested in d e t d  A tuming-point energy has been observed 
for the maximum in the J-dependent opacities. Such a tnraing-point has not been 
reported previoasly for similar systems. The turning-point energies for the &-Ar 
systern occm at signincantly higher energies in comparison with those for the HD- 
Ar system. It has been shown that the main source of aror in the results of the 
calcdations aises fkom the thermal-averaging step. It has been suggested that a 
bet ter technique shodd be used in the resonance ranges, in which a known lineshape 
fnnction is employed in the awe-fitting step of the integrations over these ranges. 
Such an improvement in the thermal averaging routine is not moot, since it has 
been shown that the contributions of orbiting resonances to the relaxation times 
are not negligible for the HD-Ar and D2-Ar systems, and become quite significant 
at low temperatmes. Thus, a carefid selection of the total energies is required for 
systems exhibiting such resonances. It is also clear that NMR Tl mea~nrements at 
low temperatures can be used to study the contribution of orbiting resonances to 
such phenornena. 
Two generd methods have been proposed to provide means for comparison of 
the experimentd and theoretical spin-lattice relaxation times for o r t b p a r a  mix- 
tures of a homonuclear diatomic gss when the relaxation times of the h o  parity 
isomers are so close that they cannot be m e m e d  separately. Under such condi- 
tions, an accurate and quantitative comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
results is not, otherwise, possible. One of these methods, the method of effective 
relaxation times, ha9 been employed successfidly for the study of the D2-Ar sys- 
tem, d e r  all efforts to obtain separate measurements of the reiaxation times of the 
deateron in the the pareDrAr and orth+D,-At systems fded. The theoretical 
redts  confifmed that such separate measnrements are not possible, because the 
dues  of the relaxation times of these two parity isomers are indeed very dose. 
The theoretical spin-lattice relaxation times for the HD-Ar system show excel- 
lent agreement with the experimental results for alI conditions, whüe for the D2-Ar 
system relatively good agreement codd be obtained only at higher temperatures. 
The source of the diffaence between the theoretical resdts for the two systems 
has been athibuted to possible inacmracies in the anisotropic components of the 
XC(fit) PES for the homonudear hydrogen-argon systems. It was conclnded that 
the anisotropic parts of the transformed PES, and hence the NMR relaxation times, 
for the heteionudear hydrogen-argon systems are predorninantly determined by the 
isotropie part of the homonudear PES. For the HD-Ar system the agceement be- 
tween experimental and theoretical resdts for the deutaon was not as good as that 
for the proton. This can be due to experimental mors and/or possible involvement 
of other mechanisms in the relaxation of the denteron magnetization. The com- 
parative resdts for different isotopic hydrogen-helitd systems reported previously, 
cannot be generalized to hydrogen-argon systems. Also, any potentid-related prob- 
lems, such as inaccuracies in the transformation of the PES from the homonudear 
to heteronuclear system mentioned by Armstrong et  al.: shodd lead to the same 
level of agreement (or disagreement) for both nuclei of the heteronuclear system 
(assuming the same accuracies for all coupling constants). Thus, attribution of the 
clifference in the agreements between theory and experiment reported for the proton 
and deateron spin-lattice relaxation times in the HD-He system does not seem to 
be justiiied. 
Both the experiment al and the theoretical resdt s showed t hat the relaxation 
times for the proton of HD in the HDAr system, and of the deuteron of DI in 
the DI-Ar system lie in a non-linear t e e .  These results are a consequence of 
the strong magnetic field employed in this stndy. Based on these resalts, it is 
recomrnended that the use of the linear-regime formtilae for the relaxation times 
should be based on the exact evaluation of the numerical vaines of the relevant 
fiequencies, rather than on the assamptions. This will be especidy important in 
fatme when even higher magnetic field strengths may be used in such studies. 
Although it has been a long t h e  since double resonance techniques have been 
employed in gas phase NMR ~ t n d i e s , ' ~ ~  no NOE memement  has previously been 
reported in the literature for gaseous samples. For the first t h e ,  the possibility of 
NOE measurements in gas phase samples has been examined in the present study. 
It has been shown also that the the results of the NOE measurements can be nsed 
as an independent source for the evaluation of the theoretical results. In the present 
study, the NOE measurements have been carried ont for both the proton and the 
deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures. The theoretical values of the NOE enhance- 
ments have also been dculated using the NOE formulae developed originally for 
the liquid phase."*' Within the fypical error bars of the NOE measurements, the 
experimental and theoretical NOE enhancements showed good qualitative agree- 
ments. However, the large error bars of the NOE enhancements did not allow a 
quantitative cornparison between the theoretical and experimental results. A proper 
formulation of the NOE phenornena s h d d  be derived directly using kinetic theory 
arguments, but this has still to be done. 
Sensitivity of the gas phase NMR telaration cross sections to the PES has been 
examined for two different versions of the XC(fit) potential. While the two vasions 
of the PES gave essentially the same results for al1 other physicd properties of 
the system, they resulted in slightly différent values for the NMR relaxation cross 
sections- 
NMR spin-lattice relaxation times and the NOE measurements provide a pow- 
eanl tool for the stady of intermolecular potentid eaagy sdaces.  Sensitivity of 
these physical properties to the anisotropic part of the PESYs is a unique tool for 
further rhements of these PES's, which will lead eventudy to a better under- 
standing of the natare of interactions between atoms and moledes. It is proposed 
that a NMR quality test, if feapible, should be a must for the final ranking of any 
proposed PES for atom-diatom systems. 
Chapter 6 
Future Studies 
Some plans for fnture studies w3l  be presented in this chapter. In Sec. 6.1 some 
other possible experiments whose results will complement the resdts obtained in 
this study are discnssed. A miniature gas handüng system that has been designed, 
b d t ,  and tested, and has already been nsed in some preliminary experiments on 
HD-Ar mixtures, wül be introduced in Sec. 6.2. 
6.1 Other experiments and other systems 
Further study of the HD-Ar mixtures 
As a final step in the study of the HD-Ar system, it wodd be usefil to investigate 
the possible dects  of saturation (decoupling) of the proton on the spin-lattice 
relaxation times of the deuteron. This study will aim, especidy, to determine the 
effects of the formation of Van der Waals complexes on the relaxation processes with 
and without decoupling of the 0th- nucleus. It wdl &O d o w  the investigation of 
possible interferences between diffkrent relaxation rnechani~rns."~~~ 
Pure ortheDrAr and pareDrAr mixtures 
It is obvioas that the problems associated with the study of the odi+pura mir- 
tnres of the D2-Ar system, Le., difndties in obtaining separate measurements of 
the spin-lattice relaxation times for the individual ortho.DrAr and pareDrAr 
systems, wiü not arise if pure gases of the two parity isomers of D2 are employed 
in the preparation of the D2-Ar gas mixtures. Thas, NMR spin-lattice relaxation 
tirne studies of pare para-Di-Ar and orth+D2-At mixtures will provide data which 
can be ased directly in the evaluation of the theoretical results. Since pure ortho-DI 
and pareDz gases are not commercially available, they should be prepared locally. 
The orthepara conversion rate for D2 is extremely slow in the absence of catalysts 
or magnetic materials y and therefore it can be neglected safey if appropriate cau- 
tions are taken, The results of such studies under conditions in which the deuteron 
relaxation times for the two pure systems are close b one another can be used 
to verify the two methods proposed in this thesis for the study of the orthepara 
mixtures of the D2-Ar system. 
Collisional chernical shift 
Analysis of the one-dimensional spectra obtained for BD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures 
showed that the measured chemical shifts are well-behaved functions of tempera- 
ture. For the D I - A .  mixtures it has been established that the intra-moledar p r c ~  
cesses can acconnt for only 1045% of the observed temperature-dependence of the 
deuteron chemicd shift. In order to study the contribution of the inter-molecular 
processes (i. e., the collisional or dynamical chemical shift ) accurately, contributions 
fiom experimental problems, such as instabiüty and temperature dependence of the 
carrier frequency of the LGcircuit, should be excluded fiom the m e a s d  chemical 
shiRs. To accomplish this an osdloscope should be employed as a standard fie- 
quency reference during the experiments. This wodd allow the contribution of the 
inter-moledar interactions to the measnred temperatare dependence of the chem- 
i d  shifts to be determinea. Development of the formalism linLing the dynamical 
chernical shifb to the PES of the system, starting fiom Eq. (1.18), would provide 
another NMR-based method for the evaluation of the PES. Such a method reqnkes 
shorter experimenta'l times than does the measmement of the NMR relaxation times 
t hemselves - 
HT-Ar mixture 
The conclusions drawn for the XC(fit) PES based on cornparisons of the theoret- 
i d  and experimental r e s d s  obtained for the HD-Ar and &-Ar systems can be 
farther examined by stndying the HT-Ar system. If the transformation of the PES 
fkom the homonudear to a heteronudear system improves the anisotropic part of 
the potential, the agreement between the theoretical and experimental results for 
the HT-Ar system should be of the same quaIity as that for the HD-Ar system. A 
study of the HT-Ar system has also a number of advantages to be discussed below. 
The tritium nucleus (or triton) has the highest magnetogyric ratio of any known 
nucleus; it is over 6.7% higher thaa that of proton, Ce., -pr = 28.5336 T-' s-'.= 
This means that the SIN ratio for the triton peaL wil l  be even higher than that for 
the proton peak. Thus, it is possible to study mixtures with mole fractions mach 
Iowa than those used in the current stady of the HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures. 
Consequently, problems associated with extrapolation to infinite dilution will be 
alleviated considerably. 
The relaxation mechanisms for the proton and triton of HT in the HT-Ar 
system are the same (i.e., spin-iotation and dipolar interactions). This allows 
a deanet study to be made of sources of possible diftetences in the agreement 
between theoretid and experimental results for the h o  nuclei, if they are found. 
It &O has the potential of leading to an understanding of the observed diffaences 
in the agreement between the theoretical and expaimental resnlts for the proton 
and deateron of HD in the HD-Ar system. 
The values of the NOE enhancements for the proton and triton of HT in the 
HT-Ar system should be dose to one another, because the magnetogyric ratios of 
the two nucleî are very dose. Fnrthet, the contribution of the dipolar interaction to 
the relaxation times of the nudei of HT in the HT-Ar system is comparable with 
that of the spin-rotation interaction (the dipolar interaction between the nnclei of 
HT is about 7 times larger than that of HD). Thus, an NOE study of the HT-Ar 
system, especidy at low temperatures, for which the contribution of the dipolar 
interaction to the relaxation times is larger, would provide further experimental 
results for evalaation of the NOE formulae to be derived for the gas phase. The 
HT molet.de in the gas phase is indeed the simplest and neatest system for which 
the validity of the NOE formulation c m  be tested. 
Another unique feahire of the HT-Ar system is that it should be possible to 
measure d u e s  of the UV and UT CIOSS sections fkom the measured values of the 
spin-lattice relaxation times for the proton and triton at temperatures sdciently 
low that only the j = O and j = 1 rotational levels of the HT molectde are occupied. 
When this happens, the NMR cross section matrices are reduced to scalar quanti- 
ties. Should such temperatures not be attainable, a set of multi-field experiments 
would d o w  evaiuation of the elements of the cross section matrices from experi- 
mental results. No other isotopomer of hydrogen has this feature. The number of 
magnetic field strengths reqniied for such a study is given by Nf = $ j-(j- + l), 
where j,, is the rotational quantum number for the highest sigdicantly occupied 
level. For example, when j,, = 2, three field strengths are needed to measure 
dues of all cross section elements, 
Radioactivity of the tritium nucleus requires some health and environmental 
precautions. No special setnp is needed for a triton NMR study, except that the 
probe shodd be equipped with a LC circuit which can resonate at the triton Larmor 
&equency. A tritium NMR study is nowadays a routine experiment.12s128 Also the 
haIf-Me of the triton is dcientIy long that the efEects of the radioactive decay 
of the triton on the chernical composition, tempaature and electronics of the LC 
circuit of the probe can be sddy neglected.' The requked HT gas can be prepared 
fkom lithium tritide (ET) in a substitution reaction with HIO. The lithium tritide 
compound can be obtained from the U.S. National Et ium Fadty? 
The only problem with the above proposed study of the HT-Ar system is that 
HT gas is exceedingly expensive, so that the gas handling system ased in the stndy 
of the HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtnres cannot be used, since such a gas handling system 
requires large amount of the constituent gases. The solution to this problem is the 
use of a closed sample c d .  In the following section a miniature gas handhg 
system will be introduced which can be used as a sample cd for the study of HT- 
Ar mixtures. With this special sample c d ,  a maximum amount of 50 mg of HT gas 
would be suffiCient to carry out a complete set of Tl measurements, such as that 
has been carried out for HD-Ar mixtures in this study. 
- - - 
'The tritium nucleus undergoes a 0.0186 MeV /3 d w y  with a half-life of 12.6 years. The 
average diffugion length of the generated P particles in the gas phase at 1 atm pressure is about 
1 cm. The electric current produced by the /3 particles, if aii can be collected befare being absorbed 
by the 3 ~ e i  and H+ ions produced in the radioactive decay, is of the order of 5 pA for a 1 cm3 
sample of 1% HT in Ar at latm. The chemicai composition of the gaa mixture after a 10-day 
experiment, for example, will change only by 0.15%, with non-interf'g and dean %e and 
impurit ies. 
6.2 A miniature gas handling system for gas phase 
NMR experiment s 
It was pointed out in Ch. 5 that the gas handling system (GHS) and sample c d  
setup employed in the stndy of HD-Ar and D2-Ar mixtures cannot be used in 
NMR studies at high temperatares due to the increased contribution of dinusion to 
the measured relaxation times. It was also mentioned that temperature gradients 
dong the probe and magnet bore and variation of the temperature in the spedrom- 
eter room introdnce -ors into the measured values of the relaxation times. The 
requirement of large amounts of gases is also another disadvantage of this setnp, 
especially for expensive gases. Different existing closed sample cells (as alternative 
solutions) and their advantages and disadvantages have been reviewed in Ch. 2, 
where it was also indicated that none of these sample cells is a good choice for 
hydrogen-cont aining gas mixtures. 
A new set of detachable compact coaxial valves (DCCV) has been designed to 
be used with special glas tubes for gas phase measnrements, and to fit the standard 
solution probes used in commercial NMR instmments. The role of the DCCV is to 
connect the sample cell to the GHS in which the gas mixtures are prepared, and 
to seal it. Mdtiple seals, minimal dead volume and piston effects (associated with 
all valves), convenient connection to and disconneetion from the GHS, easy access 
to all parts for inspection, repair or replacement when required, and reliability are 
features of this new set of valves. The assembly of the DCCV and the glas tube 
can be regarded as a miniature GHS, which c m  be used to store and even to carry 
gas mixtures sddy fiom one laboratory to another. Figure 6.1 shows an axid cross 
section of this miniature GHS, which has a weight of z400g, a length of ~ 4 0  cm 
and a mzuQmum diameter of 2.4 cm. This GHS can hold pressures up to 50 atm over 
a temperatore range of 250-350K. A tnal version of this G E S  has been made by 
the Science Shop at the University of Waterloo, and ha9 passed a 24-hour pressure 
test rith helium gas at 80 atm. This GHS has &O been used successhilly in NMR 
test experiments on Hz-Ar and HD-Ar gas mixtures. More details of the DCCV 
wil l  appear in a technical report soon. 
The miniature GHS described above nül be used primarily in the study of HT- 
Ar mixtures. This GHS will also d o w  T2 measurements, which require dosed cells, 
on some hydrogen-argon mixtures under speciiied conditions. The redts  of the TZ 
measurements can be used in the same way that Ti meastuements have been used 
to obtain farther information about the rekxation processes and the interaction 
PES in these systems. The miniature GHS introduced here can also be used for 
other types of spectroscopic techniques. 
Figure 6.1: DCCV (detachable compact cozucid valve), a miniature gas haadliag 
system designed for the NMR stndy of gases at high pressures. This gas handhg 
system, which is used as a sample cd, can hold pressures ap to 50atm OWI a 
temperature range of 250-350 K 
Appendix A 
Experiment al Data 
As discussed in Ch. 5, the raw relaxation times for each series of measurements at 
different temperatures are adjusted to a single pressure corresponding to the probe 
temperature 273.15 K. To extrapolate to infinite dilution for each temperature, the 
relaxation times for mixtures at diffkrent mole fractions are adjusted to a single 
density. The header of each table in this appendix identifies the mole fraction of 
the hydrogen component (D2 or HD), the amagat density of the gas mixture at  tem- 
perature 273.15 K, p l ,  to which the raw relaxation tixnes for each series are adjusted, 
and the amagat density p i ,  to which the relaxation times of the corresponding series 
at different mole fractions are adjusted in order to extrapolate to infinite dilution. 
Columns of the tables from left to right indade probe temperatures T, mixture to- 
tal pressure P, ran relaxation times T,(O), pressure-adjasted relaxation times T,('), 
density-adjus ted relaxation times T?), and the percent standard deviation of the 
relsxation tixnes S D. An temperatures are &en in Kelvin, pressures in atmosphere 
and relaxation times in msec. The last table in each section lists the values of the 
infinite dilution relaxation times and their error bars (both in msec) derived fÎom 
the raw data using the procedures discussed in detail in Ch.5. 
Proton relaxation times for HD 
in HD-Ar mixtures 
z n  = 0.86% pl = 8.74 amagat pz = 8.54 amagat 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
= 0.86% pl  = 4.78 amagat f i  = 4.67 amagat 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixtnres 
ZHD = 0.86% Pr = 0.96 amagat f i  = 0.96 amagat 
proton of HD in KD-Ar mixtures 
zm = 2.80% pl = 15.03 amagat pz = 15.26 amagat 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixttues 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
zm = 2.80% pl = 4.55 amagat pz = 4.67 amagat 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
ZHD = 5.03% pl = 15.50 amagat pz = 15-26 amagat 
proton of HD in ED-Ar mixtures 
z m  = 5.03% pi = 8.38 amagat pz = 8.54 amagat 
proton of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
z m  = 5.03% pl = 4.55 amagat pz = 4.67 amagat 
Infinit e dilution relaxation times 






A.2 Deuteron relaxation times for HD 
in HD-Ar mixtures 
z m  = 0.86% pl = 8.74 amagat p2 = 8.54 amagat 
deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtmes 
ZD = 0.86% pl  = 4.78 amagat pz = 4.67 amagat 
z m  = 0.86% pl  = 0.96 amagat pz = 0.96 amagat 
No acceptable data due to poor S/N ratio 
= 2.80% pl = 15.03 amagat pz = 15.26 amagat 
denteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
zm = 2.80% pl  = 8.34 amagat pz = 8.54 amagat 
denteron of HD in HD-Ar mùttares 
zm = 2.8r)% pl  = 4.55 arnagat pz = 4.67 amagat 
denteron of ED in HD-Ar mixtures 
~ H D  = 5.03% pi = 15.50 amagat pz = 15.26 amagat 
deuteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 















denteron of HD in HD-Ar mixtures 
zm = 5.03% pl  = 4.55 amagat pz = 4-67 amagat 
Infinit e dilution relaxation t imes 






A. 3 Single-exponent i d  relaxation times for 
the deuteron of Da in D2-Ar mixtures 
za2 = 1.97% pl  = 13.84 amagat pz = 13.91 amagat 
deuteton of D2 in D2-Ar mixtures 
2, = 1.97% pl = 7.07 amagat p2 = 7.16 amagat 
deuteron of D2 in DI-Ar mixtures 
ZD, = 1.97% pi  = 3.55 amagat pz = 3.57 amagat 
ZD, = 3.77% PL = 13.99 amagat pa = 13.91 amagat 
deuteron of D2 in D2-Ar mixtures 
24 = 3.77% pl  = 7.26 amagat pz = 7.16 amagat 
deuteron of D2 in Da-Ar mixtnres 
ZD, = 3.77% pl = 3.58 amagat f i  = 3.57 amagat 
Infinite dilution single-exponent ial relaxation t imes 
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